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Abstract

Femtosecond Photoelectron Spectroscopy of the Dynamics of Electron Attachment and
Photodissociation in Iodide-Nucleobase Clusters

by

Alice Kunin

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Daniel M. Neumark, Chair

DNA and RNA photodamage mechanisms are of significant importance but remain
relatively poorly understood. The attachment of low-energy electrons to nucleic acid con-
stituents has been shown to induce single and double strand breaks, although the mechanism
of electron attachment and subsequent fragmentation remains debated. Nucleobases have
been suggested to be the most likely target for attachment. The transient negative ions
(TNIs) that form as a result of attachment have been implicated as important species in the
damage mechanism. In addition, nucleobases exhibit strong photoabsorption cross-sections
for UV light that may create a photoexcited species vulnerable to electron attachment. In
vivo, local water molecules may stabilize TNIs and affect dissociation barriers, among other
effects.

Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) of gas phase iodide-nucleobase clus-
ters is a powerful tool to probe ultrafast reductive damage pathways in nucleic acid con-
stituents. This femtosecond pump-probe technique employs an ultraviolet (UV) pump pulse
to either initiate charge transfer from the iodide to the nucleobase or directly photoexcite
the nucleobase species. A UV or infrared (IR) probe pulse can photodetach nascent tran-
sient negative ions (TNIs) or anionic photofragments to trace the ultrafast dynamics of TNI
formation, decay, and cluster dissociation. In this thesis, we employ TRPES in conjunction
with excited state calculations and photofragment action spectroscopy to probe the dynam-
ics of electron attachment and photodissociation in a variety of iodide-nucleobase clusters,
including iodide-uracil (I–·U), iodide-uracil-water (I–·U·H2O), and the simpler model system
iodide-nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2).

Photofragment action spectroscopy and excited state calculations have revealed two
distinct regimes of UV photoabsorption in iodide-nucleobase clusters: near the cluster ver-
tical detachment energy (VDE) and near ∼4.8 eV. Near-VDE photoexcitation corresponds
to optical excitation from an I(5p) orbital to form a dipole-bound (DB) anion, in which the
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excess electron is bound by the large dipole moment of the base. Photoexcitation from 4.6 –
5.2 eV is expected to correspond to base-centered π – π∗ photoexcitation of the nucleobase.
In addition to DB anions, the canonical nucleobases are known to support conventional,
valence-bound (VB) anionic states.

Like the canonical nucleobases, nitromethane (CH3NO2) also possesses a large dipole
moment and is known to support both DB and VB anion states and thus serves as a valuable
small molecule model for the dynamics in larger nucleobase species. TRPES of I–·CH3NO2
clusters with a near-VDE photon energy UV pump pulse yields instantaneous formation
of the I–·CH3NO2 DB anion with complete or nearly complete conversion to form a VB
state in ∼400 – 500 fs. The VB state exhibits bi-exponential decay in 2 ps and 1200 ps.
A UV probe pulse measures the formation of I– as the major dissociation channel of the
cluster, with mono-exponential formation in approximately 20 ps. Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-
Marcus (RRKM) calculations to model the statistical unimolecular dissociation of the cluster
predict dissociation to form I– in only ∼300 fs. The lack of a charged intermediate decay
state suggests that intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) in the cluster is
the rate-limiting step in the nonstatistical dissociation of the cluster.

TRPES of I–·U binary clusters shows some similarities to I–·CH3NO2, with only partial
DB to VB anion conversion following near-VDE photoexcitation likely due to the reversed
energetic ordering of the two TNI states. In this pump energy regime, bi-exponential for-
mation of I– in ∼15 ps and 150 ps is measured and is expected to correspond to internal
conversion and dissociation from each of the two relatively long-lived TNIs. Based on our
TRPES results for I–·CH3NO2, we expect the long dissociation time constant to correspond
to decay of the VB anion, with delayed dissociation due to inefficient IVR from vibrationally
excited ring modes to the I–· · ·U stretch coordinate.

In the π – π∗ photoexcitation regime, the VB anion of the I–·U complex is found to
form instantaneously despite the lack of a direct optical excitation to form this state. No
DB anion is detected in this pump regime. We have suggested that VB anion formation
occurs by charge transfer from iodide to fill the empty hole in the π orbital following base-
centered excitation. Autodetachment decay signal is measured in this photoexcitation regime
to be approximately commensurate with the prompt formation and decay of the VB state.
Thus, we expect that the decay of the nascent VB state is by autodetachment. I– formation
is measured to occur in 10s of ps, and we expect that cluster dissociation to form I– likely
occurs as a result of internal conversion of the π – π∗ photoexcited base.

The addition of a single water molecule to I–·U is found to have two major effects: near-
VDE photoexcitation yields a somewhat more pronounced DB to VB anion conversion in
I–·U·H2O than in I–·U, and π – π∗ photoexcitation yields bi-exponential formation of I–. In
the near-VDE photoexcitation regime, the nascent DB anion may undergo relatively prompt
water binding site reorientation to reach a conformer with a lower DB to VB anion conversion
barrier resulting in delayed VB anion formation and thus more prominent conversion. π – π∗
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photoexcited I–·U·H2O clusters may have other decay channels that can contribute to the
bi-exponential formation of I– such as the formation of I–·H2O.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Either the well was very deep,
or she fell very slowly, for she
had plenty of time as she went
down to look about her, and to
wonder what was going to
happen next.

Lewis Carroll
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1.1 Overview

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation-induced photodamage of DNA triggered by nascent free radi-
cals and low-energy electrons is believed to account for nearly 70% of DNA damage [1]. The
attachment of low-energy electrons to DNA has been shown to induce single- and double-
strand breaks [2–4], although the mechanism of this damage is not yet well understood.
Theoretical calculations and dissociative electron attachment (DEA) experiments generally
predict that nucleobases are the initial site of electron attachment, with subsequent bond
breakage at the phosphate backbone [3, 5–9]. Additionally, DNA bases have also been
shown to have strong photoabsorption cross-sections for the direct absorption of harmful
UV radiation [10–12]. In vivo, the local solvation environment has been shown to have im-
portant effects on the structure, energetics, and stability of DNA and anionic nucleic acid
constituents [13–16]. To experimentally probe these DNA damage mechanisms, we have
employed femtosecond (fs, 10–15 s) time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) of
gas-phase iodide-nucleobase (I–·N) and iodide-nucleobase-water (I–·N·H2O) microhydrated
clusters. A UV pump photon can initiate charge transfer from the iodide to the nucleobase
species, or induce a base-centered π – π∗ photoexcitation. An infrared (IR) or UV probe
pulse is used to photodetach the excess electron from nascent, photoexcited transient nega-
tive ions (TNIs) or anionic dissociation products. In this way, the ultrafast photochemistry
of excess electron accomodation in nucleobases is monitored. Gas-phase clusters provide an
opportune model system as cluster complexity can be gradually increased to probe larger
systems such as I–·N·(H2O)n complexes or larger biomolecule species.

This thesis explores the ultrafast time-resolved dynamics of electron attachment and
photodissociation in a variety of I–·N clusters and related species. Chapter 1 provides an
overview of reductive DNA damage and how TRPES of I–·N clusters can be used to model the
dynamics triggered by electron attachment. Chapter 2 describes the experimental apparatus
employed herein to produce the I–·N clusters of interest and monitor the ultrafast dynamics
on a femtosecond timescale. Chapters 3 and 4 consider the photodissociation dynamics of
iodide-uracil (I–·U) and the simpler, model system iodide-nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2) fol-
lowing photoexcitation. Chapter 5 discusses the electron attachment and photodissociation
dynamics of near-VDE photoexcited iodide-uracil-water (I–·U·H2O) clusters to probe the
effects of microhydration on I–·N species. Chapter 6 details experiments on π – π∗ photoex-
cited I–·U·H2O to better understand the similarities and differences in the dynamics induced
by electron transfer as compared to initial base-centered photoexcitation. Chapters 7 and 8
reconsider our initial studies of I–·N clusters in the context of the photodissociation results
in Chs. 3 and 4 as well as the I–·U·H2O results in Chs. 5 and 6 in an attempt to develop
a more unified picture of the dynamics in these systems. Chapter 8 also comments more
broadly on the application of TRPES to a wide variety of molecular anions. Finally, Chapter
9 provides an outlook for future experiments focused on larger biomolecule species such as
iodide-nucleotide clusters and oligonucleotide polyanions.
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1.2 Nucleic Acid Damage

We can generally consider photoinduced nucleic acid damage as arising from one of two
pathways: photoabsorption directly by nucleic acid constituents or photoabsorption by the
surrounding cellular media (e.g. water, proteins) [17]. The DNA bases thymine, cytosine,
adenine, and guanine and the RNA base uracil are all known to have strong photoabsorption
cross-sections for UV radiation [10–12]. High energy UV radiation or higher energy cosmic
rays may directly photoionize DNA or RNA constituents to create mobile holes linked to
strand breakage and fragmentation that may result from Auger decay [18, 19]. However,
photoexcited nucleobases have also been shown to undergo efficient relaxation by internal
conversion, preventing dissociation and fragmentation [20, 21]. These relaxation mechanisms
are responsible for the remarkable photostability of DNA and have been of considerable
interest.

Photoionization of the cellular environment is expected to produce free radicals such as
the hydroxyl radical (OH·) or hydrogen radical (H·) and solvated electrons [17, 22]. Electrons
may further ionize the cellular medium by electron impact ionization, or they may lose
kinetic energy through collisions [1]. Intermolecular Coulombic decay of photoexcited water
has also been suggested to be an important source of low energy secondary electrons involved
in DNA damage [23]. As water comprises ∼70 – 80% of the cell, DNA damage ultimately
ensuing from radicals and solvated electrons produced from the cellular environment has
been predicted to account for over 66% of DNA damage [1]. Free radicals and low energy
electrons generated from the environment near DNA (∼1 – 10 nm) [24] are then expected
to attach to DNA and ultimately cause single- and double- strand breaks and the loss of
genetic information.

It is now most widely accepted from theoretical calculations and DEA experiments that
the nucleobase is the most likely site of initial attachment by low energy electrons [3, 5, 7, 8].
Nucleobases have been found to exhibit large DEA cross sections for the resonant capture
of low energy electrons ≤10 eV. Subsequent to nucleobase attachment, fragmentation is
believed to be most likely at the C-O phosphodiester bond linking the phosphate backbone
and sugar moieties, although the nucleobase-sugar C-N glycosidic bond may also fragment
[8, 9]. The uracil nucleobase and uridine monophosphate nucleotide structures are shown in
Fig. 1.1.

Naturally, the role of the local aqueous environment in the stability and relaxation of both
photoexcited DNA constituents and reduced DNA constituents is also of considerable interest
[20, 21]. For example, solvation of DNA bases has been shown to increase the nucleobase
electron affinity (EA) [14] and may decrease excited state lifetimes by increasing the rate
of internal conversion [25]. Dissociation barriers in nucleotides and bulk DNA may also be
increased in solvated environments [26, 27]. Gas-phase [13, 14] and theoretical studies [28–
30] of smaller, microhydrated clusters have shown that the energy ordering of anion states
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Figure 1.1: Structures of uracil (left) and uridine monophosphate (right).

is significantly affected by the addition of a single water molecule.

1.3 Nucleobase Anions

Nucleobases have been shown to support two types of anion states: valence-bound (VB)
anions and dipole-bound (DB) anions [13, 31, 32]. Calculated images of these two types of
orbitals for I–·U are shown in Fig. 1.2 [33].

In VB anions, the excess electron occupies a valence orbital of the molecule. In nucle-
obases, the VB anion corresponds to electron occupation of a π∗ orbital [34], which results in
distortion in the ring puckering coordinate as compared to the planar, neutral bases [35–37].
The excess electron is bound by approximately 0.2 – 1 eV [14, 34, 38–40].

Figure 1.2: Calculated orbitals for the VB (left) and DB (right) anions of the I–·U binary
cluster. Calculated with the Gaussian 09 computing package [33] at the equation-of-motion
coupled-cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD) aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory.
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DB anions correspond to capture of the excess electron by the relatively large dipole
moment (µ) of a neutral molecule [32]. To bind an excess electron, a dipolar moment greater
than ∼2 D is required [41]. All of the canonical DNA and RNA nucleobases possess a dipole
moment large enough to support a DB state in the gas phase [42–44]. Small nucleobase-water
clusters have been shown theoretically [28, 30, 45–47] and recently experimentally (Ch. 5)
to support DB states with favorable alignment of the nucleobase and water molecule dipole
moments. In solution phase, the nature of the bulk solvent and solvent motion are expected to
destabilize the DB anion relative to the VB anion. Note however that bulk water is suggested
by calculations to stabilize non-canonical nucleobase tautomers with dipole moments ≥10 D
[43, 48]. In a Koopmans’ theorem approach [31], where we neglect electron correlation and
orbital relaxation effects, the binding energy (Eb) for a DB anion can be estimated as:

Eb ∼
µ

r2
(1.1)

where 1/r2 arises from the long-range electron-dipole attractive interaction potential at a
radius r from a point dipole µ [32]. For the nucleobase anions considered here, the binding
energy of the excess electron is ∼0 – 200 meV [49]. DB anions are characterized by excess
electron density along the dipolar moment in a large (≥10 – 30 Å), diffuse orbital [49].
Because the excess electron density exists largely outside of the molecular framework, there
is little to no geometric distortion between the DB anion and the neutral species [32].

While some nucleobase DB and VB anions have been measured to exist as stable species,
others are metastable. Single-photon photoelectron spectroscopy and photofragment action
spectroscopy have measured stable nucleobase DB and VB anions as well as stable DB
anions for some iodide-associated clusters [13, 50]. Species with positive electron affinity
will produce a stable anion, while adiabatically unbound species, i.e. species with negative
electron affinity, may have metastable anion states that lie within the neutral continuum
and exist with finite lifetimes. These metastable electronic resonances, here referred to as
transient negative ions (TNIs), are nonstationary states of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation (see Section 1.5) with lifetimes given by the resonance width [51]. Nonadiabatic
coupling between the anionic and neutral states facilitates decay of these resonances, as
described in more detail in Section 1.6.

1.4 TRPES of Iodide-Associated Clusters

To model the time-resolved dynamics of nucleobase transient negative ions, we use fem-
tosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) of I–·N complexes. As seen in
Fig. 1.2, the iodide atom in these complexes has been found to sit near the most acidic
hydrogen atom of the nucleobase. Johnson and co-workers reported initial evidence of pho-
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toinduced intracluster charge transfer in iodide-associated clusters [52, 53] with photoelec-
tron and photofragment action spectroscopies. When complexed with polar molecules such
as acetonitrile (CH3CN), acetone ((CH3)2CO), and nitromethane (CH3NO2), the iodide-
associated complexes were shown to exhibit charge-transfer-to-solvent (CTTS) excitation
bands near the vertical detachment energy (VDE) of the complex, which corresponds to the
difference in energy between the anion and the neutral at the equilibrium geometry of the
anion. Photoexcitation of these CTTS bands was shown to produce DB anionic states [50,
54–56]. Photofragment action spectroscopy and excited state calculations have shown simi-
lar phenomena in near-VDE (∼4 eV) photoexcited iodide-pyrimidine nucleobase complexes
[57, 58], as discussed in more detail in this thesis.

To probe the ultrafast time-evolution of these nascent charge transfer states or TNIs,
photoelectron spectroscopy is a natural tool of choice. Based on the photoelectric effect, an
incident photon of energy greater than or equal to the binding energy of an electron (eBE)
to the complex can photodetach the electron. By conservation of energy, the electron will
be ejected with kinetic energy (eKE) given by:

eKE = hνprobe – eBE (1.2)

where hνprobe is the energy of the probe photon. The photodetached electron eKE distribu-
tions can be measured with time-of-flight or charged particle imaging techniques (see Ch. 2).
Anions are particularly well-suited to study by photoelectron spectroscopy as the relatively
low binding energy of the excess electron allows one to employ relatively low energy probe
pulses that are easily generated by table-top commercial femtosecond laser systems. The
eBE and shape of the photoelectron spectrum allow one to identify the nature of the system
at the instant of photodetachment. As noted above, DB and VB TNIs, for example, exhibit
differing binding energies and the amount of geometric distortion between the anion and
neutral species will affect the breadth of the photodetachment feature (see Section 1.5). By
measuring the eKE distribution of photoejected electrons as a function of delay time between
the pump and probe photons, we may construct time-resolved photoelectron spectra that
reveal the full relaxation and dissociation dynamics of photoexcited species.

By pumping an iodide-associated complex of interest with a femtosecond UV pump pho-
ton isoenergetic with the cluster VDE, we can initiate the ultrafast dynamics of TNI forma-
tion. The TNIs are easily photodetached by a second, time-delayed femtosecond IR probe
photon to track the decay dynamics on femtosecond to picosecond (ps, 10–12 s) time scales:

I– · N
hνpump∼VDE
−−−−−−−−−→ [I · · · N]*–

∆t, hνprobe∼1.58eV
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · N + e– (1.3)
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Figure 1.3: Example scheme for anion TRPES. The evolution of the anion state will produce
changes in the photoelectron spectrum (right) as a function of time that allow the identity
and nature of the excited anionic state to be probed.

This scheme and a schematic photoelectron spectrum are shown in Fig. 1.3. A sufficiently
energetic UV probe photon can also be used to photodetach the excess electron from the TNI
or from ionic photofragments that form via dissociation of the parent complex (see Sec. 1.6).
Importantly, we note that the neutral iodine atom that remains following charge transfer is
not an “innocent spectator”. Our experimental evidence suggests the motion of the neutral
iodine atom after charge transfer can perturb the evolving TNI, particularly for the diffuse
DB anion, as the iodine atom sits within the spatial region occupied by the bare uracil DB
anion. This perturbative effect has been seen as shifts in the DB anion VDE of as much as
100 meV within the first 1 ps [59–61].

As described earlier, nucleobases also exhibit strong π – π∗ photoabsorption bands from
∼4.6 – 5.2 eV; these bands have been found to be unaffected energetically by the presence of
the iodide species [57, 58]. As detailed in later chapters of this thesis, our work indicates that
π – π∗ photoexcitation of the nucleobase also yields the VB TNI, but through a different
mechanism. Calculations have shown that direct optical excitation to form a TNI is not
accessed in this pump energy regime. Accordingly, we have proposed that the VB anion
arises from prompt charge transfer from iodide to fill the π hole remaining on the excited
nucleobase:
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I–(5p6) · N(π4π∗0)
hνpump∼260nm
−−−−−−−−−−→ I–(5p6) · N(π3π∗1)

∆t<180fs−−−−−−→ I · N–(π4π∗1) (1.4)

Here, the I–(5p6) · N(π3π∗1) species is the π – π∗ photoexcited state and the I · N–(π4π∗1)
species is the iodine-associated VB anion state. This mechanism of VB anion formation is
explored in more detail in Chs. 7 – 8.

1.5 Time-Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy

Our goal in this section is to describe the time-dependent photoelectron spectrum P(ε, ∆t)
as a function of the photodetached electron eKE (ε) and pump-probe delay (∆t).1 We begin
by briefly reviewing basic quantum mechanical descriptions of molecules and light-matter
interaction before extending this framework to single photon PES and TRPES.

The time-dependent Schrödinger equation describes the time-evolution of a quantum
mechanical state:

i~
∂

∂t
|Ψ(t)〉 = Ĥ |Ψ(t)〉 (1.5)

Here, |Ψ(t)〉 refers to the molecular wavefunction that defines the time-dependent state of
the molecule, while Ĥ refers to the time-independent Hamiltonian operator. Recall that
|Ψ(t)〉 can be expressed as:

|Ψ(t; t0)〉 = e–iĤ(t–t0)/~ |Ψ(t0)〉 =
∑

n

cne–iEn(t–t0)/~ |n〉 (1.6)

where |n〉 is the set of eigenstates for Ĥ with energies En, t0 is the initial time, and cn are
the complex coefficients. Finally, recall that the probability P for a system to be in a state
n is given by |cn|2. The wavefunction for a molecular state naturally depends upon the
coordinates r and R of the electrons and nuclei, respectively:

|Ψ(t)〉 = |Ψ(r, R; t)〉 (1.7)

1 Some parts of this section originate from a private communication from W. H. Miller. Note also that Ref.
[62] considers a similar, more involved approach to simulate TRPE spectra of I2

–. The notation here is
intended to match as closely as possible to that commonly employed by Miller and co-workers.
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The molecular Hamiltonian Ĥ also depends on both electronic and nuclear interactions, as
in Eq. 1.8:

Ĥ = T̂N + T̂e + V̂NN + V̂ee + V̂eN (1.8)

where T̂N and T̂e are the kinetic energy of the nuclei and electrons, respectively, V̂NN and V̂ee

are the nuclei-nuclei and electron-electron repulsive Coulomb potential, respectively, and V̂eN
is the electron-nuclei attractive Coulomb potential. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
assumes that the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom of a system may be separated.
Since the nuclear motion is expected to be significantly slower than the electron motion
due to the much heavier mass of the nuclei, the nuclei can be considered to be essentially
stationary from the perspective of the electrons. Within this approximation we may separate
the molecular wavefunction into nuclear and electronic components:

Ψ(r, R) = ψ(r; R)χ(R) (1.9)

where ψ(r; R) is the electronic wavefunction that depends parametrically on the nuclear
coodinates and χ(R) is the nuclear wavefunction.2 The Hamiltonian can be similarly sepa-
rated and simplified.

To describe the time-evolving interaction between the molecular system and electromag-
netic radiation, we must define the Hamiltonian to include the time-dependent interaction
potential:

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥ1(t) (1.10)

where Ĥ0 is the time-independent initial Hamiltonian for the molecular system and Ĥ1(t)
is the time-dependent perturbation. Within the electric dipole approximation and the long-
wavelength approximation, the potential describing a classical radiation field ε(t) is given
by

Ĥ1(t) = –µ̂ · ε(t) (1.11)

2 We will only consider here the electronic and nuclear (vibrational) components and omit rotational and
spin components for brevity. Rotational structure is typically too small in energy to be resolved by
photoelectron spectroscopy and spin must be conserved.
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where µ is the electric dipole matrix element.

From time-dependent perturbation theory, we may now write a generic expression for the
molecular wavefunction as a function of time tf as the Dyson series:

|Ψ(tf)〉 =

[
I +

(
–i

~

)∫ tf

t0

dtĤ(t) +

(
–i

~

)2 ∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ t

t0

dt′Ĥ(t)Ĥ(t′) + ...

]
|Ψ(t0)〉

=

[
I +

(
–i

~

)∫ tf

t0

dte–iĤ0(tf–t)/~Ĥ1(t)e–iĤ0(t–t0)/~

+

(
–i

~

)2 ∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ t

t0

dt′e–iĤ0(tf–t)/~Ĥ1(t)e–iĤ0(t–t′)/~Ĥ1(t′)e–iĤ0(t′–t0)/~

+ ...

]
|Ψ(t0)〉

(1.12)

Let us first consider the case of one-photon photodetachment of an anion M–:

M–(Eg) + ~ω → M(EF) + e–(ε) (1.13)

Here, Eg=Ei is the initial (ground state) energy and EF+ε=Ef is the total energy corre-
sponding to the final electronic state MF with a corresponding photodetached electron eKE
of ε. We will also denote |Ψ(t0)〉 as |Φi〉, the initial anion state, where |Φi〉 =

∣∣φg
〉 ∣∣χg

〉
for the ground electronic (φ) and vibrational (nuclear, χ) states, and the final neutral state
(eigenfunctions of Ĥ0) |Φf〉 =

∣∣φF,ε
〉 ∣∣χEF

〉
, where

∣∣φF,ε
〉

refers to the neutral electronic
wavefunction for the final electronic state F of the photodetached neutral with an outgoing
electron eKE of ε. For the one-photon transition (first-order perturbation theory),

PEf←Ei
(tf) = |〈Φf |Ψ(tf)〉|2

=

∣∣∣∣–i

~

∫ tf

t0

dte–iEf(tf–t)/~(µf,i · ε(t))e–iEi(t–t0)/~
∣∣∣∣2

=

(
–i

~

)2∣∣∣∣∫ tf

t0

dtei(Ef–Ei)t/~(µf,i · ε(t))
∣∣∣∣2

(1.14)

Before converting from this expression of the transition probability to the photodetach-
ment spectrum, we first note that the derivative of the probability with respect to time will
yield the transition rate Γ:
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ΓEf←Ei
≡

dPEf←Ei

dt
(1.15)

Consider, for example, a perturbing potential given by Ĥ1(t) = ε0e–iωt where ε0 is a time-
independent vector. We will also denote (Ef –Ei)/~ as ωfi. The probability for the transition
in a time period t is given by:

Pf←i(t) =

(
–i

~

)2∣∣∣∣∫ t

0
dt′eiωfit

′
e–iωt′ 〈Φf | ε0 |Φi〉

∣∣∣∣2
=

(
–i

~

)2

|〈Φf | ε0 |Φi〉|2
∣∣∣∣∣ ei(ωfi–ω)t

i(ωfi – ω)

∣∣∣∣∣
2 (1.16)

and the rate of the transition is therefore ultimately given by:

Γf←i =
2π

~2
|〈Φf | ε0 |Φi〉|2δ(ωfi – ω) =

2π

~
|〈Φf | ε0 |Φi〉|2δ(Ef – Ei – ~ω) (1.17)

This expression is the first-order Fermi’s Golden Rule for the case of a harmonic perturbation
(e.g. incident photon). If we recall that Ef – Ei = EF + ε – Eg, then EF – Eg is the electron
affinity or eBE and we recover the energy conservation principle given in Eq. 1.2.

Returning to Eq. 1.14, the probability for the one-photon photodetachment transition,
we now consider the photoelectron spectrum. We will employ the Condon approximation,
which assumes that the electronic transition is vertical i.e. the electron transition occurs
much faster than nuclear motion, so the transition dipole moment is independent of the
nuclear coordinates:

µf,i =
〈
χEF

∣∣χg
〉
µF,ε,g (1.18)

〈
χEF

∣∣χg
〉

is known as the Franck-Condon factor. The presence of this factor in our equation
for the probability of the photodetachment electronic transition means that the final and
initial nuclear wavefunctions must have nonzero overlap for the transition to be accessible.
The extent of the Franck-Condon overlap will ultimately dictate the shape (breadth) of
the photoelectron spectrum. We will further assume that the transition dipole moment is
independent of the kinetic energy of the outgoing electron (ε) so µF,ε,g = µF,g. Therefore:
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PEf←Ei
(tf) ≡ P(EF, ε) ∝

∣∣〈χEF

∣∣χg
〉∣∣2∣∣∣∣∫ tf

t0

dt(µF,g · ε(t))ei(EF+ε–Eg)t/~
∣∣∣∣2 (1.19)

Here we have written that PEf←Ei
(tf), the probability for the photodetachment transition

from the ground state to the final detached state, is equivalent to P(EF, ε), the probability
distribution as a function of the final nuclear state and the photodetached eKE. However,
measuring P(EF, ε) in general requires a coincidence experiment, and we measure only ε.
The probability distribution of eKE, P(ε), corresponds to the sum of the photodetachment
transition probability integrated over all final nuclear states:

P(ε) ≡
∫

dEFP(EF, ε)

∝
∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ tf

t0

dt′ε(t)ε(t′)e–i(EF+ε–Eg)t/~ei(EF+ε–Eg)t′/~

×
∫

dEF
〈
χg
∣∣χEF

〉 〈
χEF

∣∣χg
〉

e–iEF(t–t′)/~

∝
∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ tf

t0

dt′ε(t)ε(t′)e–i(ε–Eg)t/~ei(ε–Eg)t′/~

×
〈
χg
∣∣ e–iĤF(t–t′)/~ ∣∣χg

〉
P(ε) ∝

∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ tf

t0

dt′ε(t)ε(t′)ei(Eg–ε)(t–t′)/~ 〈χg
∣∣ e–iĤF(t–t′)/~ ∣∣χg

〉

(1.20)

where ĤF is the nuclear Hamiltonian for the final state. If we consider P(ε) in the long time
limit tf →∞ i.e. the photodetachment spectrum, for a radiation field ε(t)ε(t′) ∼ cosω(t – t′)
where (t – t′)=τ ,

P(ε) ∼
∫ ∞

–∞
dτei(Eg+~ω–ε)τ/~ 〈χg

∣∣ e–iĤFτ/~ ∣∣χg
〉

(1.21)

Now we consider the two photon case. For an anion M– with the same ground state g
and final state F, we will introduce an intermediate electronic state denoted A, coupled by
two photons ~ω1 and ~ω2.

M–(Eg) + ~ω1 → M*–(EA) + ~ω2 → M(EF) + e–(ε) (1.22)
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Consider a time-dependent electric field now given by two pulses as ε(t) = ε1(t) + ε2(t) =

ε01E1(t)e–iω1t +ε02E2(t – ∆t)e–iω2(t–∆t) where ε0n corresponds to a time-independent vec-
tor, En(t) is the temporal shape of the laser pulse (e.g. Gaussian, sech2), and ∆t is the time
delay between the ωn pulses. We will employ the rotating-wave approximation i.e. we will
assume that ~ω1 is resonant with the first transition and ~ω2 is resonant with the second
transition. The probability for the two-photon transition is given by:3

PEf←Ei
(tf) ≡ P(EF, ε) = |〈Φf |Ψ(tf)〉|2

P(EF, ε) =

∣∣∣∣∣
(

–i

~

)2 ∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ tf

t0

dt′(µF,A · ε(t))(µA,g · ε(t′))

× ei(EF+ε)t/~e–iEgt′/~ 〈χEF

∣∣ e–iĤA(t–t′)/~ ∣∣χg
〉 ∣∣∣∣∣

2

=

∣∣∣∣∣
(

–i

~

)2

(µF,A · ε02)(µA,g · ε01)

×
∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ tf

t0

dt′ei(EF+ε)t/~e–iEgt′/~E2(t – ∆t)e–iω2(t–∆t)E1(t′)e–iω1t′

×
〈
χEF

∣∣ e–iĤA(t–t′)/~ ∣∣χg
〉 ∣∣∣∣∣

2

=

∣∣∣∣∣
(

–i

~

)2

(µF,A · ε02)(µA,g · ε01)

×
∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ tf

t0

dt′ei(EF+ε–~ω2)t/~e–i(Eg+~ω1)t′/~e–iω2∆t)

× E2(t – ∆t)E1(t′)
〈
χEF

∣∣ e–iĤA(t–t′)/~ ∣∣χg
〉 ∣∣∣∣∣

2

(1.23)

where ĤA is the nuclear Hamiltonian for the intermediate excited state. We can re-express
this term:

3 Note that in the one-photon case we used first-order perturbation theory, while here we are using second-
order. The first-order term is not included here as we are assuming the ground state and final state
are not directly coupled i.e. the first photon (pump) is energetically insufficient to access the final state
(photodetach the ground state anion).
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e–iĤA(t–t′)/~ =

∫
dEA

∣∣χEA

〉 〈
χEA

∣∣ e–iEA(t–t′)/~ (1.24)

and Eq. 1.23 can be further simplified as:

P(EF, ε) ∝
∣∣∣∣∫ dEF

〈
χEF

∣∣χEA

〉 〈
χEA

∣∣χg
〉
ε̄2(EF + ε – EA)ε̄1(EA – Eg)

∣∣∣∣2 (1.25)

where

ε̄1(Ē) =

∫
dteiĒt/~e–iω1tE1(t) ε̄2(Ē) =

∫
dteiĒt/~e–iω2(t–∆t)E2(t – ∆t) (1.26)

But, again, to explicitly express the two-photon time-dependent photoelectron spectrum
P(ε,∆t) we must evaluate the integral over dEF. From Eq. 1.23:

P(ε, ∆t) ∝
∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ t

t0

dt′
∫ tf

t0

dt′′
∫ t′′

t0

dt′′′e–iω2(t–∆t)e–iω1(t′)e–iω2(t′′–∆t)e–iω1(t′′′)

×
∫

dEF
〈
χg
∣∣ eiĤA(t′′–t′′′)/~ ∣∣χEF

〉
e–iEF(t′′–t)/~ 〈χEF

∣∣ e–iĤA(t–t′)/~ ∣∣χg
〉

× eiεt/~e–iEgt′/~e–iεt′′/~eiEgt′′′/~E2(t – ∆t)E1(t′)E2(t′′ – ∆t)E1(t′′′)

P(ε, ∆t) ∝
∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ tf

t0

dt′′e–iω2(t–∆t)e–iω2(t′′–∆t)E2(t – ∆t)E2(t′′ – ∆t)

×
∫ t

t0

dt′
∫ t′′

t0

dt′′′e–iω1(t′)e–iω1(t′′′)eiε(t–t′′)/~eiEg(t′′′–t′)/~E1(t′)E1(t′′′)

×
〈
χg
∣∣ e–iĤA(t′′′–t′′)/~e–iĤF(t′′–t)/~e–iĤA(t–t′)/~ ∣∣χg

〉
P(ε, ∆t) ∝

∫ tf

t0

dt

∫ tf

t0

dt′′e–iω2(t–∆t)e–iω2(t′′–∆t)E2(t – ∆t)E2(t′′ – ∆t)

×
∫ t

t0

dt′
∫ t′′

t0

dt′′′e–iω1(t′)e–iω1(t′′′)eiε(t–t′′)/~eiEg(t′′′–t′)/~E1(t′)E1(t′′′)

×
〈
χg
∣∣ e–iĤA(t′′′–t′′)/~e–iĤF(t′′–t)/~e–iĤA(t–t′)/~ ∣∣χg

〉

(1.27)
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In the continuum limit (tf → ∞), we can succinctly express the total photodetachment
spectrum:

P(ε, ∆t) ∝
∫ ∞

t0

dt

∫ ∞
t0

dt′′ε2(t – ∆t)ε2(t′′ – ∆t)

×
〈
χ̃g
∣∣ e–iĤA(t′′)/~e–i(ĤF+ε)(t–t′′)/~e–iĤAt/~ ∣∣χ̃g

〉 (1.28)

where

∣∣χ̃g
〉

=

∫ t

t0

dt′ε1(t′)ei(Eg–ĤA)t′/~ ∣∣χg
〉

(1.29)

1.6 Dissociation Pathways

The I–·N complexes explored here exhibit a number of energetically accessible dissociation
pathways, including autodetachment of the nascent TNIs and internal conversion to the
anionic ground state followed by dissociation to yield I– or dissociation to other species. We
briefly elaborate on these pathways here.

Autodetachment is the spontaneous emission of an electron from a metastable anion
[32, 63, 64]. For TNIs with energy levels that lie within a manifold of neutral vibrational
states, nonadiabatic coupling between the anion and neutral states can facilitate electron
loss. When this process occurs following the statistical randomization of energy, the electron
typically carries ∼0 eV eKE, and the process is known as thermionic emission [65, 66].

Internal conversion refers to the relaxation of a molecule from a higher lying electronic
state to a lower electronic state via coupling of the electronic and vibrational energy levels.
For the range of pump energies employed here, the I–·N clusters are excited to low-lying
electronic states and internally convert back to the I–·N anion ground state. This process
produces a vibrationally excited species in the ground electronic state. Once internal con-
version to the ground state has occurred, the I–·N complex may dissociate to produce I– or
a variety of ionic fragments depending on the nature of the “N” species. This unimolecu-
lar dissociation of the cluster may proceed by a statistical or non-statistical mechanism, as
described in more detail below.

Statistical Dissociation

Statistical unimolecular dissociation can be modelled by Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus
(RRKM) theory [67–69], as in Chs. 3 and 4. Based on the vibrational frequencies and rota-
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tional constant(s) of the reactant and the transition state, the microcanonical rate constant
kRRKM(E) for a statistical unimolecular reaction is given by:

kRRKM(E) =
W(E – E0)

h · ρ(E)
(1.30)

where E is the energy provided to the system (given by the pump photon), E0 is the zero point
energy, W(E – E0) is the number of available states at the transition state configuration,
and ρ(E) is the density of reactant states. RRKM theory relies on several key assumptions,
including: energized molecules pass through the transition state only once, the energy is
randomly distributed among each vibrational mode, and intramolecular vibrational energy
redistribution (IVR) is rapid and complete on the timescale of the reaction. Measured
dissociation lifetimes that are poorly modelled by RRKM calculations may indicate the
presence of a dynamical barrier that renders these assumptions inaccurate. If the reaction
lacks a distinct transition state along the potential curve (i.e. the potential is barrierless),
variational transition state theory may be used to identify the transition state by calculating
the rate constant along the potential energy curve; the location that yields the minimum
rate constant corresponds to the transition state. For the iodide-associated complexes in
Chs. 3 and 4, the I–· · ·N stretch coordinate expected to lead to dissociation is calculated to
have a barrierless potential [57, 70].

The Beyer-Swinehart algorithm [71] is commonly used to calculate the sum and density
of states based on the harmonic oscillator vibrational frequencies (ω) for the reactant and
transition state, which are easily calculated (e.g. in Gaussian [33]). The Beyer-Swinehart
algorithm counts the number of states based on the idea that if a state exists at energy
E, a state must also exist at energy E + ω up to the maximum available energy in the
system (given by the pump photon energy). The Stein-Rabinovitch modification [72] to the
Beyer-Swinehart algorithm allows for the convolution of harmonic frequencies with additional
anharmonic frequencies to produce a more accurate density of states, as described below.

Modifications may be made to explicitly treat low-energy modes as free or hindered
rotors as appropriate [73, 74]. The microcanonical density of states arises from the canonical
partition function Qrot for an N-dimensional system:

Qrot(T) =
1

σhN

∫ ∞
0

e–Ĥ(p,q)/kBTdpNdqN (1.31)

where σ is the symmetry number, Ĥ is the Hamiltonian, and kBT is the product of the Boltz-
mann constant and the temperature. For a two-dimensional rotor, the classical Hamiltonian
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is given by:

Ĥ =
1

2I

(
p2
θ +

p2
φ

sin2θ

)
+ V(θ,φ) (1.32)

for inertia I, momentum p, and an angle-dependent potential V that depends on the nature
of the rotor (e.g. free, linearly hindered, harmonically hindered, etc). For a hindered rotor
arising from an ion-dipole interaction as in the case of the I–·N clusters here, the potential
of the rotor is of the form [75]:

V(θ) =
V0

2
cos(1 – σθ) (1.33)

where V0 is the height of the barrier for the cosine potential and σ refers to the symmetry
(the number of wells). The barrier and the symmetry can be calculated (e.g. in Gaussian)
by calculating the potential as a function of rotor rotation angle and fitting to this cosine
potential. The density of states N(E) is then given by the inverse Laplace transform of
Qrot(T), and the total density of states is then given by the convolution of the harmonic and
rotational densities.

1.7 Computational Methods

While considerable computational work has been done to examine the anions of various
nucleic acid constituents (see Refs. [21, 76] for reviews) the addition of weakly-bound iodine
as well as the interest in photoexcited charge transfer states here poses additional computa-
tional challenges and expense. Here, we briefly comment on the success and appropriateness
of a variety of computational methods for describing the properties and energetics of the DB
and VB anions of iodide-nucleobase clusters.

Either wavefunction methods such as Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) or cou-
pled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD) or long-range corrected density functional theory
(LC-DFT) are needed to properly describe the inherent long-range attractive electrostatic
potential present for DB anions [32]. Additionally, post-Hartree-Fock methods such as MP2
or CCSD account for electron correlation effects that contribute significantly to the excess
electron binding characteristics of DB anions by way of dispersion-type interactions be-
tween the electron and the neutral molecule [30, 77]. The diffuse nature of DB anions also
necessitates the use of additional diffuse basis functions [78] such as augmented correlation-
consistent Dunning basis sets (aug-cc-pVNZ for N=D (double), T (triple), etc.) [79] or
split-valence-type Pople basis sets with additional diffuse functions such as 6-31++G** or
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6-311+G**. However, Pople basis sets have been contraindicated in the past by Simons and
co-workers for calculating the binding energies of DB anions as these valence-type sets may
produce relatively wide variation in calculated results from one set to another [80]. It has
been noted for states with negative EAs that diffuse basis functions tend to converge to the
DB anion and can produce unreliable results for VB states [81–84].

Takayanagi and co-workers have employed LC-DFT with various DFT functionals and
diffuse basis sets to accurately describe both DB and VB anionic states of biomolecules
including uracil, uracil-water, thymine, adenine, I–·U, and I–·T [30, 37, 60, 85, 86]. Their
work has found that the BH&HLYP hybrid exchange-correlation functional with a large,
diffuse basis set such as 6-311++G(2d,p) with additional diffuse sp functions can successfully
describe both the DB and VB states of uracil, while B3LYP cannot describe the uracil DB
anion state at all, even with the use of diffuse basis functions, as this functional significantly
overestimates the stability of the VB state [30, 37, 85]. This lack of a DB state was also
observed in time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) calculations of iodide-pyrimidine nucleobase
complexes by Dessent and co-workers [58]. However, Takayanagi et al have shown that long-
range corrected functionals such as CAM-B3LYP and ωB97XD with appropriately large
Pople split-valence or Dunning correlation-consistent basis sets were found to successfully
describe DB and VB states of uracil, I–·U, I–·T, and adenine. In general, for states with
negative EAs (i.e. TNIs), EOM-CC methods are the most appropriate to describe the
properties of TNIs and electronic resonances with electron-correlation and appropriate state-
to-state couplings [51].

To address the dramatic computational expense introduced by the presence of iodine,
an effective core potential or pseudopotential [87, 88] is often used to approximate the core
electrons of iodine as “frozen”. Though this approximation may result in some loss of
accuracy, the impact is likely relatively minor and the reduction in the number of electrons
and in the basis set size is critical for the feasibility of these calculations.

1.8 Summary of Systems Studied

Photodissociation of iodide-nitromethane

Nitromethane possesses a large dipole moment (4.62 D) similar to the uracil and thymine
nucleobases of interest here. With its simpler structure, iodide-nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2)
clusters serve as an excellent, simpler model system for understanding the dynamics in
iodide-nucleobase complexes. Previous work in our group has shown that following near-
VDE photoexcitation, the DB anion of the complex is formed within the cross-correlation
of the pump and probe laser pulses and clear conversion from the DB anion to form a VB
anion is observed [89]. The dissociation channels for the bi-exponentially decaying VB anion,
however, were not able to probed in this study, as the IR probe is energetically insufficient to
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photodetach the possible photofragments of I–·CH3NO2 including I–, NO2
–, and CH2NO2

–.

With a higher energy UV probe, we measure the formation of I– as the major dissocia-
tion pathway with monoexponential formation in 10s of ps. This result indicates that the
I–·CH3NO2 VB anion fast decay likely proceeds by internal conversion to the anion ground
state followed by evaporation of I–. We apply RRKM theory to examine the statistical na-
ture of this dissociation and find that RRKM underestimates the timescale for I– dissociation
by two orders of magnitude. We conclude that IVR in the cluster may act as a dynamical
bottleneck in the dissociation process with inefficient IVR from -NO2 modes excited in the
VB anion to the I–· · ·CH3NO2 modes active in the dissociation of the complex.

Photodissociation of iodide-uracil

TRPES and excited state electronic structure calculations in collaboration with photofrag-
ment action spectroscopy measurements were employed to probe the electron attachment and
photodissociation channels of I–·U binary clusters. Building from earlier TRPES studies of
I–·N binary complexes [59, 60, 86, 90, 91], both near-VDE and π – π∗ photoexcited clus-
ters are probed. Electronic structure calculations reveal that near-VDE photoexcitation is
expected to correspond to a direct optical excitation from an I(5p) orbital to create a DB
anion, with no direct optical excitation to form the VB anion. Evidence for subsequent
partial conversion of the DB anion to form the VB anion in ≤200 fs in this pump regime
has been previously measured [59]. Near 4.7 eV, the π – π∗ photoexcitation is expected to
dominate, with no optical excitation to form either TNI.

Photofragment action spectra show formation of I– and the deprotonated uracil anion
[U-H]– fragments in both of these photoexcitation regimes with I– as the dominant chan-
nel. TRPES with higher energy UV probe pulses measures the formation of I– in both
pump energy regimes, with bi-exponential I– formation with near-VDE pump energies and
mono-exponential formation following π – π∗ excitation. The 10s to 100s of ps I– formation
timescales in both pump energy regimes were found to be orders of magnitude slower than
expected for statistical unimolecular dissociation as predicted by RRKM calculations for
mono-exponential dissociation. This dynamical bottleneck is expected to be similar to that
observed in I–·CH3NO2 clusters, with slow IVR from VB anion ring-puckering modes to the
low energy iodide-uracil stretch coordinate acting as a bottleneck to dissociation. Near-VDE
bi-exponential I– formation in ∼20 ps and 150 ps is thus expected to arise from internal con-
version and dissociation of the DB and VB anions, respectively. π – π∗ excitation produces
only the VB anion, so mono-exponential decay is as expected by this mechanism.

Iodide-uracil-water clusters

To explore the effects of microhydration, I–·U·H2O clusters were examined with both
near-VDE photoexcitation as well as π – π∗ base-centered photoexcitation with both IR and
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UV probe photon energies.

Near-VDE photoexcitation

Near-VDE photoexcitation of I–·U·H2O clusters produces cross-correlation limited for-
mation of the DB anion with formation of the VB anion following in 400 fs. This DB to
VB anion partial conversion timescale is slightly delayed from that of the I–·U binary com-
plex, and may reflect reorientation of the water molecule to a different binding site around
uracil to a conformer with a lower conversion barrier. The VB anion long decay lifetime is
considerably longer lived upon the addition of water compared to the DB anion and likely
reflects preferential VB anion stabilization due to the increased interaction energy with the
higher excess electron density of the VB anion. I– is found to form bi-exponentially as in
I–·U clusters, suggesting that a similar decay mechanism is active.

π – π∗ photoexcitation

Following π –π∗ photoexcitation at 260 nm (4.77 eV), TRPES of I–·U·H2O measures the
instantaneous formation of the VB state of the complex with bi-exponential decay, expected
to be by autodetachment, in ∼500 fs and ∼200 ps. The addition of water increases the
long-time decay constant by an order of magnitude indicating that the presence of water
stabilizes the VB anion relative to autodetachment. The measured autodetachment signal
exhibits an intensity “overshoot” at positive time delays that may correspond to absorption
of the probe pulse by the VB state to produce an additional source of autodetachment
signal. The formation of I– remains the major dissociation channel but with bi-exponential
formation of I– in tens and hundreds of ps. We expect that, as in π – π∗ photoexcited
I–·U clusters, formation of I– in 10s of ps corresponds to internal conversion of the excited
cluster to the ground state, followed by dissociation that may be hindered by a dynamical
bottleneck. The long bi-exponential formation of I– unique to I–·U·H2O clusters in this
pump energy regime may correspond to decay of the cluster to form a secondary species
such as I–·H2O, which can subsequently decay to produce I– in 100s of ps.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Methods

Now, here, you see, it takes all
the running you can do, to keep
in the same place. If you want
to get somewhere else, you
must run at least twice as fast
as that!

Lewis Carroll
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2.1 Overview

The original gas-phase time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) experimental
apparatus employed for the work in this thesis has been described in detail in the theses of
Benjamin Jefferys Greenblatt [1] and Martin Zanni [2]. The upgrade to the current velocity
map imaging (VMI) detection scheme is described in detail in the theses of Alison Davis
[3] and Arthur Bragg [4]. The implementation and some details of the currently employed
KMLabs femtosecond laser system are described in the theses of Graham Griffin [5] and Ryan
Young [6]. The generation of iodide-nucleobase binary clusters as well as details regarding
VMI detection and image reconstruction is also discussed in detail in the theses of Margaret
Yandell [7] and Sarah King [8]. Details pertinent to the generation of iodide-nucleobase-water
clusters are described here, as well as practical details and recent updates to the operation
of the KMLabs laser system. Attempts to upgrade the current thermal desorption cluster
source to one based on laser desorption are described in some detail later in Ch. 9.

An overview of the TRPES apparatus is presented in Fig. 2.1. Briefly, the gas phase
iodide-associated clusters of interest are generated in a heated, pulsed anion cluster source.
The cluster of interest is mass-selected and then intersected by time-delayed ultrafast pump
and probe laser pulses. These pulses are generated by a KMLabs Ti:sapphire femtosecond
laser system. Photodetached electrons are detected with a velocity map imaging (VMI)
detection scheme and the electron binding energy (eBE) distributions are reconstructed for
each time delay to produce the photoelectron spectrum. We now consider each of those
components in more detail in the following sections.

Figure 2.1: Experimental apparatus for TRPES of iodide-associated clusters in the Neumark
group.
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2.2 Cluster Source

Gas-phase clusters are formed by passing 375 – 550 kPa of helium, neon, or argon buffer
gas over a reservoir of liquid methyl iodide (CH3I, Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.0%). For iodide-
nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2) clusters, a reservoir is filled with liquid nitromethane (CH3NO2,
Sigma-Aldrich, ≥95%) and the reservoir is chilled in a bath of ice water for efficient cluster
formation due to the high vapor pressure of CH3NO2. For water-containing clusters, the
reservoir is instead filled with deionized water, and helium backing gas should be used. The
reservoir has two gas line connections as shown in Fig. 2.1; the water should come up just
below the level of the horizontal arm connection. The water reservoir, CH3I reservoir, and
the rest of the gas line to the chamber is wrapped in heating tape and heated to 20 – 40 °C.
The gas line towards the chamber should be heated to a somewhat higher temperature than
the water reservoir. The upper gas line connecting the backing gas to the chamber should
be closed to force the helium to pass over the water.

The gas mixture is flowed into an Even-Lavie pulsed solenoid valve (HT HP HRR E.L.-
7-3-2004 #160) operating at 500 Hz [9]. Although the valve is capable of running at 1
kHz, the produced molecular beam is not stable when the valve is run higher than 550 Hz.
The gas is flowed to a filter-capped solid sample holder (350 mm3) where solid samples of
nucleobases of interest may be loaded. The sample holder sits inside the valve body which
is enclosed by a resistive heating unit. Without heating, normal valve operation will heat
the valve body to ∼70 °C, so a water cooling jacket should be used for samples for which
heating is undesirable (e.g. CH3NO2). Although the valve temperature controller can heat
the valve up to 300 °C, heating above 240 °C has been found to compromise the sealing of
the polyimide gaskets (Potomac Photonics, Inc.). The valve is sealed by a stainless steel
high pressure assembly consisting of an outer tube, plunger, spring, and two ruby guides for
the plunger. Over time, the ends of the plunger wear down and the plunger becomes slightly
shortened; when this happens, sealing the valve may become difficult or impossible and the
plunger must be replaced. The plunger rests against a trumpet shape, 150 µm (42° cone)
supersonic expansion nozzle. The spring forces the plunger to the “closed” position, and
when a current is applied a strong magnetic field forces the valve open for ∼10 – 15 µs (set
by the user) to allow the gas to supersonically expand into vacuum.

Supersonic expansion allows for the formation of clusters. Briefly, the adiabatic expansion
through a small nozzle from a high pressure region (backed valve) to a low pressure region
(vacuum chamber) collisionally cools the gas molecules. The internal energy of the molecules
is thus converted to translational kinetic energy, producing a high speed beam of internally
cold molecules or clusters. For a nozzle size larger than the mean free path of the gas
molecules, i.e. the average distance a molecule can travel before meeting a collision partner,
collisions will be frequent and result in effective cooling and clustering. The mean free path
(λ) for a particle described by the ideal gas law is given by Eq. 2.1:
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λ =
kBT√
2πd2p

(2.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, d is the molecular or atomic
diameter, and p is the gas pressure. For example, the mean free path for 400 kPa of room
temperature helium gas is ∼30 nm, significantly smaller than the 150 µm valve nozzle.

The center of a thoriated tungsten ring filament ionizer sits 7 mm below the valve expan-
sion nozzle to produce anions and anionic clusters. High energy electron impact ionization of
the backing gas produces lower energy secondary electrons, and attachment of a secondary
electron to the cluster creates the anions of interest. The filament carries 4 – 7 A and
is biased by a 285 – 400 V pulsed voltage. Depending on the backing gas and cluster of
interest, the ionizer is typically pulsed ∼70 – 115 µs after the valve fires. The final an-
ionic clusters produced in our cluster source have an internal energy spread of up to ∼300
meV above the ground state. A skimmer collimates the molecular beam as it passes from
the “source” vacuum region with the valve to the “0D” differentially pumped region that
encloses a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. Note that for clusters
containing water, the use of liquid nitrogen foreline traps for both the source and 0D regions
is highly recommended to prolong pump oil longevity.

2.3 Cluster Selection and Optimization

The collimated molecular beam of clusters passes into a Wiley-McLaren TOF mass spec-
trometer [10] in which the clusters are orthogonally extracted and separated in time based
on their mass. The repeller plate is held at -2 kV and the extractor plate is typically most
effective in the range of ∼-1.4 kV – -1.7 kV. The CH3I in the system may be used to cali-
brate the Wiley-McLaren for any cluster of interest based on the masses and known typical
TOFs in our apparatus for I– (126.9 amu, ∼33 µs), I–·CH3I (268.8 amu, ∼47 – 48 µs),
and I–·(CH3I)2 (410.8 amu, ∼58 µs). From these, the TOF for a given mass cluster can be
interpolated or extrapolated within the mass range of ∼50 – 450 amu. An example mass
spectrum for typical source conditions to produce iodide-uracil-water (I–·U·H2O) is shown
in Fig 2.2.

Two sets of deflectors are used to steer the clusters downstream in the “1D” and “2D”
differentially pumped regions (∼ ±20 V) and an einzel lens radially focuses the beam (0.65
– 0.8 kV). Finally, a rereferencing tube serves two functions: first, it acts as a mass gate to
isolate the species of interest based on its time-of-flight; second, it acts as a potential switch
to rereference the high voltage of the experiment to ground [11]. The second plate of the
referencing tube serves as the repeller plate for the velocity map imaging (VMI) detection
scheme, described in more detail in the following subsection.
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Figure 2.2: Example mass spectrum for the production of I–·U·(H2O)n clusters. The y-axis
provides the cluster intensity relative to I–, which is the most intense feature in the spectrum.

2.4 Detection

A retractable ion detector close to the region of laser interaction allows one to optimize
the ion signal and ensure proper mass selection. 25 mm microchannel plates (MCPs) are
mounted on a push-pull vacuum sealed linear motion feedthrough and are retracted to the
edge of the chamber once the ion signal is ideal for the experiment to allow photodetached
electrons to reach a second set of MCPs further downstream.

A velocity map imaging detection scheme [12, 13] is used to measure the photoelectron
kinetic energy (eKE) and photoelectron angular distributions (PAD) of the ejected electrons.
The repeller plate, which is part of the rereferencing tube as described above, is held at -4
kV and the extraction plate at -2.811 kV. With the current Wiley-McLaren voltage settings
of -2 kV for the repeller plate, the rereferencing tube/VMI repeller can be reduced as low
as -1.5 kV before the mass-gating properties are compromised. This is also the voltage
limit before the VMI image becomes too large to visualize photodetachment of both spin
orbit peaks of I– on the detector for calibration (see below). The photodetached electrons
are detected with a pair of chevron-stacked 70 mm MCPs (∼1.5 – 1.6 kV), a phosphor
screen (5.25 kV), and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The camera images are read
by a LabView data acquisition program [6] on the data collection computer. BAsis Set
EXpansion (BASEX) reconstruction methods [14] are used to reconstruct the photoelectron
kinetic energy distributions, and Polar Onion Peeling (POP) [15, 16] is used for the PADs.
The details of our VMI and reconstruction methods have been described in considerable
detail recently in Margaret Yandell’s [7] and Sarah King’s [8] theses.

The VMI is calibrated by photodetaching I– to the I(2P3/2) and I(2P1/2) lower and
upper spin-orbit states of iodine and scaling the eKE axis to bring the spin-orbit splitting
of the two peaks to match the known literature value of 0.9427 eV [17]. These peaks are
3.0589 eV for detachment to I(2P3/2) [18] and 4.0016 eV for detachment to I(2P1/2). For the
typical mass gate voltage of -4 kV and extraction plate voltage of -2.811 kV, the VMI eKE
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calibration factor is usually ∼1.06. Photodetachment of iodide is also used to calibrate the
exact laser wavelengths generated on the table. For typical 800 nm probe pulses of 80 – 100
µJ/pulse, there is enough intensity to generate a small amount of 2-photon detachment to
the lower spin orbit state of iodine; all other pulses employed have enough energy to detach
I– directly. The resolution of our experiment is approximately 0.05 eV, and is limited by the
femtosecond laser pulses rather than the VMI design.

2.5 Triggering

Although the triggering scheme for the apparatus is subject to change as equipment
upgrades are made, it is valuable to consider the general triggering scheme since much of the
apparatus is pulsed. The KMLabs femtosecond laser system provides the reference trigger
for the machine. As the laser operates at 1 kHz repetition rate but the Even-Lavie pulsed
valve is only stable at 500 Hz, the KMLabs trigger is first cut in half (DEI PDG-2510) before
triggering the cluster source. Note that the reference trigger from the laser is a 3 V signal
and is insufficient to trigger this DEI box which requires a trigger of 4 V. Therefore, the
reference trigger is first taken to a Stanford DG535 digital delay generator (DDG) box to
produce a high impedence output of 4 V before it can be reduced to 500 Hz to trigger the
rest of the experiment.

The triggering timescales and pulsewidths for the experiment are controlled by multiple
Stanford DG535 DDG boxes. A general scheme is provided in Fig. 2.3. It is important that
the cluster source components and mass gate all be triggered relative to one another so that
the experimental timing can be delayed to appropriately line up the ions, laser, and detector.
The time of arrival for the laser at the chamber is fixed by the KMLabs laser output and the
path length for the beam on the table; the triggering for the clusters is therefore delayed so
that the pulsed packet of ions will arrive to meet the laser correctly. This “offset” time for
the experiment must be optimized daily and is referred to in our lab as the “A-timing”.

The approximate relative firing times between the Even-Lavie valve, ionizer, and Wiley-
McLaren plates are shown in Fig. 2.3. The time of the Wiley-McLaren firing is used as the
trigger for the oscilloscope used to monitor the ion signal. Thus, the cluster TOFs referenced
in Sec. 2.3 above are relative to the onset of the Wiley-McLaren firing. The optimal time
delay between the pulses for the repeller and extractor plates for generation of clusters of
∼250 amu was found to be -440 ns (i.e. extractor plate fires slightly prior to repeller);
this timing is highly sensitive to the cabling length used and may be optimized for focusing
different cluster masses as needed. Note that a number of previously used homebuilt pulse
boxes [2] including those used for the ionizer and Wiley-McLaren have been replaced with
DEI PVX-4140 boxes after problems arose with the stability of the produced TTL pulses
with age. Note that the ±AB gating for triggering DEI boxes is typically the opposite of
the gate required to trigger the homebuilt boxes, as reflected in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Triggering scheme for the experiment. Each row corresponds to a separate DDG
box (or the oscilloscope). Vertical dashed lines indicate the trigger for each item on separate
boxes. Not to scale.

The Wiley-McLaren firing onset also provides the trigger for the rereferencing tube/mass
gate. The mass gate is held at -4 kV and pulsed to ground briefly (∼400 ns) at the arrival
time of the mass of interest to allow the desired species to enter and reject the others. The
duration of the mass gate can be decreased as necessary for better isolation if other species
exhibit similar TOFs as the desired cluster (e.g. in I–·U·H2O clusters). The electron detector
MCPs are gated to maintain the front plate voltage at 700 V and pulse to ground for the
arrival of the ejected electrons. Maintaining the front plate of the pair at a higher voltage
reduces the gain for the impinging residual ions (∼6 – 8 µs later) to protect the MCPs from
damage. The gate is 380 ns wide and must pulse to ground 230 ns prior to the signal of the
laser arrival as read by a photodiode immediately in front of the chamber entrance window.
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2.6 Femtosecond Laser System

We first provide an overview of the general laser system, followed by detailed subsections
dedicated to the various stages of the ultrafast system and the triggering and software that
controls the laser. The principles of ultrafast laser design and operation have been reviewed
in considerable detail [19–23], so the focus here is on only the elements specific to our sys-
tem. In brief, we use a 2008 KMLabs Ti:sapphire Griffin oscillator and multi-pass Dragon
amplifier system that outputs 1 kHz, 40 fs pulses centered at 790 nm with approximately 2
mJ/pulse. The oscillator is pumped by a Coherent Verdi Nd:YVO4 laser, while the amplifier
is pumped by a Lee Laser Nd:YAG laser. The laser hardware, power supplies, and triggering
are interfaced by a computer with KMCtrl 5.1 software to operate the oscillator, and Drag-
onMaster V1 software to control the amplifier and to interface the entire system together.
A number of original, proprietary optical components and other hardware in the system
have been replaced since 2015; the manufacturer and item are parenthetically indicated here
wherever possible.

Oscillator

The KMLabs Griffin Oscillator produces near transform-limited (≤ 20 fs) pulses of ap-
proximately 3.5 – 4.5 nJ at a repetition rate of 83 MHz centered near 785 nm with ∼45 –
65 nm of bandwidth. The oscillator [24] relies on Kerr lens modelocking [25] enabled by the
Kerr nonlinearity of the Ti:sapphire gain medium [26] to produce a pulsetrain of ultrashort
pulses.

The oscillator is pumped by a Coherent Verdi V-5 Nd:YVO4 which outputs 4.2 W contin-
uous wave (CW) light at 532 nm. The Verdi rests on a cooling block that is cooled by an 18.7
°C water chiller. The output beam is periscoped up (Lambda Research Optics VEAL-PM-
1906B-VIS) and steered in (Thorlabs BB1-E02) at 16° into the cavity of the Griffin oscillator.
The oscillator cavity consists of a focusing lens for the pump and two curved mirrors, each on
individual translation stages, with a Ti:sapphire crystal on a rotation stage and translation
rail. Two irises in the cavity provide the alignment for the green pump beam to the output
coupler (CVI Laser Optics UVFS 30 arcmin wedge, custom coated for 10% transmission).
In CW lasing mode, the oscillator typically produces ∼800 mW of power, although this can
be as high as 1 W. Shortening the cavity by ∼0.65 – 0.7 mm [27] allows sufficiently strong
Kerr lens self-focusing to suppress CW operation and enable passive modelocking when a
prism is jogged.

The cavity contains a fused silica prism pair for compensation of group velocity disper-
sion (GVD) introduced by the Ti:sapphire crystal [28, 29]. Note that overinsertion of the
prisms can create problems with achieving stable modelocking. The correct prism position is
determined by pulling out each prism one at a time until lasing is lost, and then reinserting
the prism ∼100 stepper motor steps to stabilize the power. In May 2019, P2, the prism
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closest to the output coupler, was unbolted and physically translated to allow for better
range of movement fully across the beam.

It is helpful to note that the range of prism movement allowed by the stepper motors
extends beyond the translation range provided in the KMCtrl 5.1 program. The KMCtrl
program loads default settings from a preferences.txt file, which dictates the initial prism
position on a scale from 0 – 700. The value of this number in the preferences file does
not move the position of the motors/prisms in the cavity, only the initial reading in the
program. Therefore, if the prisms are at the translation limit in the program and a wider
range of translation is needed, the .txt file can be edited to set the starting position in the
program to a lower or higher value as needed, and then upon loading the program the prism
positions can be toggled up to new program or stepper motor limit.

Stretcher and Pulse Picking

The ultrashort pulse from the oscillator must be temporally stretched before it can
be efficiently amplified to avoid losses from self-focusing and self-phase modulation in the
Ti:sapphire crystal [30, 31]. Stretching also prevents damage in the amplifier by high peak
power.

The beam from the oscillator is periscoped up (Lambda Research Optics Inc. PAG-PM-
1906B-NIR) into the stretcher and collimated. Note that our stretcher input here does not
contain a Faraday rotator to prevent beam propagation back to the oscillator, but this has
generally not been found to be an issue in our system. However, the stretcher design could
be simplified considerably by employing a Faraday rotator and removing several meters of
path length of silver mirrors steering the beam into and out from the stretcher. Reducing
the number of silver steering mirrors in this manner would also provide more seed power to
the amplifier. Our stretcher is a single-grating stretcher with a parabolic mirror and two flat
mirrors [32]. The final, temporally stretched pulse can be as long as 200 – 300 ps. When
properly aligned, the stretcher has >40% efficiency and should yield a stretched beam power
>100 mW.

A Pockels cell and two polarizers are used to reduce the seed repetition rate to 1 kHz for
the amplifier by rotating the polarization of select pulses [21]. The Pockels cell and driver
are housed in a proprietary KMLabs housing. The housing uses the same 18.7 °C chilled
water supply as the Coherent Verdi. The Pockels cell high voltage is 5.3 kV and the current
is <–1.0 mA. Bergmann Messgeräte Entwicklung (BME) KG Pockels cell driver heads are
recommended if replacement is eventually needed. Back-propagating amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) from a slightly misaligned amplifier ring will degrade the polarizers and
require eventual replacement as well. With the Pockels cell defeated by a waveplate in the
beam, the seed power entering the amplifier ring should be approximately 100 mW.
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Amplifier

The Dragon amplifier is a 13-pass multipass [33] Ti:sapphire amplifier that produces a
1 kHz amplified, uncompressed beam of 3.0 – 3.5 mJ/pulse. The amplifier is pumped by a
Lee Laser Nd:YAG. The multipass mirrors form an amplifier ring where the 13 passes are
overlapped only at the crystal. Two 500 mm focal length curved mirrors focus the 785 nm
seed at the crystal, while the rest of the amplifier mirrors (Alpine Research Optics) serve to
steer the recollimated beam. A camera views the crystal to verify the overlap of the seed
passes as well as the pump beam overlap with the seed.

The KMLabs amplifier employs helium gas cryocooling [34] for the Ti:sapphire crystal
to help prevent problems that arise from thermal lensing due to the high energy load on the
pumped amplifier crystal [35]. For cryocooling, the crystal is mounted in a small vacuum
chamber (cryocell) and held under vacuum by a 2 L/s ion pump (Duniway VA2-MINI-VAC-
B). Windows mounted at Brewster’s angle are Torr-Sealed to tubes mounted to the cryocell
(Duniway G-045X conflat) for the input and output beams. The cryocell typically achieves a
final temperature of -225 °C with no pump load or -223 °C at full pump power. The pressure
indicated by the ion pump at this lowest temperature is typically 1 x 10–9 and reads “0.0”
µA of current. At room temperature, the pressure is ≤10–6 Torr with a current reading of
<10 µA. If the ion pump current exceeds 220 µA while the laser is amplified, the pump laser
will be tripped off for safety. With these operating pressures, the ion pump has a typical
lifetime of approximately 3 – 6 years, although building power failure has been found to
shorten this lifespan.

The Ti:sapphire crystal is Brewster cut, 10 mm thick and mounted in a copper mount.
A 0.01” thickness 3” x 3” sheet of indium foil (ESPI Metals, 5025-002) is cut to match the
size of the crystal mount. The indium sheet acts as a gasket and a thermal interface between
the crystal mount and the cryohead. Images of both of these are provided in Fig. 2.4.
Note that cryocooled Ti:sapphire has maximum gain efficiency centered closer to 785 nm,
so it is advantageous when aligning the oscillator to have more intensity towards somewhat
bluer wavelengths [20]. The original optics in the amplifier ring are coated closer to 800 nm;
gradual replacement of these mirrors as they age with new mirrors coated slightly bluer will
ultimately improve the amplifier efficiency.

The amplifier crystal was replaced with a refurbished crystal in April 2017 after no
clean spots remained on the crystal for amplification. The exact seating of the foil, crystal
housing, and thermocouple contacts when assembled at room temperature following crystal
replacement can affect the exact temperature reading in the system upon cryocooling. It was
also found that, following the crystal replacement, the seed beam in the ring is imperfectly
collimated. The two 500 mm focal length mirrors that focus the beam are mounted to
account for the difference in index of refraction in the Ti:sapphire crystal compared to air.
In May 2019, these curved mirrors were unmounted and moved slightly in an attempt to fix
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Figure 2.4: Left: Mounted amplifier crystal. A small burn can be seen on the bottom right
corner of the crystal. Center: Indium foil cut to fit the amplifier crystal mount. Right:
Aperture mask with fully amplified beam. Increasing beam divergence can be seen with
successive passes (right to left).

the collimation in the ring, but perfect collimation was not achieved. As a result, it is not
possible to perfectly overlap the last few passes in the crystal.

An aperture mask is used in the amplifier to aid alignment, help suppress ASE, and
control beam divergence that can arise from thermal lensing [36]. The mask currently in use
has 12 apertures (the 13th pass through the amplifier is picked off before the mask), with a 2
mm diameter aperture for the first pass and 1.75 mm diameter apertures for the subsequent
passes. The spacing between the center of adjacent holes is 3 mm. The mask should be
level and placed roughly orthogonal to the seed beams, although it is not critical that the
placement be perfectly perpendicular. A gain flattening filter could be implemented in front
of the mask to slice off the spectral center for the middle ∼4 – 8 passes. This combats gain
narrowing in the Ti:sapphire crystal that occurs as a result of the amplification process [20],
and it could ultimately produce pulse durations of sub-20 fs from the system at the cost of
relatively minor power loss.

Amplifier Pump

The amplifier is pumped by a 2011 Lee Laser (now defunct, acquired by Coherent) LDP-
200MQG Nd:YAG laser operating at 1 kHz and frequency-doubled to 532 nm. The pump
temperature for the lasing cooling water should be set to 20.0 °C, while the LBO crystal
temperature for second harmonic generation (SHG) should be 32.6 °C. These settings yield
the maximum power output at the laser head of approximately 20.3 W (20.8 A) at the
typical operating setting of 69% current on the power supply. These temperatures should be
occasionally tuned to optimize power output as the laser ages. The Lee laser is externally
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triggered by a DDG card that is triggered by the modelocked pulse train in the oscillator (see
Triggering section below). The Lee laser power supply default error is “Laserbox Open” and
may result from a multitude of situations other than the lids of the laser box actually being
open. These include: oscillator is not modelocked, Lee laser is set to externally triggered
but not receiving a stable trigger, and other internal errors with the Lee laser.

The Lee laser output is periscoped up (CVI Y2-0725-45P) and then telescoped up by a
Galilean telescope (CVI PLCC-25.4-38.6-C-532, PLCX-25.4-103.0-C-532 nm) before being
focused down (CVI PLCX-25.4-206.0-UV-532 nm) slightly in front of the Ti:sapphire am-
plifier crystal. The lens that focuses into the crystal is on a translation stage so that the
focusing may be fine-tuned. The focus may be selected to be somewhat in front of the crystal
or somewhat behind, but should not be directly at the crystal as this will produce too much
gain, as evidenced by the power differential between the pump-only power and the amplified
power. It was found in May 2019 that the telescope design may yield a pump beam that
is overly large on many of the optics causing unnecessary power loss on the edges of the
beam. Re-design of the telescope will improve the attainable pump power at the entrance to
the cryocell which is currently 15.8 W. Ideally, there should be ≤ 10% power loss from the
laser head to the cryocell. Note that fused silica is necessarily a better choice than BK7 as
the substrate for these telescope lenses as fused silica has higher resistance to color-center
(f-center) formation. These material defect sites of uneven absorption are likely to degrade
the pump beam quality.

Compressor

The compressor is composed of two compressor gratings (Newport Corporation Richard-
son Gratings, 53114ZD02-340R, 2” x 4”, 1200 grooves/mm) and a silver-coated roof mirror.
The gratings are mounted individually in rotatable, translatable tip-tilt mounts to control
the leveling, grating parallelism, and grating separation. The first compressor grating has
been translated on the breadboard from its initial position to strike a cleaner portion of the
grating to extend its lifetime. The angle of incidence for the first compressor grating should
be similar to but not exactly match the angle of incidence in the stretcher to account for
dispersion introduced by the materials in the amplifier and Pockels cell [20]. Misalignment
of the grating parallelism or incident angle can manifest as problems with second (group
delay, GDD) or third-order (GVD) dispersion, respectively, detectable when characterizing
the pulse as described in more detail in the following subsection. Grating parallelism can
be ensured by picking off a very small portion of the beam with window wedges and neutral
density (ND) filters and focusing the beam with a 50 cm focal lens onto a camera. The focal
spot should be round; if the gratings are not parallel, the beam will focus to a horizontal line.
Note that the mount for the second compressor grating has a considerable amount of slip in
the rotation micrometer so extreme care must be taken to ensure control of the direction of
the high power beam.
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The current compressor efficiency is ∼60% yielding a final power output of approximately
1.7 – 2.1 mJ/pulse. Note that while ruled diffraction gratings generally have a high damage
threshold, they unfortunately also have significant power loss. In the future, highly efficient
holographic gratings could be employed along with a dielectric-coated roof mirror instead of
silver.

Pulse characterization- GRENOUILLE

A Swamp Optics Near-IR 8-20-USB GRENOUILLE (GRating-Eliminated No-nonsense
Observation of Ultrafast Incident Laser Light E-fields) is used to characterize the laser pulse.
GRENOUILLE is a robust, simplified variant of Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG)
and provides many advantages over autocorrelation measurements that have been used in
the past [37, 38]. QuickFrog software (Femtosoft Technologies) is used to retrieve the pulse.

The GRENOUILLE has two read-out modes: spatial mode and temporal mode. Spatial
mode is used to correctly align the beam inside the GRENOUILLE, and then temporal mode
may be used to read out the FROG measurement and the temporal and spectral phase and
full width at half maximum (FWHM). The internal cameras in the GRENOUILLE are
extremely sensitive and are limited to ∼100 nJ of power from the KMLabs system before
they may become permanently burned. To attenuate the beam, it is necessarily better to
use at least one window wedge to sample the beam rather than multiple ND filters if the
most accurate measurement is desired. It is also important that the input alignment iris not
be overly closed so as to avoid introducing a diffraction pattern to the beam. However, the
intensity bars in the program (Fig. 2.5, upper right) must remain at 3 green bars to ensure
enough intensity for an accurate measurement; too little intensity will yield an artificially
short or clean pulse.

Issues with third-order dispersion are observed in a GRENOUILLE trace as a smaller
peak on one side of the pulse that may increase or decrease in intensity as the inter-grating
distance is tuned but not disappear fully. It is corrected by adjusting the angle of incidence
on the first compressor grating while maintaining grating parallelism and then re-optimizing
the inter-grating distance.

Note that the QuickFrog program has trouble correctly reading in both the spatial and
temporal cameras of the GRENOUILLE at the same time due to a very small damaged
electrical connection. If the spatial camera is incorrectly read in as the temporal camera, the
pulse duration will read ≥60 – 100 fs and cannot be made shorter. If the temporal camera
is read in as the spatial camera, the observed beam profile will be overly small in diameter
and will saturate in intensity very easily.
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Figure 2.5: Example image from the QuickFrog pulse retrieval software of the temporal
read-out for a typical 39 fs FWHM pulse.

Software, Triggering, and Interlocks

In July 2015, the original motherboard and hard drive for the KM computer controlling
the software and the interface of the software with the laser hardware failed. The software
was sourced and reinstalled on separate computers on two occasions following additional
computer failure but unfortunately full, failure-free communication between the KM software
and hardware could not be recovered. In April 2019, a gently used KM computer that
previously operated a KMLabs Griffin Oscillator and Dragon Amplifier of the same age was
acquired from Prof. Stephen Leone’s group at UC Berkeley, and correctly connecting our
existing KM hardware into this recovered KM computer successfully restored functionality
and full hardware-to-software communication.

The triggering and interlocks for the laser system are derived from the modelocking of the
oscillator as major damage can occur in the system if, for example, CW light is amplified. A
schematic of the triggering system is shown in Fig. 2.6. A photodiode in the oscillator cavity
views the rear face of the Ti:sapphire crystal and the pulsetrain registered by the photodiode
provides the trigger for the rest of the laser system. The intensity and stability of the light on
the photodiode is thus critical to the operation of the laser. The “Oscillator Monitor” BNC
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Figure 2.6: KMLabs laser triggering system. The photodiode in the oscillator cavity (black)
views the modelocked pulsetrain to trigger the oscillator controller unit (blue). The pulse-
train can be observed (oscillator monitor), interlocked, or converted to TTL to trigger the
amplifier box components (red).

read-out from the KM computer provides a view of this photodiode signal. When viewed
on a self-triggered oscilloscope at 50 Ω termination, the amplitude of the pulsetrain should
be approximately 60 – 80 mV to ensure stable triggering. Even if the “Modelock Yes/No”
interlock is not tripped, lower intensity on the photodiode (≤ 35 – 40 mV) provides unstable
triggering for the rest of the system. Typically if this occurs, the DragonMaster program
reads out an “Actual PRF” (pulse repetition frequency) of 0.7 – 0.9 kHz instead of 1 kHz. As
the KM laser provides the reference trigger for the cluster source of the experiment, unstable
triggering can also create problems with pressure stability in the chamber, for example.

The 83 MHz oscillator pulsetrain is converted to TTL and read by a DDG PCI card
(Bergmann Messgeräte Entwicklung KG BME-SG02p5) that sets the repetition rate as 1
kHz and then provides this 1 kHz trigger for the Pockels cell and amplifier pump laser. The
DDG card produces 3 TTL outputs; the channels for the Pockels cell and Lee laser are 2V
signals and the final channel produces a reference trigger output of 3V. When operating
correctly, the channels have <250 ps jitter. In June 2017, the DDG card failed and was
found to produce TTL outputs with several hundred ns up to tens of µs of jitter on the
rising edge for each channel. This produced an unstable reference trigger for the experiment
and unstable timing for the pump laser, and the card was replaced. Note that similar
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problems with jitter in this DDG card can manifest if the oscillator photodiode intensity is
too weak, as described above.

In October 2016 the “Modelock Yes/No” sensor that provides an interlock fault for am-
plifier failed. The output is high/low 3 V/0 V for modelocked/not modelocked. Failure of
the chip caused a constant voltage of 0.7 V, enough to trigger the system to always view
“Modelock Yes” even with the oscillator completely off. The main controller board in the
oscillator controller was replaced with a new board to remedy this problem, but the new
motor control board for the prism stepper motors was determined to be incompatible with
the older prism pair in our oscillator. As a result, the motor board from the old oscilla-
tor controller was substituted into the new oscillator controller. Following this change, the
prism operation in the KMCtrl software was found to be swapped from the original settings,
i.e. “P1” in the software now adjusts the prism closest to the output coupler (P2 in the
manual), and “P2” adjusts the prism closest to the crystal subassembly (P1). Note that
the FTDI stepperboard chip on the motor controller board frequently fails to initiate when
power to the oscillator controller is toggled on/off. This is a known hardware issue that can
be remedied by soldering together pins 25 (AGND) and 26 (TEST) directly on the chip.

2.7 Generation of Pump and Probe Laser Pulses

Typically, a 50:50 beamsplitter is used to separate the KMLabs laser power for the pump
and probe lines. For the experiments herein, the pump pulse is generated by either a Light
Conversion TOPAS optical parametric amplifier or by a frequency-tripling set-up. The
KMLabs fundamental may be used as the probe or the light may be frequency-doubled or
frequency-tripled. A number of other schemes have also been employed and are described in
the following subsections. We first consider the TOPAS operation, and then explore various
nonlinear optical details and the experimental time-resolution that results from these pump-
probe schemes.

TOPAS

The Light Conversion TOPAS-C (Traveling-Wave Optical Parametric Amplifier of White-
Light Continuum) generates tunable visible wavelengths from the KMLabs fundamental by
optical parametric amplification [39, 40]. This tunable visible light can then be frequency-
doubled in a nonlinear crystal to produce tunable UV pump pulses for the experiment.

Briefly, the input to the TOPAS is split by 2.5% transmittance beamsplitter to create a
low power seed arm and a high power pump arm. The seed beam is telescoped down by a
lens pair, passed through two motorized Brewster plates to create an adjustable time delay to
match the two arms, and focused by a third lens before being split by a second beamsplitter.
20% of the seed beam is transmitted to a variable filter, a second motorized delay stage, a half
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waveplate, and finally to a sapphire plate to generate a white-light continuum. The variable
filter allows adjustment of the input intensity to ensure stable white light generation. The
white light passes through a dispersive plate and is focused into a β-barium borate (BBO)
nonlinear crystal (2 mm, 28°). The other 80% of the seed beam is noncollinearly recombined
with the white light in the BBO for parametric pre-amplification of the white light continuum
to produce the desired infrared (IR) signal. The diverging signal beam is isolated and then
recollimated in a Galilean telescope before recombining with the initially split-off high power
pump arm.

The 97.5% pump beam arm is first reflected by a series of mirrors to add length to
better match the pump and seed arm lengths. The pump beam is then telescoped down (to
approximately 0.6 cm) for more efficient final amplification. The pump and signal beams are
then recombined in a second BBO crystal (2 mm, 28°, “NC-2”) for parametric amplification.
Both BBO crystals are on rotatable stages to optimize the phase matching angles for the
desired wavelengths. Some nonlinear processes in the TOPAS require the use of a final
dichroic mirror (“DM-3”) to dump residual pump light before the beam exits the TOPAS.
Externally, a third BBO crystal (300 µm, 23° or 30° depending on nonlinear process) in a
“mixer” unit then produces the desired visible light, and a detachable filter unit contains two
dichroic beamsplitting optics to dump the idler, residual pump beam, and undoubled signal
pulses depending on the wavelengths of interest. If more power is desired or the mixer crystal
or filter are burned over time, the mixer and filter may both be detached and substituted
with our own thicker crystal and dichroic beamsplitters. The crystal angles and delays are
controlled by the Light Conversion WinTOPAS computer software.

The TOPAS is pumped by approximately 0.9 – 1.0 mJ/pulse from the KMLabs system.
Even relatively minor changes to the TOPAS input power from changes to the KMLabs
system can require realignment of the internal telescopes to ensure appropriate beam colli-
mation. If the pump beam inside the TOPAS is not correctly collimated but rather comes
to a focus in the TOPAS, the beam can destroy expensive optics. In the past, this undesired
focus typically occurs near NC-2, DM-3, the external mixing BBO, or inside the detachable
IR filter. In NC-2 or the mixing BBO, overpumping or focusing will generate white light in
a rainbow pattern similar to that generated in the sapphire plate and will eventually burn
the crystal. Near the DM-3 or in the filter, the coating of these optics will burn. The pump
collimation is best checked by blocking the seed, placing an iris for the pump beam after the
mixer unit, and examining the beam diameter as far away as possible. The seed collimation
is best checked in a similar fashion after first setting the TOPAS to produce 650 nm for eas-
iest visualization. The mounts for the lenses inside the TOPAS have a considerable amount
of horizontal freedom and care should be taken to maintain the correct horizontal pointing
when translating and remounting the lenses to fix the collimation.
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Other Nonlinear Optical Schemes

Some studies, e.g. those of Chs. 4 and 6, employ 260 nm (4.77 eV) as the pump pulse,
which is more efficiently generated by frequency-tripling the fundamental of the KM laser
rather than via the TOPAS. With ∼50% of the KMLabs output, a tripler with thin (90
µm) BBOs can easily generate the ∼10 µJ/pulse needed as a pump for the iodide-nucleobase
cluster experiments. With more power and thicker crystals, up to 250 µJ/pulse of 260 nm
light can be generated for 260 nm pump, 260 nm probe experiments. A CaF2 window can
be used to reflect a very small amount of light for the pump pulse.

A relatively high energy probe pulse can also be generated by recombining 800 nm light
with the residual, undoubled visible TOPAS output to create a probe pulse near 3.6 eV, as in
Ch. 4. 800 nm light can also be recovered from the TOPAS when the SHS (second harmonic
of signal) TOPAS scheme is employed, with the benefit that this probe pulse has a similar
table path length as the pump pulse from the TOPAS. However, the recovered 800 nm probe
pulses are expected to be considerably temporally stretched compared to pre-TOPAS 800
nm pulses.

As VMI requires vertical polarization [12], the periscopes that raise the height of the
pump and probe beams from the table to the chamber must appropriately preserve or flip
the laser polarization to maintain the cylindrical symmetry requirements. On the chamber
level, the pump and probe pulses can be recombined in a dichroic beamsplitter, annular
mirror, or with two vertically offset square mirrors. A 1 m uncoated UVFS focal length lens
(Eksma Optics, 110-1245ET) is placed 1 m from the chamber center to focus the beams at
the region of ion-laser interaction.

The pump and probe pulses must be spatially and temporally overlapped at the chamber.
The spatial overlap is fine-adjusted by using a mirror to pick-off the focused beams in front
of the chamber to a 100 µm pinhole at a 1 m distance from the focusing lens to optimize
the pump-probe beam overlap. Temporal overlap is found by optimizing sum frequency
generation (SFG) of the pump and probe pulses in a BBO on the chamber level. A UVFS
Pellin-Broca prism is used to spatially separate the pump, probe, and SFG light and an old
chamber window is inserted in the beams after the lens to appropriately offset the time-zero
(t0) or optimum temporal overlap for inside the chamber. For 400 nm probe schemes, for
which SFG with the UV pump pulse is not feasible due to the non-physical phase matching
angle, the UV pump pulse is first temporally overlapped with an 800 nm pulse, and then the
400 nm probe pulse is brought to temporally match the 800 nm pulse. The inlet chamber
window is 3 mm uncoated UVFS.
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Cross-Correlation

To determine the instrumental response function for a given pump-probe laser scheme,
the cross-correlation of the two laser pulses is measured. To do this, t0 is found by SFG in
the thinnest possible BBO as described above, and the SFG signal is sent to a photodiode
and read by an oscilloscope. The stage is scanned to follow the range of stage positions or
time delays for which the SFG signal has intensity. This intensity is fit to a Gaussian fitting
function from which the Gaussian σ or the FWHM of the laser overlap is extracted. An
example cross-correlation and fit for 260 nm/800 nm is shown in Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Example cross-correlation and Gaussian fit for 260 nm/800 nm. The σ for this
cross-correlation fit is 85 fs, so the FWHM measured outside the vacuum chamber is 200 fs.

For UV/UV-type pump/probe schemes where SFG of the two wavelengths is not possible or
differential frequency generation (DFG) is too weak, the cross-correlation of each individual
UV pulse should be measured with 800 nm, and then the σ for each pulse and the UV/UV
cross-correlation σ (σcc) can be calculated:

σ2
cc = σ2

pump + σ2
probe (2.2)

2.8 Experimental Considerations

Finally, we close this chapter with some practical considerations that are important for
experimental success.
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Choosing the Pump and Probe Characteristics

Wavelength

While the 3.15 eV probe pulse is sufficiently energetic to photodetach both the TNIs
as well as photofragments such as I– [18], there is an advantage to first employing an IR
probe to photodetach the TNIs and then repeating the experiment with higher probe photon
energy to detect the photofragments. The photodetachment cross section of the DB anion
has been found to fall off quickly with increasing photon energy. The Wigner threshold law
has been used to describe the near threshold atomic anionic photodetachment cross section
as follows:

σ ∝ (hνprobe – eBE)(`+1/2) (2.3)

where σ is the photodetachment cross section, hνprobe is the probe laser photon energy,
and ` is the angular momentum of the outgoing photodetached electron [41]. Since the
Wigner threshold law, Brauman and co-workers have developed generalized expressions for
photodetachment cross sections for polyatomic molecular anions in the low energy region
from 0.1 eV to 3.0 eV above threshold [42]. For DB anions in particular, both theoretical
[43] and experimental [44] work have found the photodetachment cross sections to instead
vary as

σ ∝ (hνprobe)–2 (2.4)

as a result of the very diffuse nature of the DB orbital. Thus, it is advisable to use the lowest
energy probe available to photodetach the I–·N DB anion, and then use a higher energy UV
probe to examine the cluster photofragments for the best results.

Focal length

Naturally, the 1 m focal lens does not focus the UV and IR wavelengths to the same spot
size, and a smaller spot size will lead to higher laser intensity and therefore stronger pho-
toabsorption/photodetachment. As in Eq. 2.5, the focused beam waist (wF) of a Gaussian
beam is given by:

wF =
λf

πw0
(2.5)

where λ is the wavelength, f is the focal length of the lens, and w0 is the initial beam waist
at the lens. For a 1 m focus, the focused beam waist of the KMLabs fundamental is ∼75
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µm, while that of the UV pulses generated either by frequency-tripling or the TOPAS is, in
practice, typically ∼120 µm due to divergence that can arise in the TOPAS and a decrease in
the beam diameter from the apertures of the nonlinear crystals. To achieve higher intensity
for a low power pulse, a shorter focal length lens can be placed closer to the chamber (e.g.
50 cm). The beam diameter propagating through the chamber is ultimately limited by 6
mm laser baffles inside the chamber. While a shorter focal length provides increased laser
intensity, the stronger divergence of the beam after focusing also produces more laser noise in
the chamber. Note that the pump beam should overfill the probe beam to ensure that only
molecules that have been photoexcited are probed; this is especially important as studies on
this project move increasingly towards probe energies ≥ 4 eV.

Power

While higher laser power or higher focused intensity will produce better TRPES signal,
it is important to avoid artifacts arising from multiphoton absorption of the pump pulse
(and possibly the probe pulse, as discussed further in Ch. 6). The percentage of molecules
pumped should generally be ≤1 – 2%. The ratio of the number of molecules absorbing one
photon (NOP) to the number of molecules originally in the ground state (NGS) is:

NOP

NGS
=
σNhν

πw2
F

(2.6)

where σ is the cross section, Nhν is the number of photons in the laser pulse, and wF is the
focused beam waist.

Let us briefly consider some experimental values. A typical supersonic expansion pro-
duces approximately 1013 molecules/cm3. The ring filament ionizer produces negative ions
of a fraction of this number density (estimated to be ∼10–4), and our cluster source produces
a wide variety of molecular and ionic species beyond the cluster of interest for the experiment
(as in Fig. 2.2). Based on the typical intensity of the ions on the MCPs and the known MCP
gain, we can estimate that the number density of the mass-selected final clusters of interest
is approximately 104 – 105 molecules/cm3 depending on the cluster. Intensities for binary
clusters are typically an order of magnitude higher than those of the I–·U·H2O clusters in
Chs. 5 and 6. The typical photoabsorption or photodetachment cross section for molecular
anions at the UV pump photon energies employed here is ∼1 Mb or 10–18 cm2 (e.g. [45])
while cross sections for atomic anions are approximately one order of magnitude larger (e.g.
[46]). For our cluster number density and the beam waist and focusing conditions described
above, a pump pulse of 7 – 10 µJ/pulse (i.e. ∼1013 photons) is sufficient to pump the clusters
of interest without inducing multiphoton effects.
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Fitting TRPES Data

Typically, the time-dynamics of the measured features are well-described by the convo-
lution of a Gaussian instrumental response with i exponential functions, as in Eq. 2.7:

I(t) =
1

σcc
√

2π
exp

(
–t2

2σ2
cc

)
·

{
I0, t < 0

I0 + ΣAi exp
(

–t
τi

)
, t ≥ 0

(2.7)

Here, σcc is the Gaussian full width at the half-maximum (FWHM) given by the cross-
correlation of the pump and probe laser pulses, I0 is the signal background, Ai are the
coefficients of the exponential functions, and τi are the corresponding rise or decay lifetimes
for each exponential. When fitting data, it is important to use physically reasonable fitting
parameters, particularly for σcc. If t0 was incorrectly determined when setting the stage
positions for data collection, it may be necessary to offset the delays for a given data set.
Occasionally, it has been necessary to revise the fits of our data from mono-exponential to
bi-exponential fits [47] or vice-versa [48]. In general, this fitting decision can be assisted
by examining the residuals of the fit for both mono-exponential and bi-exponential fitting.
When a sufficient number of exponential functions is employed, the residuals should be
randomly distributed, not systematically high or low in one particular region.
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Chapter 3

Photodissociation Dynamics of
Iodide-Nitromethane Complexes

She generally gave herself very
good advice (though she very
seldom followed it).

Lewis Carroll

The content and figures of this chapter are adapted from:

A. Kunin, W.-L. Li, and D. M. Neumark, “Time-resolved photoelectron imaging of iodide-
nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2) photodissociation dynamics” Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 18,
33226 (2016)

with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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3.1 Abstract

Femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy is used to probe the decay chan-
nels of iodide-nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2) binary clusters photoexcited at 3.56 eV, near the
vertical detachment energy (VDE) of the cluster. The production of I– is observed, and its
photoelectron signal exhibits a mono-exponential rise time of 21 ± 1 ps. Previous work has
shown that excitation near the VDE of the I–·CH3NO2 complex transfers an electron from
iodide to form a dipole-bound state of CH3NO2

– that rapidly converts to a valence bound
(VB) anion. The long appearance time for the I– fragment suggests that the VB anion
decays by back transfer of the excess electron to iodide, reforming the I–·CH3NO2 anion and
resulting in evaporation of iodide. Comparison of the measured lifetime to that predicted
by RRKM theory suggests that the dissociation rate is limited by intramolecular vibrational
energy redistribution in the re-formed anion between the high frequency CH3NO2 vibra-
tional modes and the much lower frequency intermolecular I–·CH3NO2 stretch and bends,
the predominant modes involved in cluster dissociation to form I–. Evidence for a weak
channel identified as HI + CH2NO2

– is also observed.

3.2 Introduction

Anions with close-lying dipole bound (DB) and valence bound (VB) states are of con-
siderable interest in understanding how closely spaced states with very different electronic
properties are coupled to one another [1–3]. This problem underlies the complex dynamics of
low-energy electron attachment to nucleobases [4–7] and, more generally, reductive damage
to DNA [8–10]. DB and VB transient anions formed by the capture of low energy electrons
have been implicated in the cleavage of covalent bonds in DNA bases [6, 11], but the roles
of the two types of states are not yet fully understood. The coupling between DB and VB
states and the apparent conversion of the DB anion to the VB anion of nucleobases has
been observed experimentally [1, 12–14] and studied theoretically [15, 16]. Nitromethane,
CH3NO2, is also capable of forming both DB and VB negative ions [2, 17], and as such it can
serve as a model system to better understand the formation of and transition between DB
and VB states in more complex molecules such as nucleobases. Negative ion photoelectron
spectroscopy experiments on nitromethane are able to distinguish between the two anionic
forms [17], and in our group, time-resolved photoelectron imaging (TRPEI) experiments on
binary clusters of iodide-nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2) have demonstrated complete and rapid
conversion of the DB anion to the VB anion [18]. In this work, we employ TRPEI with
a higher energy probe pulse to investigate more closely the decay dynamics of I–·CH3NO2
clusters and examine the dissociation channels that lead to formation of I– and other anion
fragment products.

Nitromethane can capture low energy electrons to form DB anions through vibrational
Feshbach resonances [19, 20], and the VB anion is readily seen in the pulsed anion sources
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often used in photoelectron spectroscopy instruments [17, 21]. The C–NO2 moiety is nearly
planar in the DB anion, just as in neutral CH3NO2 [22], but this group is pyramidal in
the VB anion. The dissociative pathways of these anions have been investigated in disso-
ciative electron attachment studies that have detected CH2NO2

–, NO2
–, CH3

–, and O–

fragments, among others [23, 24]. The nitromethane anion has also been shown to undergo
rapid vibrational autodetachment following excitation of one quantum into any of the C–H
stretching modes [25]. Weber and co-workers found that in clusters of nitromethane anions
with methyl iodide, excitation of a C–H stretching mode in either constituent was able to
induce dissociative electron transfer to form I– fragments [26].

Binary clusters of iodide-nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2) have also been studied as a model
system to examine the dynamics of electron capture and attachment to nitromethane and
other species which are also capable of forming both DB and VB anions. Dessent and Johnson
[19] found that photoexcitation of I–·CH3NO2 near its vertical detachment energy (VDE)
of 3.60 eV yielded I– and NO2

– ion photofragments in a branching ratio of 25:1, a result
that appeared to be approximately statistical when the clusters were analyzed in frequency
groups using Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory. In addition, a photofragment
species that was suggested to be the CH3NO2

– DB anion was also observed, according to
the results of field detachment studies [19, 27]. Our research group has carried out time-
resolved experiments on I–·CH3NO2 clusters [18] to gain insight into analogous experiments
on iodide-nucleobase clusters, including iodide-uracil (I–·U) [7, 12, 28], iodide-thymine [13,
28], and iodide-adenine [14].

In our previous TRPEI work on I–·CH3NO2 clusters, these species were excited with
a femtosecond pump photon near the VDE of the cluster to initiate charge transfer from
iodide to the nitromethane moiety and probed with a 1.56 eV near-infrared femtosecond
probe pulse in the following scheme:

I– · CH3NO2
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · CH3NO2]*–

hνprobe−−−−−→ I · CH3NO2 + e–, I + CH3NO2 + e– (3.1)

Formation of the cluster DB anion was observed within the cross-correlation of the pump
and probe laser pulses [18]. This DB feature was found to decay mono-exponentially on the
order of 500 fs while the VB anion feature rise time was approximately 400 fs, providing
experimental evidence that the DB anion acts as a “doorway” and decays to form the VB
anion. The VB anion was found to decay bi-exponentially on the order of 2 ps and 1200
ps. This bi-exponential decay was attributed in part to autodetachment, which produces
electrons with nearly zero kinetic energy. However, several other decay channels are also
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possible [18, 19, 27], including:1

I– · CH3NO2
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · CH3NO2]*– → I– + CH3NO2 ∆E = 0.57 eV

→ I + CH3NO2
– ∆E = 0.76 eV

→ CH3I + NO2
– ∆E = 1.62 eV

→ HI + CH2NO2
– ∆E = 2.60 eV

(3.2)

In the present TRPEI study, a 3.14 eV probe pulse was used to interrogate I–·CH3NO2
clusters following photoexcitation near the cluster VDE. This higher probe photon energy
makes it possible to observe the formation of dissociation products with larger electron
binding energies (eBEs), including iodide (eBE = 3.059 eV) and NO2

– (VDE = 2.273 ±
0.005 eV) [29]. Photodetachment from I– was observed with a rise time of 21 ± 1 ps.
There is also evidence observed for weak production of the nitromethide anion, CH2NO2

–

(VDE = 2.635 ± 0.010 eV) [30].2 The DB and VB states of I–·CH3NO2 were also observed
and measured to rise and decay with time constants similar to those of our previous work
[18]. The long iodide rise time was modeled using RRKM theory to calculate the statistical
unimolecular decay lifetime of I–·CH3NO2 clusters, which were calculated to form I– in 294
fs following a pump excitation energy of 3.56 eV. The discrepancy between the experimental
rise and the statistical result here may reflect weak coupling between intramolecular and
intermolecular modes, leading to slowed intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution
(IVR) in the cluster [31–34]. The results here suggest that the VB anion decays not only
via autodetachment, but also by electron back-transfer to I to eventually evaporate I– after
slow IVR, and possibly via a minor alternative pathway to form HI and the nitromethide
anion.

3.3 Experimental Methods

The TRPEI apparatus has been described in detail previously [35, 36], but is briefly
summarized here. I–·CH3NO2 clusters were formed by passing 400 kPa of argon gas over a
reservoir of iodomethane vapor and an ice-chilled reservoir of liquid nitromethane through a
500 Hz pulsed Even-Lavie valve equipped with a water-cooled jacket. The gas was superson-
ically expanded into vacuum through a ring electrode ionizer. The resulting anionic clusters

1 The ∆E values provided refer to the asymptotic energy difference between the indicated reactants and
products, and were calculated in this work at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory using the Gaussian
09 computing package, as described in the Methods section and detailed in the supplementary material.

2 The VDE is calculated from Metz et al. by VDE = hν – eKEmax where hν is the photon energy and
eKEmax is the measured eKE of the maximum intensity peak of the photoelectron spectrum.
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Figure 3.1: Photoelectron spectrum of I–·CH3NO2 at 3.56 eV pump and 3.14 eV probe at
selected delay times.

were perpendicularly extracted using a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer [37]
and mass-selected to isolate the desired I–·CH3NO2 binary clusters.

The mass-selected clusters were excited and photodetached by femtosecond ultraviolet
pump and probe laser pulses whose delay was controlled by a delay stage. A KM Labs Griffin
Oscillator and Dragon Amplifier generated 1 kHz, 40 fs pulses centered at 790 nm with
1.9 mJ/pulse. These were split between a Light Conversion TOPAS-C optical parametric
amplifier to generate 11 µJ pump pulses at 3.56 eV (348 nm), and a frequency-doubling
set-up to generate 30 µJ probe pulses at 3.14 eV (395 nm). The cross-correlation of the
pump and probe laser pulses measured outside the chamber was approximately 185 fs.

Photoelectrons were analyzed using a velocity map imaging apparatus [38]; photoelec-
trons were detected using position-sensitive chevron-stacked microchannel plates coupled to
a phosphor screen and imaged by a charge-coupled device camera. The photoelectron ki-
netic energy (eKE) distributions were reconstructed using the basis-set expansion (BASEX)
method [39].
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3.4 Results

Photoelectron spectra of I–·CH3NO2 at 3.56 eV pump excitation energy and 3.14 eV
probe energy are shown at selected delay times in Fig. 3.1. The spectra are dominated by
two partially overlapped features, A and B, at eKE values below 0.2 eV, but there are several
additional weak time-dependent features that are magnified in the various insets. Feature A,
near zero eKE, is apparent at negative time delays when the probe precedes the pump pulse
and also at zero delay, while feature B, at a slightly higher eKE of 0.08 ± 0.05 eV, grows in
over tens of picoseconds and is very intense. The time-resolved photoelectron spectrum for
the overlapped features A and B at 3.56 eV pump excitation energy and 3.14 eV probe energy
is shown in Fig. 3.2; the y–axis is electron binding energy (eBE), where eBE = hνprobe –
eKE. This plot shows feature B growing in at an eBE of 3.06 eV. Fig. 3.3 shows the time-
dependent normalized integrated intensity of feature B from the photoelectron spectrum in
Fig. 3.2. Feature A is located near zero eKE and is present even in the absence of the
probe pulse. Based on these attributes and our previous results, feature A is assigned to
autodetachment from pump-excited I–·CH3NO2. From the binding energy of feature B, its
narrow width, and its integrated time-dependence, we assign feature B to photodetachment
of atomic iodide produced by the dissociation of photoexcited I–·CH3NO2.

Figure 3.2: Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum for features B (eBE = 3.06 eV) and C
(eBE = 2.64 eV) at pump-probe delays for I–·CH3NO2 at 3.56 eV pump excitation energy
and 3.14 eV probe energy.

Feature C is a weaker time-dependent feature near 0.5 ± 0.05 eV eKE and appears
to be relatively narrow as seen in the inset. Feature C is also apparent in Fig. 3.2 as a
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Figure 3.3: Normalized integrated intensity of feature B from excitation at 3.56 eV vs. delay
time. The rise time for feature B is 21 ± 1 ps.

low intensity feature appearing at positive time delays with an eBE of 2.64 eV. The time-
dependent normalized integrated intensity for the rise of feature C is shown in Figure 3.4,
and the long-time decay dynamics are shown in Fig. 3.S1. Two of the larger remaining
peaks in the spectrum, feature D near 1.75 eV and feature F near 2.7 eV, do not exhibit any
time-dependence, so no inset is provided. The time-dependent and broad feature E, between
1.8 eV eKE and 2.6 eV eKE, has some contributions to its intensity on either side of this
range from features D and F. Feature G, near 3.1 ± 0.1 eV eKE, is also time-dependent but
very weak and narrow. The normalized integrated intensities showing the rise and decay
dynamics for features E and G are shown in Figs. 3.S2 and 3.S3, respectively.

Feature C corresponds in eBE and in spectral shape relatively well to photodetachment
from the bare nitromethide anion, CH2NO2

– [30], which is an energetically accessible channel
according to Eq. 3.2. Features D and F correspond to direct detachment from I–·CH3NO2
by two probe photons to form I(2P1/2)·CH3NO2 and I(2P3/2)·CH3NO2, respectively. The
eKEs of features E and G indicate that they are from probe-induced detachment from the
VB and DB anions generated by the pump pulse, as discussed in our previously published
results [18].

3.5 Analysis

To capture the rise and decay of features B, C, E, and G, the time-resolved signals are fit
to the convolution of a Gaussian experimental response and multiple exponential functions
using Eq. 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Normalized integrated intensity of feature C at short time delays from excitation
of 3.56 eV vs. delay time. The rise time for feature C is 2.1 ± 0.2 ps.
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(3.3)

I0 is the signal background, σcc is the Gaussian full width at the half-maximum given by the
cross-correlation of the pump and probe laser pulses, Ai is the coefficient for each exponential
term, and τi is the lifetime for each rise or decay exponential. Fig. 3.3 shows the fit of Eq.
3.3 to the integrated intensity of I–. The I– feature has a mono-exponential rise time of 21 ±
1 ps and does not exhibit any decay. The fit to feature C, tentatively assigned to CH2NO2

–,
is shown in Fig. 3.4 at delay times out to 12 ps, and longer time results are shown in Fig.
3.S1. Feature C exhibits a rise time of 2.1 ± 0.2 ps, and fits to a mono-exponential decay
which is longer than the timescale of this experiment (1000+ ps). Feature E, the VB anion,
exhibits a rise time of 0.33 ± 0.15 ps and a bi-exponential decay of 2.2 ± 0.3 ps and 1100 ±
700 ps. Feature G, the DB anion, rises very quickly, within the cross-correlation of our pump
and probe laser pulses, and decays mono-exponentially in 0.88 ± 0.22 ps. These rise and
decay times for the DB and VB anions are within the error bars of our previously reported
values, a cross-correlation limited DB rise and 0.63 ± 0.11 ps decay, and a VB rise of 0.37 ±
0.04 ps and bi-exponential decay of 2.3 ± 0.2 ps and 1100 ± 200 ps following photoexcitation
at 3.55 eV [18]. The results match relatively well despite the lower signal intensity for the
DB and VB features in the present study.

The long lifetime of the I– feature suggests a statistical mechanism may be relevant here,
in which, for example, the iodide is ejected from highly vibrationally excited I–·CH3NO2
formed subsequent to UV excitation. To test this, we have employed Rice-Ramsperger-
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Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) calculations [40, 41] to model the lifetime for statistical unimolecular
decay of I–·CH3NO2 to I– + CH3NO2. RRKM theory calculates the microcanonical rate
constant, k(E), for statistical unimolecular dissociation for a species at a given energy E via
Eq. 3.4.

k(E) =
G(E – E0)

h · N(E)
(3.4)

Here N(E) is the density of states of the reactant, G(E – E0) is the sum of states of the
transition state, where E0 is the zero point energy (ZPE) corrected energy difference between
the reactant and transition state, and h is Planck’s constant. E is the maximum energy
provided to the system, taken to be the pump pulse energy.

The details of the calculations performed in this work using the Gaussian 09 computing
package [42] may found in the supplementary material. The calculated potential energy sur-
face at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level for dissociation of I–·CH3NO2 to form I– and CH3NO2
is shown in Fig. 3.S4. The calculated sum and density of states from the Beyer-Swinehart
algorithm [43] and rate constant k(E) for pump excitation at 3.56 eV are given in Table 3.S1.
The loose transition state expected for this reaction is located variationally, in order to yield
the lowest calculated k(E) [44]. With corrections made to appropriately treat low-energy
hindered internal rotor modes, RRKM theory calculates statistical unimolecular decay for
I–·CH3NO2 to occur in approximately 294 fs following pump excitation at 3.56 eV, and
with all modes simply treated harmonically this lifetime is 414 fs. This result is considerably
faster than the experimental result of iodide rise time of 21 ± 1 ps following pump excitation
at 3.56 eV; this discrepancy is explored in more detail in the following section.

3.6 Discussion

The work presented here provides new insights into the dynamics of photoexcited I–·
CH3NO2 complexes. Using a higher probe photon energy, 3.14 eV, than in our previous
TRPEI experiment, we are able to observe very prominent, time-dependent I– production
with a rise time of 21 ± 1 ps, as well as a much weaker feature that appears to correspond
to CH2NO2

– production with a rise time of 2.1 ± 0.2 ps; neither of these species could
be photodetached in our previous study at 1.56 eV probe energy. The cluster DB and VB
anions are also observed, with similar time-dependence as reported previously [18].

The intensity of the iodide signal in Fig. 3.1 is significantly greater than that of any other
feature in the spectrum, even with the intensity of the autodetachment feature A removed.
The iodide feature is approximately 30 times more intense than either the nitromethide anion
or the VB anion, and 130 times more intense than the DB anion. The photodetachment
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cross section of iodide at 314 nm is approximately 3 x 10–17 cm2 [45], compared to a typical
molecular cross section of approximately 0.7 x 10–18 cm2 for NO2

– at 314 nm [46]. If the
photodetachment cross section for the VB anion is similarly on the order of 10–18 cm2,
this would indicate that despite its high photoelectron signal intensity, I– is present in an
approximately 1:1 ratio with the VB anion. Note that the VB CH3NO2

– anion may or may
not be complexed with the neutral I atom; the two cannot be readily distinguished in our
TRPE spectra [18]. In any case, dissociation to I– + CH3NO2 is a major channel whose
dynamics are now accessible to our experiment.

We next examine possible mechanisms for I– formation. Previous work applying TRPEI
to iodide-uracil (I–·U) clusters showed that photoexcitation near the VDE transfers the ex-
cess electron to the uracil, forming a temporary negative ion that decays by autodetachment
[12] and by back-electron transfer to the I– [47]; the latter process results in vibrationally
excited I–·U from which the I– is ejected. A similar mechanism is likely for I–·CH3NO2,
since photoexcitation is known to initiate electron transfer to the CH3NO2, leading to a DB
state that converts within approximately 500 fs to a VB state. The VB signal (also seen here
as Feature E) decays bi-exponentially with time constants of 2 ps and > 1 ns. The amplitude
of the VB signal drops by about 80% within 2 ps. Given the large I– signal seen here, it
seems reasonable to attribute most or all of this drop to back-electron transfer, re-forming
I–·CH3NO2 which subsequently fragments.

The dissociation rate of I–·CH3NO2 to form I– was found not to match the predictions of
RRKM statistical unimolecular decay; the calculated and experimental lifetimes are 294 fs
and 21 ps, respectively. In the case of I–·U, the RRKM lifetime of 8.6 ps was also less than the
experimental lifetime of 86 ± 7 ps [47], but the discrepancy here is about a factor of 7 larger.
A key tenet of RRKM theory is that vibrational energy is randomly distributed and that
this IVR is fast and complete on the timescale of the unimolecular reaction. This condition
is unlikely to be satisfied given the sub-ps RRKM lifetime, suggesting that dissociation is
not the rate-limiting step in I– production even without considering the discrepancy with
experiment. Given the large disparity between the I– experimental rise time and the RRKM
statistical decay calculations presented here, either back-electron transfer or IVR must be
the rate-limiting step to dissociation.

If back-electron transfer from the VB anion to reform I–·CH3NO2 is the rate-limiting
step, there would need to be some charged, intermediate state corresponding to the precursor
of I–·CH3NO2. While the dynamics of the I–·CH3NO2 electronic ground state species are
challenging to observe uniquely from the direct detachment signal and the bare CH3NO2

–

anion, there does not appear to be any signal in the TRPEI spectrum corresponding to a
charged species from a delayed charge-transfer intermediate. Thus, we turn our attention to
the process of IVR in the I–·CH3NO2 cluster.

It is likely that back-electron transfer from the VB state of CH3NO2
– leads to con-
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siderable vibrational excitation of –NO2 wagging and stretching modes in the re-formed
I–·CH3NO2, since the C–NO2 moiety is pyramidal in the VB anion and planar in the neu-
tral. As determined by the calculations here and presented in Table 3.S2, I–·CH3NO2 clus-
ters have three low frequency (<100 cm–1) modes corresponding to an iodide-nitromethane
stretch and two approximately symmetric iodide-nitromethane bends. All other modes in
the system are nitromethane internal vibrational modes with considerably higher frequen-
cies, with the exception of the 27.4 cm–1 frequency associated with the internal methyl rotor.
The question then is whether vibrational energy flow from the high frequency intramolecular
modes excited by back-electron transfer into the low-frequency modes needed for dissociation
will be the rate-limiting step for fragmentation to I– + CH3NO2.

One can gain insight into this issue from the extensive experimental and theoretical
studies of gas phase SN2 reactions X– + CH3Y→ CH3X + Y–, where X and Y are typically
halogen atoms but can also be molecular species [32, 33, 48]. These reactions proceed via
X–·CH3Y and Y–·CH3X ion-dipole complexes separated by a barrier. Classical trajectory
calculations by Hase [34, 49] have shown that vibrational energy flow between the low-
frequency intermolecular modes and high-frequency intramolecular modes of these complexes
can be very inefficient and acts as a “dynamical bottleneck.” As a result, randomization of
vibrational energy therefore often does not occur during the course of a reactive (or non-
reactive) collision. This leads to non-statistical dynamics that are experimentally observable,
such as deviations in the measured product angular and energy distributions from statistical
models [50, 51], or a non-statistical dependence of the rate constant on the internal energy
of the reactants [52].

In the SN2 studies, a bimolecular collision X– + CH3Y collision is likely to lead to exci-
tation of the low frequency intermolecular modes of the X–·CH3Y complex, with vibrational
energy flow into the higher frequency intramolecular modes acting as a dynamical bottleneck.
We propose that our experiment presents the opposite scenario, with the bottleneck between
the initially excited CH3NO2 modes and the low-frequency I–·CH3NO2 intermolecular modes
limiting the dissociation rate. This scenario has indeed been described in trajectory studies
on the unimolecular dynamics of the Cl–·CH3Br and Br–·CH3Cl complexes [34], where, for
example, the dissociation lifetime of the latter complex when there is significant intramolec-
ular excitation was found to exceed 25 ps, considerably exceeding the calculated RRKM
lifetime of 0.5 ps.

The following scheme describes the overall proposed mechanism:

I– · CH3NO2
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · CH3NO2]*–DBS → [I · · · CH3NO2]*–VBS

[I · · · CH3NO2]*–VBS
e–transfer−−−−−−→ I– · CH3NO∗2

IVR−−−→ I– · CH3NO2 → I– + CH3NO2

(3.5)
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Hase and co-workers are currently carrying out trajectory calculations on I–·CH3NO2 to
test the proposed mechanism. We note that if the argument about the dynamical bottle-
neck limiting the dissociation of I–·CH3NO2 is confirmed, it is also likely to apply to the
discrepancy between the experimental and RRKM dissociation lifetimes in I–·U [47].

In their investigation of the photoexcitation of I–·CH3NO2, Johnson and co-workers
[19, 27] also observed formation of NO2

– and CH3NO2
– anion photofragments. NO2

–

photofragments were reported to be observed in an approximately statistical 1:25 ratio with
I– photofragments. NO2

– was not observed in the present TRPEI study, and given this
branching ratio in addition to the cross sections cited above, photodetachment signal cor-
responding to NO2

– is expected to be more than 1000 times weaker than the iodide signal
observed here, essentially undetectable. The CH3NO2

– anion, if formed here, may not be
distinguishable from the I·CH3NO2

– complex as the nitromethane VB anion and iodine-
associated VB anion are similarly bound (eBE = 0.9 eV for CH3NO2

– VB anion) [17],
making it challenging to observe when photoelectron spectroscopy is the primary product
characterization method.

A weak signal that appears to correspond to the nitromethide anion was also observed
in the current experiment, indicating that a CH2NO2

– + HI decay channel may also exist.
In the I–·U study, photofragment action spectra collected for I–·U showed the formation
of [U–H]– photofragments following photoexcitation near the VDE of the cluster, with I–

as the primary photofragment and [U–H]– as a minor product. [U–H]– was not observed
in the time-resolved studies likely as a result of low production efficiency and a small pho-
todetachment cross section for the species. In the present study, the possible formation of
nitromethide anion in 2.1 ± 0.2 ps suggests that CH2NO2

– may form as part of the VB
anion decay due to the close match-up of lifetimes. Note that the production of CH2NO2

–

is only energetically accessible when the HI fragment is also formed; the C–H bond is too
high in energy for CH2NO2

– to be a feasible product otherwise.

3.7 Conclusions

TRPEI has been used to probe the decay dynamics of I–·CH3NO2 binary clusters excited
at 3.56 eV, near the cluster VDE of 3.60 eV. The formation of I– was observed with a rise
time of 21 ± 1 ps. This channel is attributed to photoexcitation in which the excess electron
is transferred from the I atom to form I·CH3NO2

–, followed by back-electron transfer to
re-form vibrationally excited I–·CH3NO2 that then dissociates to I– + CH3NO2. Statistical
calculations employing RRKM theory yield a substantially shorter lifetime of ∼300 fs as
compared to the experimental value, suggesting the presence of a dynamical bottleneck to
unimolecular dissociation. This bottleneck is most likely from inefficient vibrational energy
transfer from the intramolecular CH3NO2 vibrations excited by the back-electron transfer
to the low-frequency intermolecular modes that must be energized for dissociation to occur.
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This result is commensurate with previous theoretical work on gas phase X–·CH3Y complexes
for halogens. In addition, a weak signal associated with CH2NO2

– + HI production was
observed with a rise time of 2.1 ps.

3.8 Supplementary Material

Theoretical Methods

The potential energy surface for the unimolecular decomposition of electronic ground
state I–·CH3NO2 to form I– was calculated at the MP2 level with an augmented Dunning
basis set aug-cc-pVDZ for C, H, O, and N, with an expanded basis set with an increased
set of diffuse functions for iodide, MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) [53] using the Gaussian 09 com-
puting package [42]. By scanning along the iodide-nitromethane stretching coordinate and
optimizing the structure geometry and frequencies in 0.1 Å intervals from 2.5 Å to 15 Å, the
potential energy surface was found to be barrierless.

As the potential is barrierless, variational transition state theory was used to calculate
the transition state by calculating the rate constant k(E) using Eq. 3.4 for each optimized
distance to determine the minimum rate constant. The reactant species and transition
state structures, frequencies, and energies were optimized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp)
level of theory. The calculated vibrational frequencies were scaled using a scaling factor
of 0.9615 for MP2 calculations to account for anharmonicities [54]. The Beyer-Swinehart
direct count algorithm [43] with the Stein-Rabinovitch modification [55] was employed to
calculate the density of states for the reactant and sum of states for the transition state
to determine the RRKM rate constant for unimolecular dissociation from the calculated
frequencies and energy. The iodide-nitromethane low energy interaction modes involving
rotation of iodide relative to the C–N nitromethane bond in-plane and out-of-plane were best
treated as hindered rotational motions, as well as the methyl rotor mode in nitromethane,
which is a free rotor in the neutral species but a hindered rotor in the anion due to the
interaction between the methyl group and pyramidalized nitro group. The barrier height
and symmetry for hindered rotors was calculated by performing relaxed potential energy
scans at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level in 10° increments along the rotational motion.
Using this variational approach, the transition state was calculated to be when the iodide-
nitromethane I–C distance is 9.0 Å. The energy barrier E0 between the reactant and the
transition state was calculated to be 0.467 eV, and 0.466 eV when corrected for ZPEs.
Additionally, the I–·CH3NO2 → HI + CH2NO2

– decay channel was calculated to have a
reaction energy of 2.6 eV at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level.
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Table 3.S1: Beyer-Swinehart calculated densities and sums of states for the I–· CH3NO2
ground state and transition state including treatment of low-frequency hindered internal
rotational modes.

Ground state density (/cm–1) Transition state sum kRRKM(E) (1/s) Lifetime (fs)

5.97326 x 105 6.78309 x 107 3.40441 x 1012 294

Table 3.S2: I–·CH3NO2 calculated vibrational frequencies (cm–1) at the optimized, ground
state geometry. Calculation performed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory. The
modes in boldface type correspond to the I–· · ·CH3NO2 intermolecular stretch and bends.

27.4 55.4 59.2
75.2 479.5 593.9
658.2 925.2 1092.6
1107.5 1358.4 1430.0
1443.0 1454.6 1725.1
3131.2 3242.2 3281.0

Figure 3.S1: Normalized integrated intensity of feature C for long time delays from excitation
at 3.56 eV vs. delay time. The rise time for feature C is 2.1 ± 0.2 ps and the decay time is
on the order of ns.
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Figure 3.S2: Normalized integrated intensity of feature E from excitation at 3.56 eV vs.
delay time. The rise time for feature E is 0.33 ± 0.15 ps and the bi-exponential decay times
are 2.2 ± 0.3 ps and 1100 ± 700 ps.

Figure 3.S3: Normalized integrated intensity of feature G from excitation at 3.56 eV vs.
delay time. The rise time for feature G is cross-correlation limited, and the decay time is
0.88 ± 0.22 ps.
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Figure 3.S4: Potential energy curve calculated by geometry optimization at frozen I–C dis-
tances. The calculations were performed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory. All
energies are ZPE corrected.
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Chapter 4

Photodissociation Dynamics of
Iodide-Uracil Complexes

Finding meaning, like losing
meaning, involves pleasure as
well as pain.

Lewis Carroll

The content and figures of this chapter are adapted from:

W.-L. Li, A. Kunin, E. Matthews, N. Yoshikawa, C. E. H. Dessent, and D. M. Neumark,
“Photodissociation dynamics of the iodide-uracil (I–·U) complex” J. Chem. Phys. 145,
044319 (2016)

with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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4.1 Abstract

Photofragment action spectroscopy and femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron imag-
ing are utilized to probe the dissociation channels in iodide-uracil (I–·U) binary clusters
upon photoexcitation. The photofragment action spectra show strong I– and weak [U–H]–

ion signal upon photoexcitation. The action spectra show two bands for I– and [U–H]– pro-
duction peaking around 4.0 and 4.8 eV. Time-resolved experiments measured the rate of I–

production resulting from excitation of the two bands. At 4.03 eV and 4.72 eV, the photo-
electron signal from I– exhibits rise times of 86 ± 7 ps and 36 ± 3 ps, respectively. Electronic
structure calculations indicate that the lower energy band, which encompasses the vertical
detachment energy (4.11 eV) of I–·U, corresponds to excitation of a dipole-bound state of
the complex, while the higher energy band is primarily a π – π∗ excitation on the uracil
moiety. Although the nature of the two excited states is very different, the long lifetimes for
I– production suggest that this channel results from internal conversion to the I–·U ground
state followed by evaporation of I–. Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) calculations
suggest, as in Ch. 3, that the dissociation rate may be limited by intramolecular vibrational
energy redistribution in the internally converted, ground state anion.

4.2 Introduction

High energy radiation is capable of producing free electrons as it passes through matter,
and these free electrons can generate large quantities of lower energy secondary electrons
[1]. Both primary and secondary electrons can cause damage to DNA in living cells [1].
Extensive studies have shown that free electrons with energy well below the ionization po-
tential of DNA constituents can cause both single- and double-strand breaks in DNA [2–
12]. Experimental and theoretical investigations have been performed to understand the
underlying DNA damage mechanism at the molecular level. Theoretical studies suggest that
cleavage is initiated by electron attachment to one component of the DNA strand to form
a transient negative ion, followed by subsequent fragmentation [13–17]. The unoccupied
low-lying π∗ anti-bonding orbitals of nucleobases and dissociative σ∗ orbital of phosphate
groups are possible sites of electron capture [13–15, 17]. Experimentally, dissociative electron
attachment studies of uracil find that the dominant channel at low collision energy is the
production of the deprotonated nucleobase, where the H loss occurs at the nitrogen positions
[18]. O–H and P=O/P–O bond breaks are also observed as a result of electron attachment
to the phosphate group [15]. We have previously studied electron-nucleobase interactions by
photoexcitation of gas phase iodide nucleobase (NB) anions, in which low energy electrons
that are photodetached from the iodide are captured by the nucleobase, forming a tempo-
rary negative ion whose subsequent dynamics are followed by time-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy [19–23]. In this paper, we characterize the products of this photoexcitation
in more detail, focusing primarily on the mechanism by which I– is formed by ultraviolet
excitation of iodide-uracil anions.
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In previous work, femtosecond pump-probe experiments based on the following excitation
and detection scheme were carried out on I–·uracil (I–·U) [19, 21], I–·thymine (I–·T) [20,
22], and I–·adenine (I–·A) complexes [23].

I– · NB
hνpump−−−−−→ I · NB*– hνprobe−−−−−→ I · NB + e– (4.1)

An ultraviolet pump pulse photexcites the complex, forming a transient I·NB*– species in
which neutral iodine is bound to a dipole-bound (DB) or valence-bound (VB) nucleobase
anion. This temporary negative anion is photodetached by a near-infrared probe pulse and
the resulting photoelectron (PE) spectrum is measured. The PE spectrum enables one to
determine if a DB and/or VB nucleobase anion is formed [24–26], to follow the conversion
of a DB anion to a VB anion [27], and to measure the lifetime of either species with respect
to electron loss and other possible decay channels. Experiments on I–·U and I–·T were
performed at pump photon energies in two energy ranges: near 4.0 eV, which is very close
to the vertical detachment energy (VDE) of the complexes, and around 4.7 eV, well above
the VDE. Excitation at the lower energy range yields both DB and VB anions. The time-
evolving spectra suggest that some of the DB states convert to VB states on a timescale of
several hundred femtoseconds. At the higher energies, the VB state is formed instantaneously
within the time resolution of our experiment (<150 fs), and there is no evidence for a DB
state. These short-time electron attachment dynamics have been interpreted with the aid
of electronic structure calculations that have considered the energetics and structure of the
DB and VB anions [26, 28–31].

At longer times, the DB and VB features in I–·U and I–·T exhibit either mono-exponential
or bi-exponential decay. One of these decay channels was established to be autodetachment
[19, 20], in which a very low energy electron is emitted from the temporary negative ion
created by the pump pulse. However, other channels are energetically accessible:

I · U*– → I + U*–

→ I– + U

→ HI + [U – H]–
(4.2)

The time-resolved PE imaging (TRPEI) experiments carried out thus far on these com-
plexes used a probe wavelength of 790 nm (1.57 eV), which was sufficiently energetic to

photodetach I·U*– and U*–, but not I– or the deprotonated [U–H]– anion, for which the
corresponding neutral electron affinities are 3.059 eV [32] and 3.481 eV [33], respectively.
In the current study, we carry out photofragment action spectroscopy on I–·U from 3.6 –
5.2 eV to determine the yields of I– and [U–H]*– as a function of UV excitation energy,
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and thus gaining insight into which of the energetically accessible decay channels are active.
We find that the action spectra for both fragments comprise two broad bands with maxima
at approximately 4.0 eV and 4.8 eV. Complementary TRPEI experiments at higher probe
photon energies have also been carried out at 4.03 and 4.72 eV with the specific goal of
time-resolving the appearance of the I– channel. These long lifetimes suggest that I– is
produced by internal conversion from the excited state I·U*– created by the pump pulse to
the ground I–·U, followed by statistical decay to I– + U.

4.3 Experimental Methods

Photodepletion (absorption) and photofragment action spectra were conducted in a
custom-modified Bruker AmaZon Ion Trap mass spectrometer in the Dessent group at the
University of York [34, 35]. The I–·U clusters were generated by electrospraying solutions
of uracil and iodide in deionized water (nucleobase solutions were 1x10–4 mol/dm3, mixed
with droplets of the t-butyl ammonium iodide (TBAI) at 1x10–2 mol/dm3). All chemicals
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. The I–·U clus-
ters were mass-selected and isolated in the instrumental ion-trap prior to laser irradiation.
The photofragment ion intensity was then recorded using the normal functions of the mass
spectrometer. UV light for the photofragmentation experiment was produced by a Nd:YAG
(Continuum Surelite) pumped optical parametric oscillator (Continuum Horizon), producing
∼2 mJ across 225 – 310 nm. The spectral resolution is determined by the laser step size
(1 nm or ∼0.018 eV in the mid-spectral region) for the action spectra presented here. All
spectra are corrected for laser power.

The femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron imaging apparatus at Berkeley has been
described in detail previously [36, 37]. I–·U clusters were produced by thermal desorption
of solid uracil (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.0%) loaded in an Even-Lavie pulsed valve and then
entrained by 40 psig argon carrier gas mixed with iodomethane vapor. The gas mixture
was supersonically expanded into vacuum and passed through a ring electrode ionizer for
secondary electron attachment to form the binary cluster anions. The anionic clusters were
then perpendicularly extracted and analyzed using a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass
spectrometer. Clusters of interest were isolated by a mass gate before interacting with the
pump and probe laser beams. Two pump-probe schemes were used in these experiments.
Near the VDE, the pump pulse (308 nm, 4.03 eV, 5 µJ/pulse) was generated from a 1 kHz, 2.0
mJ 790 nm pulse (KM Labs Griffin Oscillator and Dragon Amplifier) by frequency doubling
the second harmonic signal of an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) (Light Conversion
TOPAS-C). The probe pulse (344 nm, 3.61 eV, 8 µJ/pulse) was formed by combining the
residual TOPAS-C signal and the fundamental 790 nm pulse. For excitation well above the
VDE, the pump pulse (263 nm, 4.72 eV, 5 µJ/pulse) was produced by frequency tripling the
fundamental pulse and the probe (395 nm, 3.15 eV, 80 µJ/pulse) was generated by doubling
the fundamental pulse. The cross-correlation of the pump and probe pulses was less than 150
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fs for 308 nm/344 nm and 200 fs for 263 nm/395 nm. After laser interaction, the resulting
photoelectrons were extracted and analyzed by velocity map imaging (VMI) onto a position-
sensitive microchannel plate detector. The photoelectron kinetic energy (eKE) distributions
and photoelectron angular distributions (PADs) were reconstructed from the images using
basis-set expansion (BASEX) [38] reconstruction methods.

4.4 Results

The negative ion electrospray mass spectrum of the mixed I– + U solution is displayed in
Fig. 4.S1. The spectrum is dominated by the I– ion and the I–·TBAI salt cluster; the I–·U
cluster signal is weaker but clearly visible. The photodepletion (absorption) spectrum for
the I–·U cluster was obtained across the region from approximately 3.6 eV to 5.2 eV and is
shown in Fig. 4.1a. The spectrum has an onset at approximately 3.75 eV and the first strong
absorption band is observed near 4.0 eV, indicating that an excited state of the cluster exists
in the region below the VDE of I–·U of 4.11 eV [19–21], as would be expected for the DBS
observed previously [21]. Continuously strong absorption is observed up to approximately
5.2 eV, consistent with significant direct electron detachment from the cluster.

Fig. 4.1b shows the photofragmentation action spectrum of I–. Similar to the absorption
spectrum, the I– signal has an onset at approximately 3.75 eV. The first strong I– ion
production band is observed with a band maximum at 4.0 eV. Another strong I– production
region lies between 4.2 eV to 5.3 eV, peaking at 4.8 eV. The intensity ratio for 4.0 eV/4.8
eV for I– is approximately 3:2. The action spectrum of [U–H]– is shown in Fig. 4.1c; the
most intense [U–H]– photofragment bands occur around 4.0 eV and 4.8 eV, similar to the I–

signal. The intensity ratio at 4.0 eV/4.8 eV for [U–H]– is 4:1. The photofragmentation mass
spectrum of I–·U obtained at 4.78 eV (Fig. 4.S2) shows I– as the dominant photofragment
and [U–H]– as a minor photofragment. Thus, the dominant cluster photofragmentation
process (i.e. excluding electron detachment) is cluster fission: I–·U → I– + U.

To investigate the time-resolved dissociation dynamics, TRPEI spectra were recorded at
excitation energies of 4.03 eV and 4.72 eV, near the two band maxima in the photofragment
action spectra. Fig. 4.2 shows representative time-resolved spectra at pump and probe
energies of 4.03 eV and 3.61 eV (343 nm), respectively. Three major features are observed
in the spectra. The most intense feature A occurs near eKE = 0. Its intensity does not
obviously change with varying pump-probe delays, and it is attributed to autodetachment
resulting from excitation at the pump energy [19–21].

A sharp feature B is observed at eKE = 0.55 ± 0.06 eV. Its intensity at negative delay
time, in which the probe pulse arrives before the pump pulse, is zero and increases for positive
delays until it reaches a plateau. Based on its kinetic energy and narrow peak width, we can
readily assign feature B to photodetachment of I– by the probe pulse. The contour plot of
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Figure 4.1: a) Photodepletion (absorption) spectrum of I–·U displayed with the correspond-
ing photofragment action spectra of the (b) I– and (c) [U–H]– photofragments. The solid
lines represent 3 point smooths through the data points.

background-subtracted signal for feature B is shown in Fig. 4.3. A very weak feature C is
observed near 3.5 ± 0.1 eV eKE, and its intensity is also time-dependent. This feature is
assigned as photodetachment from the DBS by the probe pulse, which has been examined
in detail previously [21]. Although the probe pulse is sufficiently energetic to photodetach
the [U–H]– anion, no evidence for this species is seen in either Fig. 4.2 or 4.3.

Fig. 4.4 shows representative TRPEI spectra at an excitation energy of 4.72 eV and a
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Figure 4.2: Photoelectron spectrum of I–·U species at 4.03 eV pump and 3.61 eV probe at
selected delay times.

Figure 4.3: Time-resolved photoelectron spectra for feature B for I–·U at an excitation
energy of 4.03 eV (near the VDE) and probe energy of 3.61 eV.

probe energy of 3.15 eV (395 nm). The pump-only spectrum at –100 ps shows a strong
autodetachment peak A near zero-eV eKE (see inset) as well as a peak C around 0.6 eV.
Feature C is attributed to the direct detachment of I–·U by the pump pulse. The time-
dependent feature B occurs at slightly higher kinetic energy than feature A, 0.09 ± 0.02 eV
at large positive delay times, and, as in Fig. 4.2, is readily assigned to detachment of I– by
the probe pulse. Note that the probe energy used in Fig. 4.2 would have placed feature B
directly on top of feature C, where it would be even more difficult to discern since the probe
pulse at 343 nm is considerably weaker than that at 395 nm (see Section 4.2). The contour
plot of background-subtracted signal for feature B with respect to the most negative delay
time is shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Photoelectron spectrum of I–·U with 4.72 eV pump (significantly above the
VDE) and 3.15 eV probe at selected delay times.

Figure 4.5: Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum for feature B for I–·U with an excitation
energy of 4.72 eV and probe energy of 3.15 eV.

4.5 Analysis

The photofragment action spectrum for I– in Fig. 4.1 shows evidence for two dissociative
electronic states of I–·U at 4.0 eV and 4.8 eV. These transitions can be assigned with the
aid of equation of motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD) excited states
calculations. The anion ground state geometry optimization was first performed at MP2
level with an augmented Dunning basis set aug-cc-pVDZ for C, H, O, N [39] and aug-cc-
pVDZ-pp with an expanded basis set with an increased set of diffuse functions for iodide
[39–41] (MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ-(pp)). The optimized structure was used in the EOM-CCSD
calculation. All calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 program [42]. Table
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Table 4.1: EOM-CCSD calculated transition channels, excitation energies, oscillator
strength, and final state configurations. Calculated at the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVZ-(pp)
level of theory. The tabulated excitation energies are offset by -0.52 eV from the calculated
values to facilitate comparison with the experimental data.

Excitation Energy
(eV)

Oscillator
Strength

Transition
Channel

Final State
Configuration

4.04 0.0879 I(5p)–DB I(5p5)U–(DB1)

4.06 0.0956 I(5p)–DB I(5p5)U–(DB1)

4.23 0.1176 I(5p)–DB I(5p5)U–(DB1)

4.49 0.0011 I(5p) – π∗ I(5p5)U–(π4π∗1)

4.56 0.0016 I(5p) – π∗ I(5p5)U–(π4π∗1)

4.61 0.0000 I(5p) – π∗ I(5p5)U–(π4π∗1)

4.66 0.0400 I(5p) – σ∗ I(5p5)U–(σ∗1)

4.68 0.0274 I(5p) – σ∗ I(5p5)U–(σ∗1)

4.77 0.3100 π – π∗ I–(5p6)U(π3π∗1)

4.1 presents the transition channels, excitation energies, corresponding oscillator strength,
and final state configurations. The six electronic transitions with largest oscillator strength
are marked bold in Table 4.1. All the excitation energies are offset by –0.52 eV for com-
parison with experiment. Three electronic transitions from 4.04 to 4.24 eV correspond to
transitions from a 5p orbital on the iodide anion to form a DBS of the complex. These
three channels contribute to the strong absorption band around 4.0 eV. The most intense
transition, calculated at 4.77 eV, is the π – π∗ transition on the nucleobase. This and two
weaker transitions contribute to the strong absorption band around 4.8 eV. Therefore the
lower and higher bands in the I– action spectrum are primarily from I(5p)–DB and π – π∗

transitions, respectively. The calculation also shows three very weak transitions between 4.5
eV to 4.6 eV corresponding to electron transfer from the I(5p) orbital to the π∗ anti-bonding
orbital, i.e. direct formation of the anion VB state by optical excitation.

We next consider the time-dependent photoelectron signals in Figs. 4.2 – 4.5. The
integrated intensity change of feature B at 4.03 eV is fit using Eq. 4.3. The fitting for
feature B yields a mono-exponential rise time of 86 ± 7 ps, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The DBS
decays bi-exponentially with time constants of 6 ps and 2800 ps (Fig. 4.S3), which lies within
error bars of the previously reported values, 8.5 ps and 2000 ps, from earlier experiments at
an excitation energy of 4.00 eV [21].

I(t) = I0 – ΣAi exp(–t/τi) (4.3)
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Figure 4.6: Integrated intensity of feature B from excitation at 4.03 eV vs. delay time. The
rise time for feature B is 86 ± 7 ps.

Figure 4.7: Integrated intensity of feature B from excitation at 4.72 eV vs. delay time. The
rise time for feature B is 36 ± 3 ps.

At 4.72 eV, the intensity integration was performed over the range from 0.02 eV to 0.2 eV,
which includes both features A and B since they are partially overlapped. In previous work,
the autodetachment feature A exhibited some time-resolved dynamics [19–21]. However,
its intrinsic intensity change as a function of time was very minor compared to the total
intensity change of features A and B observed in the current experiment. Thus, the major
intensity change between 0.02 eV to 0.2 eV is caused by feature B and therefore can be used
to represent the dynamics of feature B. The integrated intensity of feature B from 0.02 to
0.2 eV is shown in Fig. 4.7. This feature also fits well to a mono-exponential rise, but has a
faster rise time of 36 ± 3 ps compared to excitation at 4.03 eV.
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The long time constants for I– formation and their drop with increasing pump energy
suggest a statistical decay channel; a possible overall mechanism is internal conversion from
the excited I·U*– state to a highly vibrationally excited I–·U ground state that decays to
I– + U. This process should be amenable to a statistical treatment such as RRKM theory
[43, 44]. It is thus useful to carry out RRKM calculations of the dissociation rate at the two
excitation energies and compare these results with our experimental values.

According to RRKM theory, the microcanonical reaction rate constant k(E) for a given
energy depends on the sum of states of the transition state, G(E – E0), and the density
of states of the reactant, N(E), as expressed in Eq. 4.4. Here, E is the total maximum
energy provided to the system (pump pulse), and E0 is the difference in energy between the
zero-point energy (ZPE) of the reactant and transition state.

k(E) =
G(E – E0)

h · N(E)
(4.4)

The reactant species was taken to be the electronic ground state I–·U configuration. Cal-
culations by Takayanagi and co-workers [31] find that dissociation of I–·U clusters to I– +
U proceeds without an exit barrier with a reaction endothermicity of 0.97 eV, calculated at
the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ+α(H:2s2p) level of theory. Since this barrierless potential
does not have a distinct transition state on the potential energy curve (Fig. 4.S4), we em-
ployed a variational transition state theory approach [45] by calculating the rate constants
along the reaction path to locate the transition state that gave the minimum rate constant.
The dissociation potential energy curve was calculated by selecting the I–N1 distance as the
reaction coordinate (Fig. 4.S4). Geometry optimizations and vibrational frequency calcu-
lations were performed at each I–N1 distance from 2 Å to 20 Å at increments of 0.25 Å
and at increments of 0.05 – 0.1 Å near the transition state. All geometry optimizations and
frequency calculations were performed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory. The
energy barrier E0 was calculated as the ZPE-corrected energy difference between the reac-
tant I–·U and the transition state [I–·U]‡. A scaling factor of 0.9615 [46] corresponding to
the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory was used to scale the Gaussian-produced vibrational
frequencies to account for anharmonicities. To capture the transition state variationally, the
rate coefficient for each reactant I–·U and transition state [I–·U]‡ pair was calculated using
Eq. 4.4 to determine the transition state that yielded a minimum value for the rate con-
stant. The sum and density of states were calculated by implementing the Beyer-Swinehart
direct count algorithm with the Stein-Rabinovitch modification [47] for the sum and density
of states from the vibrational and rotational frequencies of each species, including explicit
treatment for hindered internal rotors [48]. The barrier height and symmetry for hindered
internal rotors were calculated by performing relaxed potential energy scans in Gaussian 09
at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level across the rotational movement in increments of 10°.
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As shown in Fig. 4.S4, the dissociation rate constant declines when the I–N1 distance is
smaller than 9 Å and increases when the I–N1 distance is greater than 9 Å, so the transition
state structure used was the optimized geometry for when I–N1 is 9 Å (Fig. 4.S4). At an
I–N1 distance of 9 Å, the calculated barrier height from I–·U to [I–·U]‡ was found to be
0.943 eV, and the ZPE-corrected barrier height, or reaction energy was calculated to be
0.947 eV. The total reaction endothermicity was calculated to be 1.10 eV (CCSD). Treating
all frequencies harmonically produces an RRKM calculated time constant of 5.3 ps and 2.8
ps for the two excitation energy regions, smaller than the experimental values of 86 ps and
36 ps, respectively. The frequencies of the I–· · ·U (Table 4.S1) in-plane rocking mode and
out-of-plane twisting mode drop dramatically with increasing I–· · ·U distance and are better
treated as hindered rotors in the RRKM analysis. Calculated sums and densities of states
for the reactant and transition state species are listed in Table 4.S2. When the I–·U binary
cluster is excited at a photon energy 4.03 eV, i.e. 3.08 eV above the ZPE-corrected reaction
energy of 0.947 eV, the RRKM calculated life time is 8.6 ps. At 4.72 eV, i.e. an excess
energy of 3.77 eV, the RRKM calculated life time is 4.4 ps. The calculated lifetimes are
about a factor of ten shorter than the experimental results of 86 ± 7 ps and 36 ± 3 ps.
However, this result approximately reproduces the ratio of the experimental lifetimes at the
two pump energies.

4.6 Discussion

According to the photofragment action spectra (Fig. 4.1), I– and [U–H]– production
exhibits maxima around 4.0 eV and 4.8 eV. EOM-CCSD calculations (Table 4.1) show that
I–·U has two intense resonant excitation regimes which, when shifted by –0.52 eV, line up
reasonably well with the experimental maxima. The transitions near 4.0 eV correspond to
excitation from the anion ground state to the DBS by promotion of an electron from the
I(5p) orbital to the DB orbital (DBO). Near 4.8 eV, the π – π∗ transition, localized on
the uracil moiety, is dominant and there are considerably weaker transitions representing
excitations from I(5p) orbitals to a σ∗ orbital on the nucleobase. Excitation from I(5p)
orbitals to the π∗ orbital on the uracil yields excitation energies around 4.5 eV, and the
oscillator strengths for these I(5p)–π∗ excitation channels are near zero so the minimum
resonant excitation is expected around 4.5 eV. It thus appears that the two maxima in the
photofragment action spectra correspond to two very different electronic excitations, one of
which leaves neutral iodine complexed to a DB state of U–, while the other produces I–

complexed to electronically excited uracil. Nonetheless, both final states fragment primarily
to I– with [U–H]– as a minor channel.

The time-resolved experiment shows the production of I– at both 4.03 eV and 4.72 eV
excitation energies, exhibiting a slow mono-exponential rise in both cases. The fitted rise
time constants are fairly long (86 ps and 36 ps, respectively), indicating that statistical decay
is likely occurring in both energy regimes. Although the statistical RRKM simulated rise
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times of 8.6 ps and 4.4 ps underestimate the experimental time constants by an order of
magnitude, it roughly reproduces the ratio of the experimental lifetimes at the two pump
energies. As suggested in Ch. 3, it is possible that the discrepancy between the experimental
and RRKM results arises due to a dynamical bottleneck for dissociation due to inefficient
intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution in the ground state anion. We now consider
the mechanisms by which the two very different nascent excited states can relax to form
vibrationally excited I–·U in its ground electronic state.

At 4.72 eV, it is quite straightforward to put forth such a mechanism. Our calculations
indicate that when the I–·U binary cluster is excited at 4.72 eV, the π–π∗ transition of uracil
dominates. This π – π∗ transition produces an excited state with an electronic configuration
of I–(5p6)U(π3π∗1). Internal conversion could occur from this π – π∗ excited state to the
ground state configuration I–(5p6)U(π4π∗0), i.e. the electron in the π∗ anti-bonding orbital
falls back to the π orbital in the electronic ground state. Experiments on gas phase uracil
have shown the internal conversion following π – π∗ excitation could occur within ∼1 ps [49–
52], leaving uracil in a vibrationally excited electronic ground state, and one expects a similar
time constant in I–·U. Upon internal conversion, the highly vibrationally excited cluster can
evaporate iodide, whose presence is readily seen in our TRPEI experiment. While it would
be desirable to detect decay of the hot I–·U as it dissociates to I– + U, the VDE of this
complex is likely to be similar to that of the cold complex (4.11 eV), which is considerably
higher than the probe photon energy. The overall proposed mechanism is given by Equation
4.5.

I– · U
hνpump−−−−−→ I– · U(π3π∗1)

Internal Conversion−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ I– · U→ I– + U (4.5)

The assignment of the band at 4.03 eV as photoexcitation to a complex with an electronic
configuration of I(5p5)U–(DB1) is consistent with our earlier time-resolved experiments [21]
that showed formation of a complexed DB state (I·U–

DBS) of the uracil anion in this energy
range. These experiments also revealed that a complexed VB state (I·U–

VBS) was formed
with a slight delay relative to the DB state; this observation was tentatively attributed to
partial conversion of the DB state to the VB state. Regardless, in order for I– to be a
decay product, there needs to be back-transfer of the excess electron from the nucleobase
to the iodine, forming hot I–·U that can then dissociate. The overall mechanisms are then
represented by Eqs. 4.6 – 4.8:

I– · U
hνpump−−−−−→ I · U–

DBS, I · U–
VBS (4.6)

I · U–
DBS

Internal Conversion−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ I– · U→ I– + U (4.7)

I · U–
VBS

Internal Conversion−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ I– · U→ I– + U (4.8)
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Intuitively, this process might seem more facile from the VB state, given the considerable
size mismatch between the DB and I(5p) orbitals. Experimentally, there is evidence for back-
transfer (i.e. fragmentation to I–) in photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 complexes [53], in which the
initially formed I·CH3NO2

– DB state converts within 250 fs to a I·CH3NO2
– VB state [27],

but not in photoexcited I–·CH3CN where no such conversion to a VB state occurs [54].
Based on these considerations, Eq. 4.8 is likelier route to I– production than Eq. 4.7.

Our previous time-resolved experiments [21] showed that at a pump energy of 4.00 eV,
signals associated with I·U–

DBS and I·U–
VBS exhibited biexponential decay with time con-

stants of 8.5 and 200 ps for the DB complex and 16 and 460 ps for the VB complex. The
fast decays in both cases were attributed to autodetachment from the complex, but since
both fast time constants are considerably shorter than the I– appearance time of 86 ps,
it is possible that they represent back-transfer to form vibrationally hot I–·U, which then
dissociates, particularly in the case of the VB complex.

In comparing the results obtained here around 4.7 eV to our earlier time-resolved experi-
ments in this energy range, it is important to understand whether one or two photoexcitation
channels are operative. The results here clearly show that π – π∗ excitation leads to frag-
mentation to I–. Our previous results using pump energies from 4.6 – 4.9 eV and a 790 nm
probe pulse indicated prompt formation of an I·U–

VBS complex whose lifetime with respect
to autodetachment is 410 fs [19, 20]. We attributed formation of this complex to capture of
the electron photodetached from the I– into the empty π∗ orbital on the uracil, essentially
a two-step process as opposed to direct optical excitation into the π∗; the latter is indeed
shown to be very weak in the EOM-CCSD results in Table 4.1. Nonetheless, as pointed out
in our first paper in this series [19], it is possible to form the I·U–

VBS complex via Eq. 4.9 :

I– · U
hνpump−−−−−→ I– · U(π3π∗1)→ I · U–

VBS (4.9)

Here, π – π∗ excitation on the uracil is followed by electron transfer from the iodide
into the empty π orbital. This mechanism is appealing because it implies that only a single
photoexcitation process occurs around 4.7 eV. However, the instantaneous appearance of the
I·U–

VBS complex means that the electron transfer step would have to be exceedingly fast,
i.e. less than 50 fs. While this cannot be ruled out, it seems unlikely given the negligible
spatial overlap between the HOMO on the I– and the π MO on the uracil. Moreover,
autodetachment signal characteristic of the I·U–

VBS complex remains strong out to 5.3 eV,
well beyond the π – π∗ band in Fig. 4.1b. It would thus appear that two photoexcitation
pathways are operative around 4.7 eV, but a more quantitative theoretical treatment is
needed to sort out this issue.
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4.7 Conclusions

Photofragment action spectroscopy and femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron imag-
ing are utilized to probe the dissociation channels in the I–·U binary complex upon pho-
toexcitation. The photofragment action spectra show both I– and [U–H]– ion signal upon
photoexcitation, with I–·U → I– + U as the dominant dissociation channel. The action
spectra show two bands for I– and [U–H]– production, with band maxima located at 4.0
eV and 4.8 eV. With the aid of electronic structure calculations, these bands are assigned,
respectively, to excitation of a dipole-bound state of the complex and π – π∗ excitation of
the uracil moiety.

The I–·U → I– + U is channel is observed in TRPES via photodetachment of the I–

product. Time-resolved experiments are reported at excitation energies of at 4.03 eV and
4.72 eV, where the I– signal exhibits rise times of 86 ± 7 ps and 36 ± 3 ps, respectively.
These long lifetimes are suggestive of internal conversion to the I–·U ground state followed
by statistical dissociation, a hypothesis tested by carrying out RRKM calculations of the
dissociation rate. At 4.72 eV, internal conversion is likely associated with rapid electronic
relaxation of the uracil following π – π∗ excitation. At 4.03 eV, there must be back-transfer
of a dipole- or valence-bound electron back to the iodine atom, with the latter being more
likely. The I–·U → HI + [U–H]– channel is not observed in the time-resolved experiments,
most likely as a result of low [U–H]– production efficiency and a low photodetachment cross
section.

4.8 Supplementary Material

Table 4.S1: Vibrational frequencies (cm–1) of the I–·U ground state, transition state, and
bare neutral uracil at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory.

I–·U Ground State I–·U Transition State Uracil Neutral
54.9 57.8 97.0 -8.9 11.8 23.0
154.1 183.3 380.1 144.4 165.5 380.5 142.3 160.9 381.0
425.1 515.3 537.8 397.2 512.3 533.2 389.0 510.9 532.3
561.0 677.4 724.4 552.8 579.6 685.4 551.9 561.9 689.3
751.5 778.3 799.7 724.5 743.6 770.7 720.7 742.0 769.3
840.5 973.8 984.8 810.1 954.0 973.7 805.1 941.0 970.8
998.2 1090.6 1213.8 985.0 1085.9 1206.6 983.8 1085.5 1202.6
1232.2 1369.9 1386.9 1241.1 1381.4 1401.3 1241.7 1383.5 1398.7
1414.9 1518.0 1658.8 1418.9 1501.6 1667.6 1415.8 1503.1 1669.2
1730.4 1763.4 3218.3 1750.9 1782.4 3246.9 1754.0 1788.0 3247.7
3222.7 3276.8 3607.8 3284.8 3599.8 3640.7 3284.5 3592.7 3644.7
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Table 4.S2: Beyer-Swinehart calculated densities and sums of states for the I–·U ground
state and transition state including treatment of low-frequency hindered internal rotational
modes.

Excitation
Energy (eV)

I–·U ground state
density (/cm–1)

I–·U transition
state sum

kRRKM(E) (1/s) Lifetime
(ps)

4.03 3.75466 x 1015 1.45548 x 1016 1.16213 x 1011 8.6

4.72 1.00448 x 1017 7.61756 x 1017 2.27349 x 1011 4.4

Figure 4.S1: Negative ion ESI-MS of an iodide/uracil solution.
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Figure 4.S2: a) Isolation of the I–·U cluster prior to laser irradiation, and b) photofragmen-
tation mass spectrum of I–·U obtained at 260 nm (4.78 eV) showing production of I– as the
dominant photofragment and [U–H]– as a minor photofragment.

Figure 4.S3: Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum for feature C at pump-probe delays for
I–·U with an excitation energy of 4.03 eV and probe energy of 3.61 eV. The rise time constant
is 0.3 ps, the decay time contestant are 6 ps and 2800 ps.
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Figure 4.S4: Potential energy curve calculated by geometry optimization at frozen I–N1
distances. The calculations are performed at MP2/aug-cc-pvDZ-(pp) level of theory. All
energies are ZPE corrected.
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Chapter 5

Dynamics of Electron Attachment
and Photodissociation in
Iodide-Uracil-Water Clusters

“Would you tell me, please,
which way I ought to go from
here?”
“That depends a good deal on
where you want to get to,” said
the Cat.

Lewis Carroll

The content and figures of this chapter are adapted from:

A. Kunin, W.-L. Li, and D. M. Neumark, “Dynamics of electron attachment and photodis-
sociation in iodide-uracil-water clusters via time-resolved photoelectron imaging” J. Chem.
Phys. 149, 084301 (2018)

with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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5.1 Abstract

The dynamics of low energy electron attachment to monohydrated uracil are investi-
gated using time-resolved photoelectron imaging to excite and probe iodide-uracil-water
(I–·U·H2O) clusters. Upon photoexcitation of I–·U·H2O at 4.38 eV, near the measured clus-
ter vertical detachment energy of 4.40 eV ± 0.05 eV, formation of both the dipole bound
(DB) anion and valence bound (VB) anion of I–·U·H2O is observed and characterized us-
ing a probe photon energy of 1.58 eV. The measured binding energies for both anions are
larger than those of the non-hydrated iodide-uracil (I–·U) counterparts, indicating that the
presence of water stabilizes the transient negative ions. The VB anion exhibits a some-
what delayed 400 fs rise when compared to I–·U, suggesting that partial conversion of the
DB anion to form the VB anion at early times is promoted by geometric rearrangement of
the water molecule. We propose that the water-binding-site around uracil may shift at early
times to an isomer with a lower energetic barrier for DB to VB anion conversion. At a higher
probe photon energy, 3.14 eV, I– re-formation is measured to be the major photodissociation
channel. This product exhibits a bi-exponential rise; the fast component likely arises from
DB anion decay by internal conversion to the anion ground state followed by dissociation to
I–, and the slow component from internal conversion of the VB anion.

5.2 Introduction

Low energy electrons have been shown to induce single and double strand breaks in DNA
and can ultimately contribute to mutations, genetic damage, and cancer [1]. Electronic
structure calculations indicate that the nucleobase may be the site of initial electron attach-
ment for DNA [2–4], and that electron attachment can form either a conventional valence
bound (VB) anion by attachment to the π* orbital of the base [3, 5] or a dipole bound (DB)
anion due to the large molecular dipole moments of nucleobases [6]. Dissociative electron
attachment experiments suggest that an initially formed DB state acts as a gateway to for-
mation of a VB anion [7]. Formation of these transient negative ions (TNIs) then leads to
the fragmentation of gas phase nucleobases, nucleosides and nucleotides [8, 9]. Our group
has previously examined the dynamics of low energy electron attachment to the nucleobases
uracil, thymine, and adenine via time-resolved photoelectron imaging (TRPEI) of iodide-
nucleobase clusters [10–12]. We observed the formation and decay of DB and VB TNIs
along with photofragmentation to form I– [13]. The addition of water has been shown to
increase the electron affinity of nucleobases [14], mediate nucleobase proton transfer [15], and
affect the excited state lifetimes and ultimately the photostability of pyrimidine nucleobases,
specifically thymine [16, 17]. In this study, we examine the dynamics of electron attachment
to and subsequent dissociation of monohydrated uracil using TRPEI of iodide-uracil-water
(I–·U·H2O) clusters, and compare these results to non-hydrated iodide-uracil (I–·U) in order
to assess the role of microhydration in these dynamics.
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Photoelectron spectroscopy is a powerful tool to detect and identify the presence of
both DB and VB anions as they are readily distinguished by differing electron binding
energies as well as photodetachment spectral profiles [18, 19]. The excess electron of the
DB anion is bound by the molecular dipole moment. Hence, the electron binding energy
is very low, often less than 100 meV, and the photoelectron spectrum comprises a narrow
peak since the geometry of the weakly bound, diffuse anion does not differ significantly
from that of the neutral. In VB anions, on the other hand, the excess electron occupies
a valence orbital. Even when the neutral species on which the VB anion is based has a
closed shell, these anions exhibit higher binding energies of hundreds of meV and more
significant geometric distortion from the structure of the corresponding neutral, yielding
broad photoelectron spectral profiles. In the case of both uracil and uracil-water, the VB
anion geometric distortion is largely in the ring puckering coordinate [10, 20].

Uracil-water anion clusters have been previously studied with photoelectron spectroscopy
by Bowen, Weinkauf, and co-workers [14, 21]. Although the ground state of the gas phase
uracil anion is a DB state [18, 22], only a VB state is evidenced in the photoelectron spectrum
of U–·H2O. The U–·H2O VB anion was measured to have a vertical detachment energy
(VDE), the energy difference between the anion and the neutral species at the equilibrium
geometry of the anion, of approximately 850 meV. Theory has suggested for both uracil-water
[23, 24] and thymine-water anion clusters [25] that the VB anion is preferentially stabilized
over the DB anion as a result of the interaction energy of the solvating species being greater
for the higher density excess electron distribution in the VB anion than in the DB anion.

In the present study, we examine the dynamics of TNI formation and decay for I–·U·H2O
clusters photoexcited near the cluster VDE using TRPEI. Photoexcitation with an ultraviolet
photon initiates electron transfer from the iodide to the nucleobase moiety. Photoexcitation
in this energy regime is expected to form either or both the DB and the VB anions, and
these nascent TNIs may energetically access several possible decay channels, calculated in
this work,1 including:

I– · U · H2O
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · U · · · H2O]*– → I– · U + H2O ∆E = 0.45 eV

→ I– · H2O + U ∆E = 1.12 eV

→ I– + U · H2O ∆E = 1.16 eV

→ I– + U + H2O ∆E = 1.57 eV

(5.1)

The TNIs can also undergo autodetachment to one or more neutral species plus an electron.

1 Calculated in the present study using the Gaussian 09 computing package at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ-pp
level of theory; see Methods section for computational details.
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We employ two different probe photon energies to photodetach the TNIs and ionic pho-
todissociation products to examine the dynamics for formation and decay of each species.
A probe pulse of 1.58 eV is able to photodetach the relatively weakly bound DB and VB
anions, as both TNIs generally have electron binding energies below 1 eV. A higher energy
probe pulse of 3.14 eV is also used here to detach ionic photofragments, all of which have
significantly higher binding energies; the electron affinity of atomic iodine is 3.059 eV, for
example [26].

Here, we observe the formation of both DB and VB anions from photoexcited I–·U·H2O.
Both TNIs exhibit a larger binding energy than the DB and VB anions from the analogous
process in I–·U, indicating stabilization of the anions by the interaction of water. Following
photoexcitation, the I–·U·H2O DB anion is observed instantaneously while the VB anion
signal exhibits a rise time of ∼400 fs suggesting that the DB anion undergoes a partial
conversion to form the VB anion. A similar delay was seen for I–·U complexes excited near
their VDE, but the distinction between DB and VB formation dynamics is more pronounced
here. The I– photofragment signal exhibits a bi-exponential rise of ∼7 ps and ∼320 ps, likely
arising from TNI decay at early times by internal conversion to the anion ground state by
back-electron transfer to the I atom, followed by loss of I–. It is possible that the faster I–

rise originates from the DB anion and the slower rise from the VB anion.

5.3 Experimental and Theoretical Methods

The TRPEI apparatus has been described in detail previously [27, 28] and is briefly
summarized here. I–·U·H2O clusters were formed by passing approximately 550 kPa helium
carrier gas over a reservoir of iodomethane and a second reservoir of deionized liquid water.
Both reservoirs and the connecting gas line were heated to approximately 40 °C with heating
tape. The gas was passed through a pulsed Even-Lavie valve operating at 500 Hz that
contained a cartridge of solid uracil (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 99.0%) heated to 220 °C. The gas
mixture was supersonically expanded into vacuum through a ring electrode ionizer. The
resultant anionic clusters were perpendicularly extracted using a Wiley McLaren time-of-
flight mass spectrometer [29] and mass-selected to isolate the I–·U·H2O species.

The I–·U·H2O clusters were excited and photodetached by femtosecond pump and probe
laser pulses delayed by a delay stage. Two pump-probe schemes were used in this study:
the pump pulse of 283 nm (4.38 eV) was used with either an infrared probe pulse of 785 nm
(1.58 eV) or an ultraviolet probe pulse of 395 nm (3.14 eV). A KMLabs Griffin Oscillator
and Dragon Amplifier were used to generate 40 fs laser pulses centered at 785 nm with 1.85
mJ/pulse at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. These pulses were split to an optical parametric
amplifier (LightCon TOPAS-C) to generate the pump pulses and to a frequency-doubling
setup using a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal to generate the probe pulses. The pump and
frequency-doubled probe pulse energies were 12 µJ/pulse at 283 nm and 65 µJ/pulse at 395
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nm, respectively. Alternatively, the residual fundamental was recovered from the doubling
process and used as a probe with energies of 80 µJ/pulse at 785 nm. The cross-correlation
of the pump and probe laser pulses was approximately 185 fs for 283 nm/785 nm, and 220
fs for 283 nm/395 nm.

The resultant photoelectrons were analyzed by velocity map imaging [30] on a position-
sensitive chevron-stacked microchannel plate detector coupled to a phosphor screen and
imaged by a charge-coupled device camera. Basis-set expansion (BASEX) methods [31]
were used to reconstruct the photoelectron kinetic energy (eKE) distributions.

Several of the lowest-lying possible conformations of the I–·U·H2O cluster were calcu-
lated here to better understand the geometry and energetics of the experimentally observed
I–·U·H2O clusters. The Gaussian 09 computing package [32] was used to calculate the opti-
mized geometries and energies of the I–·U·H2O cluster at the MP2 level with an augmented
Dunning basis set aug-cc-pVDZ for C, H, O, and N atoms and an expanded basis set with
an increased set of diffuse functions aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) for iodide [33]. Following geometry
optimization, the vibrational frequencies for each of the cluster structures were calculated
to confirm that each structure is a true minimum on the potential energy surface. For each
of these anionic conformers, the corresponding structures and dipole moments for neutral
iodine-uracil-water were also calculated both in the anion ground state geometry (single
point calculation) and in the optimized neutral geometry, as well as the optimized geome-
try for neutral uracil-water, without iodine. This was done to estimate structural changes
and binding properties of the I–·U·H2O DB anion, as described in more detail in Section
5.6.1. For the lowest-lying anion conformer of I–·U·H2O calculated here, we performed equa-
tion of motion coupled cluster singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD) excited state calculations
(EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp)) to examine the nature of the possible electronic transitions
resulting from photoexcitation.

5.4 Results

Fig. 5.1 shows a single-photon photoelectron spectrum of I–·U·H2O collected at hνphoton
= 4.74 eV, plotted as a function of electron binding energy (eBE) where eBE = hνphoton –
eKE. The peak of this spectrum arises from direct photodetachment of I–·U·H2O and yields
a cluster VDE of 4.40 ± 0.05 eV. This VDE corresponds to photodetachment to the lower
iodine spin-orbit state (2P3/2) from the I–·U·H2O anion. The upper 2P1/2 spin-orbit state is

expected to lie approximately 0.94 eV higher in energy [12, 34–36] and is thus energetically
inaccessible in this work. The smaller peak near the maximum eBE of 4.74 eV (i.e. the
photon energy) is from electrons with eKE ≈ 0 eV resulting from autodetachment from
photoexcited I–·U·H2O; these autodetachment signals have been measured in our previous
work on I–·U clusters [35, 36], among others.
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Figure 5.1: Single photon, laser noise subtracted, photoelectron spectrum for I–·U·H2O
clusters taken at 4.74 eV. The VDE for I–·U·H2O was determined to be 4.40 ± 0.05 eV.

Time-resolved photoelectron spectra of I–·U·H2O at 4.38 eV pump excitation energy and
1.58 eV probe energy are shown as a function of eBE (= hνprobe – eKE) up to 1 eV eBE
and for early times up to 7 ps in Fig. 5.2. These spectra exhibit two features below 1 eV
eBE, both of which are prominent at time delays below 5 ps: feature A, a relatively intense
and spectrally narrow feature below 0.38 eV eBE, and feature B which is less intense and

Figure 5.2: Representative background-subtracted time-resolved photoelectron spectra for
features A (eBE = 0.02 – 0.38 eV) and B (eBE = 0.40 – 1.00 eV) at short pump-probe
delays for I–·U·H2O at 4.38 eV pump excitation energy and 1.58 eV probe energy.
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broader, covering 0.4 eV eBE – 1 eV eBE. Based on our previously published results on
I–·U clusters at excitation energies near their VDE of 4.11 eV [10], we can confidently assign
feature A as the DB anion of the I–·U·H2O complex and feature B as the VB anion of the
I–·U·H2O complex based on the eBE range and the spectral shape of each feature. As seen
prominently in Fig. 5.2, the eBE of the DB anion shifts to higher binding energy at longer
time delays until the feature decays. Fig. 5.S1 presents the data of Fig. 5.2 as a waterfall
plot. While feature B may appear to have some structure or progression in the time-resolved
photoelectron spectra, the ± 0.05 eV resolution of this experiment precludes the possibility
of analyzing these relatively smaller intensity changes.

The time-resolved photoelectron spectra for I–·U·H2O at 4.38 eV pump excitation energy
and 3.14 eV probe energy are shown in Fig. 5.3, plotted from 1.2 to 3.14 eV eBE. The most
prominent feature, feature D, is located at 3.06 ± 0.05 eV eBE and is spectrally narrow but
very intense, growing in strongly over 10s of ps. Based on its binding energy, spectral shape,
and time-dependent monotonic rise, feature D is assigned to photodetachment of atomic
iodide produced following pump photoexcitation of I–·U·H2O clusters. Feature C, located
at the maximum eBE edge of the spectrum or approximately 0 eV eKE, is very spectrally
narrow and exhibits an initial depletion at early times with intensity recovery at longer times.
An analogous feature is also observed at the maximum eBE edge of the TRPEI data at 1.58
eV probe energy but is omitted here from Fig. 5.2 for clarity as it overlaps with another
feature, as described below in more detail. The characteristics of feature C are very similar
in nature to those previously observed for autodetachment from I–·U clusters [36], so it can

Figure 5.3: Representative background-subtracted time-resolved photoelectron spectra for
features C (maximum eBE, eKE ∼ 0 eV), D (eBE = 3.06 eV), E (eBE = 2.29 – 2.99 eV),
and E’ (eBE = 1.14 – 1.64 eV) for I–·U·H2O at 4.38 eV pump excitation energy and 3.14
eV probe energy.
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be assigned as autodetachment from photoexcited I–·U·H2O clusters. Fig. 5.S2 presents a
magnified view of the data in Fig. 5.3 for the energy region from 3.00 to 3.12 eV to better
show the distinction between features C and D.

At lower eBEs there is a weak intensity, broad region exhibiting time dependence from
approximately 2.3 eV to 3.0 eV eBE, denoted feature E, and also from approximately 1.14 –
1.64 eV eBE, feature E’. Feature E’ is also weakly observed in the 1.58 eV probe TRPEI data
but overlaps spectrally with the autodetachment feature and the full feature is not captured
by the 1.58 eV probe limit, so it is omitted from Fig. 5.2 for clarity. Fig. 5.S3 presents the
data of Fig. 5.3 as a waterfall plot with feature C omitted to allow a clearer view of features
E and E’. Though noisy, these features appear to have somewhat different rise and decay
dynamics from one another. We explore possible assignments for these weak features in the
supplementary material.

Multiple low-lying isomers have been calculated for uracil-water [37–39] and several have
been calculated here for I–·U·H2O; the resulting structures, relative energies, and VDEs
of the lowest lying six isomers of I–·U·H2O are presented in Table 5.1. Six energetically
low-lying unique isomers of I–·U·H2O were found within 2 kcal/mol of one another. It is
unsurprising that structures such as those of Table 5.1 a), b), and c) are the lowest lying
isomers given that the iodide-water ion-dipole interaction is expected to be stronger than
the uracil-water dipole-dipole interaction, but within our heated cluster source all of these
isomers and many more are possible. The calculated VDEs of these clusters are all close to
the experimentally measured VDE of 4.40 ± 0.05 eV. The experimental results seen here
likely represent an ensemble average of the dynamics of several low-lying isomers.

Table 5.S1 presents calculated structures and dipole moments for the neutral iodine-
uracil-water in the geometry of both the anion ground state and the optimized neutral,
as well as the neutral uracil-water geometry. The anion ground state geometry can be
approximated to be the Franck-Condon geometry for the DB anion as it is initially formed,
and the optimized neutral iodine-uracil-water structures serve as an approximation for the
equilibrium geometry of the I–·U·H2O DB anion since the diffuse, excess electron is expected
to minimally perturb the neutral geometry. These structures can be used to estimate the
possible evolution of the geometry of the DB anion as well as the magnitude of the dipole
moment binding the excess electron, and are discussed in more detail in Section 5.6.1.

Table 5.2 presents the results of the EOM-CCSD excited state calculation for the lowest-
lying calculated I–·U·H2O anion conformer, corresponding to the structure in Table 5.1(a).
Seven excited state transition channels were calculated to exist below 5.3 eV; the three lowest
in energy are within 0.25 eV of one another and correspond to transitions from an iodide 5p
orbital to the DB orbital with considerable oscillator strength. The calculated DB orbital as
well as the calculated π* orbital accessed in the higher energy transitions are shown in Fig.
5.S4. In similar calculations performed by our group for I–·U [13], the calculated energy
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values were compared to an experimental photodepletion (absorption) spectrum of I–·U
and found to exceed the experimental energies by 0.52 eV. No experimental photodepletion
spectrum has been measured for I–·U·H2O but this approximate 0.5 eV energy overestimate
is expected to be similar for the I–·U·H2O results here, which would place these three lowest
transition channels in the range of approximately 4.28 eV – 4.51 eV, close to the pump
excitation energy of 4.38 eV used here. Hence, at this pump energy, one expects excitation
to a DB state of the complex. Based on these results for the I–·U·H2O conformer in Table
5.1(a), we can conclude that the effect of the hydrogen bonding of the water molecule to
iodide is to increase both the VDE of the cluster as well as the excitation energy for the
formation of the DB state. Thus, for the conformers of Table 5.1(b), (c), and (e), the results
for these calculated transition channels will likely be similar. For Table 5.1(d) and (f), the
VDE is calculated to be somewhat lower, and likely the excitation energy for the formation
of the DB state will be proportionately somewhat lower as well.

5.5 Analysis

Feature A in Fig. 5.2, corresponding to a DB state, shows a pronounced time-dependent
shift in its VDE. To better quantify this effect, the spectral shape of feature A can be fit
to a Gaussian function at all time delays for which the intensity of the feature is non-zero.
The binding energy corresponding to the peak of this Gaussian is plotted as a function of
pump-probe time delay in Fig. 5.4. The DB anion VDE shifts from approximately 140 meV
to 230 meV in 1 ps and increases to approximately 275 meV in 15 ps. Beyond 15 ps, the
intensity of feature A is too small to accurately fit to a Gaussian function.

The normalized, integrated intensities for both the I–·U·H2O DB anion and VB anion
(Feature B) up to 7 ps time delay are shown together for comparison in Fig. 5.5. The
corresponding intensities out to 300 ps are presented in Fig. 5.6. To capture the time-
dependent dynamics of these features, the integrated signals are fit to the convolutions of a
Gaussian instrumental response and multiple exponential functions according to Eq. 5.2:

I(t) =
1

σcc
√

2π
exp

(
–t2

2σ2
cc

)
·

{
I0, t < 0

I0 + ΣAi exp
(

–t
τi

)
, t ≥ 0

(5.2)

σcc is the Gaussian full width at the half-maximum given by the cross-correlation of the pump
and probe laser pulses, I0 is the signal background, Ai are the coefficients of the i exponential
functions, and τi are the corresponding rise or decay lifetimes for each exponential.

Table 5.3 summarizes the fit rise and decay time constants for the I–·U·H2O DB and
VB anions and for I–, the exponential fitting function amplitudes Ai, and the intensity ratio
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Table 5.1: The six energetically lowest-lying calculated structures for I–·U·H2O anion com-
plexes. Relative energies supplied are relative to the ground state structure, 0.00 kcal/mol
by definition, and corrected for zero point energies. The (a) and (e) structures are the only
ones which have both O-H bonds of water outside of the uracil plane, so the side views for (a)
and (e) are provided under their respective structures. The VDEs presented here correspond
to the difference in energy between the I–·U·H2O anion and the lower iodine spin orbit state
(2P3/2) of I·U·H2O at the equilibrium geometry of the anion. Within the heated cluster
source, all of these isomers and more energetically higher-lying ones are likely to form.

Relative Energy 0.00 kcal/mol 0.59 kcal/mol 0.92 kcal/mol
VDE 4.57 eV 4.50 eV 4.62 eV

Relative Energy 1.65 kcal/mol 1.79 kcal/mol 1.87 kcal/mol
VDE 4.33 eV 4.62 eV 4.31 eV
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Table 5.2: EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) calculated electronic transition channels, ener-
gies, and corresponding oscillator strengths for the lowest-lying calculated anion conformer
of I–·U·H2O, corresponding to structure in Table 5.1 a). The excitation energies here have
not been offset and are the calculated values. See Analysis section for more details.

Excitation Energy
(eV)

Oscillator
Strength

Transition
Channel

Final State
Configuration

4.7964 0.0809 I(5p)–DB I(5p5)[U·H2O]-(DB1)

4.8823 0.1003 I(5p)–DB I(5p5)[U·H2O]-(DB1)

5.0283 0.1624 I(5p)–DB I(5p5)[U·H2O]-(DB1)

5.0774 0.0104 I(5p) – π∗ I(5p5)U–(π4π∗1)H2O

5.0966 0.0282 I(5p) – π∗ I(5p5)U–(π4π∗1)H2O

5.2240 0.0652 I(5p) – π∗ I(5p5)U–(π4π∗1)H2O

5.2695 0.1368 π – π∗ I–(5p6)U(π3π∗1)H2O

of the DB anion to the VB anion. This intensity ratio is measured, as in I–·U, for a set
time near the intensity maxima of both features, ∼400 fs, from the un-normalized integrated
intensities. Fits to the data in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 based on Eq. 5.2 are shown as solid blue
and red lines for the DB and VB anions, respectively. These fits yield a DB anion cross-
correlation limited rise time and a bi-exponential decay of 4.1 ± 0.2 ps and 410 ± 140 ps and
formation of the VB anion in 400 ± 140 fs with bi-exponential decay in 6.1 ± 2.4 ps and 650
± 100 ps. The large error bars for the long-time decays are in part due to the values being
longer than the maximum pump-probe delay used in the 1.58 eV probe experiment, 300 ps.
For ease of comparison to our previous work on I–·U clusters photoexcited at 40 meV below
and 30 meV above the cluster VDE [10], the fit rise and decay time constants as well as
the amplitudes from the exponential fitting functions for I–·U DB and VB anions are also
presented in Table 5.3. Additionally, Fig. 5.7 compares the normalized integrated intensity
and exponential fits out to 35 ps for the I–·U·H2O DB anion (blue) to the intensities and fits
for the I–·U DB anion photoexcited at VDE –40 meV (purple) and VDE +30 meV (green).

Fig. 5.8 presents the normalized integrated intensity and fitted bi-exponential rise for the
iodide signal produced from the photoexcited I–·U·H2O. Photodetachment from I– appears
in 6.7 ± 3.8 ps and 320 ± 30 ps. The result for formation of iodide from I–·U clusters
photoexcited 80 meV below the VDE fit with a bi-exponential rise is also presented in Table
5.3 for comparison. This data was originally fit in Li et al. by a mono-exponential rise
function but has been revised here to fit the date more accurately with a bi-exponential fit.
These fits are shown for comparison in Fig. 5.S5, and are discussed in more detail in Section
5.6.

The normalized integrated intensities for the weak features E and E’, which may corre-
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spond to two metastable TNI decay products, are shown in Fig. 5.S6. These features are
quite noisy but can be fit to a mono-exponential rise and mono-exponential decay. Feature
E has a rise time of 3.5 ± 1.4 ps and a decay time of 500 ± 80 ps and feature E’ has a
rise time of 8.7 ± 3.7 ps and a decay time of 675 ± 120 ps. Further discussion of these two
features is restricted to the Supplementary Material.

5.6 Discussion

The work presented here examines the ultrafast dynamics of the DB and VB TNIs for
I–·U·H2O. The DB anion formed by photoexcitation of I–·U·H2O near the VDE appears
within the cross-correlation of the pump and probe laser pulses, followed by the rise of the
VB anion in 400 fs. Here, we examine the dynamics of the prompt formation of I–·U·H2O
TNIs and the subsequent decay channels, along with possible pathways for the observed
re-formation of iodide as a photofragment. We also provide a comparison to previously
observed dynamics for I–·U clusters photoexcited near the VDE to better understand the
role of water in the electron attachment and decay processes.

In our past work on I–·U clusters photoexcited near the VDE, the TNI lifetimes and
exponential fit coefficients were found to exhibit considerable excitation energy dependence
[10]. It is thus central in this discussion for the comparison of I–·U·H2O clusters to I–·U

Figure 5.4: Concatenated VDEs for feature A for each delay time up to 15 ps. Feature
A exhibits a fast increase in VDE from approximately 140 meV to 230 meV within 1 ps,
followed by a gradual increase in the VDE thereafter until the intensity of the feature decays
to a point where it can no longer be fit with an analytical function. After 15 ps, feature A
decays to only ∼20% of its maximum intensity.
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Figure 5.5: Concatenated normalized integrated intensities for features A (blue, DB anion)
and B (red, VB anion) at short time delays.

Figure 5.6: Concatenated normalized integrated intensities for feature A (blue, DB anion)
and feature B (red, VB anion) from excitation at 4.38 eV and probed with 1.58 eV. The rise
time for feature A is cross-correlation limited and the decay is 4.1 ± 0.2 ps and 410 ± 140
ps. The rise time for feature B is 400 ± 140 fs and decays bi-exponentially in 6.1 ± 2.4 ps
and 650 ± 100 ps.
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Table 5.3: Lifetimes and exponential fit coefficients Ai for the DB and VB anions of I–·U·
H2O and comparison to I–·U. A1 refers to the coefficient for τrise, A2 for τdecay,1, and A3
for τdecay,2. The I–·U data for the DB and VB anions are reprinted with permission from
Ref. [10]. The I–·U data for the I– feature are from Ch. 4.

DB Anion

Cluster hνpump

–VDE
τrise (fs) τdecay,1

(ps)
τdecay,2
(ps)

A1 A2 A3 DB/VB
Ratio

I–·U·H2O –20 meV < 185 4.1 ± 0.2 410 ± 140 ... 0.88 0.17 1.12

I–·U –40 meV 260 ± 50 7.1 ± 0.7 1200 ± 100 –0.47 0.51 0.50 1.41

I–·U +30 meV 120 ± 90 5.0 ± 0.6 500 ± 130 –0.26 0.66 0.26 1.04

VB Anion

Cluster hνpump

–VDE
τrise (fs) τdecay,1

(ps)
τdecay,2
(ps)

A1 A2 A3

I–·U·H2O –20 meV 400 ± 140 6.1 ± 2.4 650 ± 100 –0.60 0.27 0.73
I–·U –40 meV 200 ± 20 13.9 ± 1.4 450 ± 40 –0.75 0.56 0.44
I–·U +30 meV 220 ± 40 5.6 ± 1.5 80 ± 30 –0.65 0.54 0.35

I–

Cluster hνpump

–VDE
τrise,1 (ps) τrise,2 (ps) A1 A2

I–·U·H2O –20 meV 6.7 ± 3.8 320 ± 30 –0.15 –0.86
I–·U –80 meV 17.5 ± 1.6 150 ± 10 –0.16 –0.79

Figure 5.7: Comparison of the normalized integrated intensities for the I–·U·H2O DB anion
(blue, 20 meV below I–·U·H2O VDE) and the I–·U DB anion (purple, 40 meV below I–·U
VDE; green, 30 meV above VDE). The I–·U data is adapted with permission from Ref. [10].
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Figure 5.8: Normalized integrated intensity for feature D at 4.38 eV pump excitation energy
and 3.14 eV probe energy. Feature D rises bi-exponentially with time constants of 6.7 ± 3.8
ps and 320 ± 30 ps.

clusters to distinguish between dynamical effects that are due to the addition of water versus
those effects that likely stem from differences in pump excitation energy or internal energy.
To aid in this comparison, the previous I–·U DB and VB anion results for pump excitation
energies both 40 meV below the VDE (–40 meV) and 30 meV above the VDE (+30 meV)
are compared here to I–·U·H2O clusters photoexcited 20 meV below the VDE (–20 meV). A
higher probe energy of 3.61 eV capable of photodetaching I– was applied only to I–·U·H2O
clusters photoexcited 80 meV below the VDE [13]. The iodide re-formation dynamics ob-
served in that work are reconsidered here in light of the present I–·U·H2O results.

We begin by briefly considering the nature of the excited states of the photoexcited
I–·U·H2O complex. The EOM-CCSD calculations performed here (Table 5.2), although
energetically offset from our experimental results, suggest that the lowest energy transitions
activated near the VDE correspond to an electronic transition from the I(5p) orbital to the
DB state of I–·U·H2O. These calculated results are similar to the calculations performed
previously by our group for the excited state transition channels of I–·U [13], which also
found that the only electronic transitions energetically near the VDE of the complex were
transitions from I(5p) to the DB orbital, with comparable oscillator strengths to those given
in Table 5.2. Thus, photoexcitation of I–·U·H2O near its VDE is expected to directly access
the DB orbital.

Before examining the TNIs separately, it is useful to note first the observed binding
energy ranges for each feature. In previous work on I–·U clusters, the DB anion was observed
between 0 and 0.2 eV eBE, and the VB anion was observed in the range from 0.3 to 0.7 –
0.8 eV eBE [10]. Both of these energy ranges are slightly narrower and approximately 0.2
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eV lower in maximum eBE than for the corresponding features in I–·U·H2O. The increase in
eBE for the I–·U·H2O DB and VB anions relative to that seen in TRPEI of I–·U confirms
that the water molecule is associated in both TNIs over the course of our measurements,
and that it stabilizes both the DB and VB anions.

5.6.1 Formation and VDE shifting of the DB anion

The formation of the DB state of I–·U·H2O was found to be instantaneous in this work
(< 185 fs), while for I–·U at –40 meV the DB anion rise was 260 ± 50 fs, and at +30 meV
was 120 ± 90 fs [10]. The I–·U·H2O DB anion rise thus more closely resembles the dynamics
of +30 meV photoexcited I–·U rather than –40 meV. This result is perhaps unsurprising
considering that an analogous VDE-relative pump excitation energy between I–·U·H2O and
I–·U may result in differing amounts of internal energy between the two clusters, given that
the addition of water, depending on its geometric positioning, will add several vibrational
modes to the cluster. Thus, considering this excitation energy dependence, we expect that
the fast rise dynamics here for the I–·U·H2O DB anion are similar to the I–·U DB anion.

As shown in Fig. 5.4, the I–·U·H2O DB anion exhibits an increase in the VDE at
early times from 140 meV to approximately 230 meV within 1 ps, followed by a less steep,
continued increase thereafter until the anion decays to< 20% of its maximum intensity, which
occurs in approximately 15 ps. This is in contrast to the previously observed VDE shifting of
iodine-associated nucleobase cluster DB anions in TRPEI studies [10, 11], where, in the case
of I–·U, the VDE of the DB anion increased from 75 meV to 115 meV in approximately 700
fs. It then declined to a long-time value of 95 meV by 20 ps, the VDE of bare U–, indicating
that the I atom had departed. These I–·U VDE shifting dynamics were found not to exhibit
any excitation energy dependence for pump energies within ± 100 meV of the VDE in the
previous work on I–·U clusters. Due to this lack of excitation energy dependence in the VDE
shifting, it is apparent that the differences in DB anion VDE shifting between I–·U·H2O and
I–·U are effects induced by the presence of the water molecule. We now examine the early
time and long-time VDE shifting dynamics separately.

In iodine-associated DB anions formed in the Franck-Condon region, the exchange re-
pulsion between the electrons of iodine and the DB electron is expected to destabilize the
species due to excluded volume effects [40–43]. This repulsive interaction drives the DB
anion to a lower energy geometry from the vertical excitation region to the DB equilibrium
geometry; as this interaction is absent in the neutral, the result is an increase in the VDE
at early times. Within 1 ps of the DB state formation, the I–·U·H2O DB anion VDE is
measured to increase approximately 164% from the initial value. In I–·U, the DB anion of
I–·U exhibited a VDE increase from 75 meV to 115 meV in approximately 700 fs, or a 153%
increase [10]. From this, it appears that the initial rise of the VDE for the I–·U·H2O DB
anion follows a similar iodine excluded volume perturbation mechanism [40–43] as I–·U at
early times, and thus that the initial VDE increase in I–·U·H2O is likely governed by the
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motion of iodine relative to the uracil-water moiety.

For I–·U·H2O, after the initial sharp VDE increase, the DB anion VDE is found to
increase by ∼50 meV until approximately 15 ps when the decay of the DB anion is too
substantial to analytically fit the VDE. This increase is opposite to the drop in VDE for the
DB state of I–·U, although it occurs on a similar time scale. It is possible the longer-time
VDE shifts in the two systems have a similar origin, namely the loss of an I atom. For
all I–·U·H2O isomers presented in Table 5.S1, the calculated dipole moment of the neutral
U·H2O species is significantly larger than that of the iodine-associated U·H2O species, leading
to an increase in the binding energy if neutral iodine shifts away. In contrast, I atom loss
from the DB state of I–·U results in a decreased dipole moment and a decrease in the binding
energy [10]. Thus, the loss of neutral iodine from the cluster in ∼15 ps can account for the
observed VDE shifting at intermediate times in both I–·U·H2O and I–·U.

5.6.2 Formation and energetics of the VB anion

In I–·U, the rise of the VB anion subsequent to photoexcitation near the VDE was found
to be ∼200 fs and was largely independent of photon energy. Therefore, the somewhat longer
∼400 fs VB anion rise seen for I–·U·H2O is attributed to the addition of the water molecule.
Given that the initial electronic excitation is to the DB state of I–·U·H2O, the 400 fs rise
time may reflect partial conversion of the DB anion to form the VB anion. This mechanism
has been suggested previously from our work on I–·U clusters photoexcited near the VDE
[10], but the more obvious distinction between the DB and VB rise times in the presence of
water argues more strongly in its favor. Moreover, it is now well-established from experiment
and theory that the VB state of U–·H2O is lower in energy than the DB state [14, 21, 23,
24]. Here, as in our previous work on I–·U, however, there is unfortunately no direct match
of VB anion rise and DB anion decay timescales as has been observed for I–·Adenine and
I–·CH3NO2 [12, 44].

Calculations by Takayanagi et al. for the DB and VB anions of U–·H2O indicate that
for various U–·H2O DB anion isomers, the barrier height for a DB to VB anion conversion
can vary from 0.43 – 3.00 kcal/mol [24]. The authors expect the barrier to isomerization
of water to a different binding site around uracil is approximately 1 – 5 kcal/mol as well,
and thus predict water-binding-site-change isomerization pathways to be active among the
various conformers of the DB anion to form a DB anion with a lower VB anion conversion
barrier [24]. Therefore, in I–·U·H2O, it is possible that a small structural change in the
water binding site in the DB anion to lower the energetic conversion barrier will delay the
VB anion formation relative to that in I–·U by on the order of ∼100 fs.
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5.6.3 Decay channels of the DB and VB anion and the
re-formation of iodide

The I–·U·H2O DB and VB anion exhibit bi-exponential decay dynamics with fast decay
lifetimes of 4 ps and 6 ps, respectively, and longer decay lifetimes of 410 ps and 650 ps,
respectively, while the iodide photofragment signal undergoes bi-exponential rise with time
constants of approximately 7 ps and 320 ps. We have previously suggested that for I–·U DB
and VB anion bi-exponential decay, the fast decay may be internal conversion to the anion
ground state by back-electron transfer to the I atom which then dissociates after some delay
to yield U + I– [13]. For I–·U·H2O, the observation that the two fast TNI decays are each
slightly faster than the fast I– rise time lends support to this attribution, but here we also
consider our past measurements of I– signal from iodide-associated clusters to explain the
bi-exponential I– rise dynamics.

Previously, the I– signal from I–·U was fit to a mono-exponential function with a rise
time of 86 ps. However, as discussed in Section 5.5, an improved fit results from assuming
a bi-exponential rise with time constants of 17.5 ± 1.6 ps and 150 ± 10 ps (Table 5.3).
A comparison of the mono-exponential and bi-exponential fits for the rise of I– from I–·U
is presented here in Fig. 5.S5. The fast rise time from the revised fit is up to a few ps
longer than the fast DB and VB anion decays at comparable excitation energies. Hence, the
revised fitting of our previous data yields a more consistent set of time constants across the
two systems and further supports the association of the fast decay constants for the TNIs
with internal conversion (IC) to the ground state, followed by fragmentation to I–.

In I–·CH3NO2 clusters photoexcited near their VDE, the DB to VB anion transition is
complete and occurs within 500 fs. In those species, a long, clearly mono-exponential I– re-
formation rise time was observed to be an order of magnitude slower than the fast component
of the VB anion bi-exponential decay (21 ps vs 2 ps, respectively) [45]. This delay was
attributed to a dynamical bottleneck between IC and photofragmentation to I–. For both
I–·U and I–·U·H2O, in which the DB anion does not undergo a complete VB conversion, it is
possible that IC of the DB anion leads to the fast I– rise component observed here for both
systems, while the slow I–rise is from internal conversion of the VB anion and significantly
delayed iodide ejection, as in I–·CH3NO2.

For I–·U·H2O, we must also consider that production of I–·H2O may also be an active
decay channel here following internal conversion, as the asymptotic barrier to dissociation of
water from uracil was calculated here to be less than 0.5 eV (Eq. 5.1); however, the binding
energy of this species (VDE = 3.51 ± 0.02 eV) [46, 47] is too high to photodetach in the
present experiment. Once formed, I–·H2O could then dissociate on a longer timescale to yield
I–. Further experiments with a probe energy greater than 3.51 eV are planned to determine
if I–·H2O formation is also a dissociation channel and measure the relevant timescales as
compared to the TNIs and iodide re-formation. It is also worth noting that I– re-formation
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from I–·U was measured with only one pump excitation energy at –80 meV, so the role
of excitation energy dependence in directly comparing the I–·U results with I–·U·H2O is
unclear.

The long-time decay of both the I–·U·H2O DB anion and VB anion is likely to be au-
todetachment. Though difficult to record temporally, photoelectron signal is measured here
for 0 eV eKE electrons arising from autodetachment and has been measured previously for
I–·U, among other systems [10, 35, 36]. Here, the long-time decay of the I–·U·H2O DB anion
is quite similar to that of the +30 meV photoexcited I–·U DB anion, consistent with the
other lifetimes as described above. The long decay time constant of the I–·U·H2O VB anion,
however, is quite a bit longer than that of the +30 meV photoexcited I–·U VB anion, which
could arise from the presence of water stabilizing the VB anion relative to autodetachment.
Theoretical work by Takayanagi et al. and Adamowicz et al. on U–·H2O clusters predicts
the VB anion to be stabilized more than the DB anion due to the increased excess electron
density on the uracil ring for the VB anion compared to the diffuse DB anion [21, 23, 24].
Although here the DB anion to VB anion conversion is not found to be faster or have a
smaller population intensity ratio of DB anion to VB anion (Table 5.3), this very long VB
anion lifetime may indicate that the VB anion is preferentially stabilized to autodetachment.

As indicated earlier, the water molecule is known to be associated with both of the
TNIs due to the increased eBEs of the features, but neutral iodine may leave the I–·U·H2O
DB anion in approximately 15 ps as evidenced in the VDE shifting dynamics (Fig. 5.4).
It is possible that neutral iodine loss similarly occurs for the VB anion, which for both
species would leave behind a U–·H2O anion capable of decay only by autodetachment rather
than internal conversion. Interestingly, a recent study of photofragment action spectroscopy
of photoexcited I–·U clusters found that electron detachment dissociation channels, rather
than ionic photofragment formation channels, were the dominant decay pathways for the non-
hydrated clusters, and these electron detachment pathways are expected to be important here
as well, as exemplified by the relatively large A3 exponential amplitude for the I–·U·H2O
VB anion long decay (Table 5.3) [48].

5.7 Conclusions

I–·U·H2O clusters have been investigated using TRPEI to examine the dynamics of low
energy electron attachment to uracil-water following photoexcitation of the clusters near the
cluster VDE of 4.40 eV, where a DB state of the overall complex is accessed. We observe
the formation of the DB and VB TNIs of I–·U·H2O and the relative stabilization of these
anions in the presence of water as indicated by an increase in the binding energy of both
TNIs. The DB anion for I–·U·H2O appears promptly, whereas there is a ∼400 fs delay in
the appearance of the VB anion. This delay, which is more pronounced than in I–·U [10], is
attributed to a partial conversion of the DB to VB anion, which may be slowed by water-
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binding-site rearrangement to lower the energetic barrier to conversion. The DB anion also
exhibits a monotonically increasing VDE shift over 15 ps, reflecting stabilization of the DB
state followed by loss of a neutral I atom.

The TNIs exhibit bi-exponential decay, and the I– photofragment signals exhibit a bi-
exponential rise with time constants of 6.7 ps and 320 ps. Comparison of these time con-
stants, along with those seen previously for I–·U and I–·CH3NO2 [10, 13, 44, 45], suggests
that fast decay of the TNIs reflects internal conversion to the anion ground state in which the
electron has back-transferred to the I atom, followed by fragmentation to I–. We speculate
that the fast and slow components of the I– rise reflect IC from the DB and VB anions,
respectively. At longer times the TNIs likely decay by autodetachment, with the VB anion
exhibiting a long decay time that suggests it is stabilized relative to autodetachment by the
presence of water.

5.8 Supplementary Material

Assignment of Features E and E’

Features E and E’ appear a few ps after the appearance of the DB and VB anions and
exhibit mono-exponential decay with long lifetimes similar to the long decay lifetimes of the
TNIs. Interestingly, the VDEs of features E and E’ (∼2.6 ± 0.1 eV and ∼1.4 ± 0.1 eV,
respectively) correspond to the calculated VDEs of the uracil anionic tautomers aUN3C5
(VDE = 2.58 eV) and aUN1C5 (VDE = 1.38 eV) [5] arising from proton transfer from either
of the uracil NH groups to the alkene carbon closest to the imide portion of the uracil
ring, and thus could correspond to bare or iodine-associated uracil tautomer anions in the
present study. The longer rise time of these features suggests that if these tautomers are
formed, they arise from the decay of the TNIs of I–·U·H2O. We have calculated [32] these
tautomers to both lie approximately 22 kcal/mol above the canonical uracil, well beyond
what can be formed in our cluster source, and we have calculated the VDEs of the ground
state I–·U·H2O with these uracil tautomers to both be approximately 4.35 eV, close to the
VDE of the ground state tautomer, so the single photon photoelectron spectrum here is not
expected to show any evidence for or against the presence of tautomers. No such tautomers
were observed in previous TRPEI studies of I–·U with fairly similar source conditions to
those used here [10, 13, 35, 36], suggesting that if these features are uracil tautomers, the
presence of water may lower the barrier for tautomerization.
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Table 5.S1: Structures and dipole moments (µ) for neutral iodine-uracil-water in the ground
state anion geometry and in the neutral equilibrium geometry, and for neutral uracil-water
optimized without iodine. The blue arrows indicate the direction and relative magnitude of
µ. Shading is used to guide the eye for each isomer column. See Methods for computational
details.

Isomer a) b) c)
Structure,
anion
geometry

µ, anion
geometry

6.93 D 8.72 D 7.37 D

Structure,
neutral
geometry

µ, neutral
geometry

3.72 D 3.71 D 4.90 D

Structure,
optimized
U·H2O

µ,
optimized
U·H2O

5.90 D 7.84 D 6.53 D
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Table 5.S1, continued.
Isomer d) e) f)
Structure,
anion
geometry

µ, anion
geometry

8.02 D 6.15 D 7.70 D

Structure,
neutral
geometry

µ, neutral
geometry

6.40 D 3.01 D 5.65 D

Structure,
optimized
U·H2O

µ,
optimized
U·H2O

7.02 D 5.08 D 6.80 D
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Figure 5.S1: Time-resolved photoelectron spectra corresponding to Fig. 5.2 presented as a
waterfall plot.

Figure 5.S2: Representative background-subtracted time-resolved photoelectron spectra for
features C (maximum eBE, eKE ∼ 0 eV) and D (eBE = 3.06 eV), for I–·U·H2O at 4.38
eV pump excitation energy and 3.14 eV probe energy. It can be seen clearly that the two
features each occupy distinct energy space and exhibit different dynamics. Feature D is
found to grow monotonically in intensity as a function of time, while feature C exhibits an
initial depletion in intensity with an intensity recovery at longer times.
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Figure 5.S3: Time-resolved photoelectron spectra corresponding to Fig. 5.3 presented as a
waterfall plot. Feature C, the strongly negative autodetachment feature, has been omitted
for clarity to allow perspective of the features E and E’.

Figure 5.S4: EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) calculated molecular orbital images for the
DB excited state (left) and VB excited state (right) for the lowest-lying calculated anion
conformer of I–·U·H2O.
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Figure 5.S5: Comparison of fits for the I– feature from our past work: mono-exponential fit
(green) from Ch. 4 and bi-exponential fit (blue) using Eq. 5.2. The I–·U data for the I–

feature are reproduced from Ch. 4.

Figure 5.S6: Concatenated normalized integrated intensities for features E (blue) and E’
(red) from excitation at 4.38 eV and probed at 3.14 eV. Feature E has a fit rise time of 3.5
± 1.4 ps and a decay time of 500 ± 80 ps. Feature E’ has a fit rise time of 8.7 ± 3.7 ps and
a decay time of 675 ± 120 ps.
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Chapter 6

Time-resolved Dynamics in
Iodide-Uracil-Water Clusters Upon
Excitation of the Nucleobase

“How do you know I’m mad?”
said Alice. “You must be,” said
the Cat, “or you wouldn’t have
come here.”

Lewis Carroll

The content and figures of this chapter are adapted from:

A. Kunin, V. S. McGraw, K. G. Lunny, and D. M. Neumark, “Time-resolved dynamics
in iodide-uracil-water clusters upon excitation of the nucleobase” J. Chem. Phys. 151,
154304 (2019)

with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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6.1 Abstract

The dynamics of iodide-uracil-water (I–·U·H2O) clusters following π – π∗ excitation of
the nucleobase are probed using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES). Pho-
toexcitation of this cluster at 4.77 eV results in electron transfer from the iodide moiety to
the uracil, creating a valence-bound (VB) anion within the cross-correlation of the pump
and probe laser pulses. This species can decay by a number of channels, including autode-
tachment and dissociation to I– or larger anion fragments. Comparison of the energetics of
the photoexcited cluster and its decay dynamics with those of the bare iodide-uracil (I–·U)
complex provide a sensitive probe of the effects of microhydration on these species.

6.2 Introduction

DNA damage has been shown to proceed directly from UV photoexcitation, as well
as indirectly from the attachment of low-energy electrons to its constituent nucleobases
[1–4]. DNA bases exhibit strong absorption cross-sections for UV radiation, particularly
near 260 nm (4.77 eV) [5, 6], and the interaction of nucleobases with surrounding solvent
water molecules plays a key role in the relaxation and photostability of nucleobases in this
excitation energy regime [7, 8]. The attachment of low-energy electrons induces strand breaks
in DNA [2–4], and it has been proposed that the initial site of electron attachment is the
nucleobase followed by electronic coupling that facilitates fragmentation at the backbone [9–
16]. Photoelectron spectroscopy has shown that the addition of water increases the electron
affinity of nucleobases [17, 18], while molecular dynamics simulations find that solution-
structure fluctuation likely promotes attachment of bulk hydrated electrons to nucleobases
[19]. Our group has previously examined the ultrafast dynamics of electron attachment to
nucleobases using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy [20] (TRPES) of various iodide-
nucleobase (I–·N) complexes [21–27] and related model systems [28, 29]. The present study
uses TRPES to examine iodide-uracil-water (I–·U·H2O) clusters photoexcited at 260 nm and
compares these results to those of iodide-uracil (I–·U) to understand the role of water in the
mechanisms of excitation and charge transfer in these anionic clusters in this UV excitation
regime.

I–·N complexes have been previously studied by photofragment action spectroscopy [26,
30, 31] and electronic structure calculations [26, 30, 32] in addition to TRPES. Two regimes
of UV photoabsorption have been measured for these complexes [26, 30, 31]. The first is cen-
tered near the vertical detachment energy (VDE), the difference in energy between the anion
and the neutral clusters at the equilibrium geometry of the anion, which is approximately
4 eV for most I–·N clusters [21, 22, 25]. The second region of UV photoabsorption is a
broad band spanning ∼4.6 – 5.0 eV. Excited state calculations for I–·U [26], iodide-thymine
(I–·T) [30], and I–·U·H2O [32] show that photoexcitation near the VDE corresponds to op-
tical excitation from the iodide (5p) orbital to a dipole-bound (DB) state of the nucleobase.
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The nucleobase DB state arises from capture of the excess electron by the relatively large
dipole moment of the base [33–37]. In contrast, these same calculations indicate that pho-
toexcitation near 4.7 – 4.8 eV primarily corresponds to base-centered π – π∗ excitation. The
dynamics resulting from near-VDE photoexcitation of I–·U·H2O and the effects therein of
the water molecule have already been considered in detail [32], so we focus here only on the
effect of the addition of water on the dynamics ensuing π – π∗ photoexcitation.

TRPES of I–·N clusters probes the dynamics of photoinduced electron attachment and
electronic excitation in nucleobases and traces the time evolution of nascent transient neg-
ative ions (TNIs) and anionic decay photofragments. Our TRPES studies with pump ex-
citation energies from 4.60 – 4.90 eV are expected to create a π – π∗ excited state of the
nucleobase, as in Eq. 6.1:

I–(5p6) · N(π4π∗0)
hνpump∼ 260 nm
−−−−−−−−−−−→ I–(5p6) · N(π3π∗1) (6.1)

Time-resolved studies in this pump excitation regime have found instantaneous formation
of the cluster valence-bound (VB) anion with no evidence for the presence of DB states
[21, 22]. The VB state corresponds to electron attachment to a valence orbital, the π∗

orbital of the base [14, 17, 38]. We have previously proposed [21, 27] for I–·U and I–·T
complexes that, subsequent to π – π∗ excitation of the nucleobase, one possible pathway for
the photoexcited state is charge transfer from iodide to the empty π orbital to create the VB
anion. While this overall mechanism is consistent with experimental results and electronic
structure calculations [27], it still awaits theoretical confirmation.

Photofragment action spectroscopy in conjunction with TRPES has identified autode-
tachment as well as formation of I– as the major cluster decay pathways in both photoexcita-
tion regimes for I–·U binary clusters [26], although the nature of the time-resolved dynamics
of these channels has been found to be clearly different for each set of pump energies [27].
Autodetachment refers to the spontaneous emission of an electron from photoexcitation of
an anion resonance embedded within the neutral plus free electron continuum [39–41]; these
electrons can be very slow if randomization of vibrational energy occurs prior to electron
emission (the thermionic emission limit) [42].

In the present study, we employ TRPES to excite I–·U·H2O complexes near the peak
of the base-centered π – π∗ excitation [32] at 260 nm (4.77 eV), and track the resulting
dynamics with 1.58 eV or 3.18 eV probe pulses. These experiments, which complement
previous work [32] on near-VDE excitation of I–·U·H2O complexes, probe the dynamics of
both electronically excited uracil as well as the interaction of low-energy electrons with the
nucleobase. TRPES can identify and trace the dynamics of nascent TNIs (eBE ∼ 0 eV – 1
eV) [18, 34, 38, 43–46] with 1.58 eV probe pulses, while the higher energy probe is capable of
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detecting anionic photofragments such as I– (neutral electron affinity = 3.059 eV) [47]. Here,
we observe prompt formation of the VB anion, with autodetachment and the formation of
I– as the major decay channels for the photoexcited clusters. The lifetimes of the VB anion
and autodetachment features reflect the stabilizing effect of the presence of water, while the
I– rise dynamics suggest that additional water-associated fragmentation channels may be
active here.

6.3 Experimental Methods

The experimental apparatus employed in this study has been described in detail previ-
ously [48, 49] and is briefly summarized here. I–·U·H2O clusters were generated by passing
515 kPa helium buffer gas over a reservoir of distilled water and a reservoir of methyl iodide
(CH3I). The reservoirs and the connecting gas line were wrapped in heating tape; the water
reservoir was heated to approximately 30 °C, while the CH3I reservoir and gas line were
heated to approximately 40 °C. The gas mixture was then passed through an Even-Lavie
pulsed valve operating at 500 Hz, which contained a sample cartridge of uracil (Sigma-
Aldrich, ≥99%) heated to 240 °C. The gas mixture was expanded into vacuum through
a ring-filament ionizer to create anionic clusters, which were then extracted orthogonally
into a Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer [50]. The I–·U·H2O clusters were
mass-selected and then intersected by the pump and probe laser pulses.

To generate the pump and probe laser pulses, a KMLabs Griffin Oscillator and Dragon
Amplifier were used to produce 45 fs pulses centered at approximately 785 nm (1.58 eV) with
1.8 mJ/pulse. The fundamental was frequency tripled with two β-barium borate (BBO)
crystals to produce ∼10 µJ/pulse of 260 nm (4.77 eV) pump pulses. The residual 785
nm pulses were recovered from the frequency-tripler set-up, and were sent to a delay stage
to serve as probe pulses of ∼80 µJ/pulse. Alternatively, this recovered 785 nm light was
frequency-doubled in a BBO to produce ∼60 µJ/pulse of 390 nm (3.18 eV) probe pulses.
In either case, the pump and probe pulses were combined at the chamber in a dichroic
beamsplitter. The cross-correlation of 260 nm/785 nm was ≤180 fs and that of 260 nm/390
nm was <300 fs; the latter cross-correlation, measured outside the chamber, is obscured by
residual 390 nm light, and the actual cross-correlation is expected to be as much as 50-100
fs shorter than this measured value [26].

The resultant photoelectrons were analyzed by a velocity-map imaging assembly [51]
comprising three electron optical elements and a chevron-stacked microchannel plate detector
coupled to a phosphor screen imaged by a charge-coupled device camera. Basis-set expansion
(BASEX) reconstruction methods were used to reconstruct the 3D photoelectron kinetic
energy (eKE) distributions [52].
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6.4 Results

Fig. 6.1 presents a laser noise-subtracted, single-photon photoelectron spectrum of
I–·U·H2O clusters photodetached at 4.74 eV, as well as an image of the calculated ground
state structure of the cluster [32]. The photoelectron spectrum is provided as a function of
eKE as well as electron binding energy (eBE) (eBE = hνphoton– eKE). Two features appear
in this spectrum: feature A, peaked at approximately 4.69 ± 0.05 eV eBE (0.05 ± 0.05 eV
eKE), and feature B, peaked at 4.40 ± 0.05 eV eBE (0.37 ± 0.05 eV eKE). As has been pre-
viously determined [32], feature A corresponds to autodetachment of ∼0 eV eKE electrons
from the photoexcited I–·U·H2O clusters, and feature B corresponds to direct detachment
to the lower iodine spin-orbit state (2P3/2) from the I–·U·H2O anion, yielding a VDE of 4.40

eV for I–·U·H2O. As both of these features arise from single-photon (pump-only) processes
at the pump energy employed in our TRPES experiments, they are also present in all of the
TRPE spectra here at these same eKEs.

Fig. 6.2 presents photoelectron spectra at select time delays for I–·U·H2O at 4.77 eV
pump excitation energy and 1.58 eV probe energy; here and in other TRPE spectra, eBE
= hνprobe– eKE. Feature A exhibits non-zero intensity at negative times and increases in
intensity over approximately 10 ps before decreasing back to its initial intensity. Feature B
exhibits noisy but similar time dynamics as feature A, likely due to spectral overlap between
the two features in this region. Feature C, covering the region from approximately 0.1 eV

Figure 6.1: Single-photon photoelectron spectrum of I–·U·H2O at 4.74 eV and calculated
ground state I–·U·H2O structure (inset).
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Figure 6.2: Photoelectron spectra of I–·U·H2O at 4.77 eV pump excitation energy and 1.58
eV probe energy at selected delay times.

Figure 6.3: Representative background-subtracted time-resolved photoelectron spectra for
feature C at short pump-probe delays for I–·U·H2O at 4.77 eV pump excitation energy and
1.58 eV probe energy.
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Figure 6.4: Photoelectron spectra of I–·U·H2O at 4.77 eV pump excitation energy and 3.18
eV probe energy at selected delay times.

Figure 6.5: Representative background-subtracted time-resolved photoelectron spectra for
features A (near maximum eBE, eKE ∼ 0 – 0.07 eV), and D (eBE = 3.06 eV) for I–·U·H2O
at 4.77 eV pump excitation energy and 3.18 eV probe energy.
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– 0.9 eV eBE, is enlarged in the inset. Based on our previous results on I–·U clusters
photoexcited at excitation energies in the range of 4.69 – 4.90 eV [21, 22], we can assign
feature C as the VB anion of photoexcited I–·U·H2O. Time-resolved photoelectron spectra
for feature C, background-subtracted with respect to the most negative delay time, are shown
in Fig. 6.3 for time delays up to 5 ps.

Fig. 6.4 presents photoelectron spectra at select time delays for I–·U·H2O at 4.77 eV
pump excitation energy and 3.18 eV probe energy. Features A and B are the same features
seen in Fig. 6.2. The prominent new feature in these spectra, feature D, is located at 3.06
± 0.05 eV eBE, and this narrow feature grows monotonically in intensity over the course
of experiment. Based on the binding energy, spectral shape, and time-dynamics of feature
D, we assign feature D to photodetachment of atomic iodide to the 2P3/2 iodine spin-orbit
state. Background-subtracted time-resolved photoelectron spectra for features A and D are
presented in Fig. 6.5.

6.5 Analysis

The normalized, integrated intensities for the VB anion (red, feature C) and the autode-
tachment feature (black, feature A) are shown at early, intermediate, and long time delays
in Fig. 6.6. The integrated signals are fit to the convolution of a Gaussian instrumental
response function with i exponential functions as in Eq. 6.2:

I(t) =
1

σcc
√

2π
exp

(
–t2

2σ2
cc

)
·

{
I0, t < 0

I0 + ΣAi exp
(

–t
τi

)
, t ≥ 0

(6.2)

In this equation, σcc is the Gaussian full width at the half-maximum given by the cross-
correlation of the pump and probe laser pulses, I0 is the signal background, Ai are the
coefficients for each exponential function, and τi are the corresponding rise or decay lifetimes
for each exponential. These fits are shown in Fig. 6.6 as solid red and black lines for the VB
anion and autodetachment features, respectively. The VB anion is found to appear within
the cross-correlation of the pump and probe laser pulses and decay bi-exponentially. The fits
for the I–·U·H2O VB anion decay are 540 ± 240 fs and 220 ± 70 ps. The autodetachment
feature was found to remain relatively constant in intensity at negative times. At positive
delay times this feature rises to a maximum in 11.3 ± 2.2 ps followed by decay to the
negative-time intensity in approximately 285 ± 70 ps.

For ease of comparison to our previous work on I–·U clusters, the normalized, integrated
intensities for the VB anion and autodetachment produced from I–·U photoexcited at 4.79
eV are presented in Fig. 6.7 in purple, overlaid with the corresponding I–·U·H2O features
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(green) from Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.8 presents the normalized integrated intensity and fitted rise
for the I– signal observed here. The I– formation was found to be bi-exponential, with rise
time constants of 32.5 ± 2.6 ps and 230 ± 20 ps. Table 6.1 summarizes the fit rise and decay
lifetimes for the VB anion, autodetachment, and I– feature for I–·U·H2O in the present
study and for I–·U photoexcited at 4.79 eV from our past work [21, 26].

Figure 6.6: Concatenated normalized integrated intensities for features A (black, autode-
tachment) and C (red, VB anion) at a) early time delays, b) 10s of ps, and c) long time
delays from excitation at 4.77 eV and probed with 1.58 eV. Feature A rises in 11.3 ± 2.2 ps
and decays in 285 ± 70 ps. The rise time for feature C is cross-correlation limited and the
decay is 540 ± 240 fs and 220 ± 70 ps.

Figure 6.7: Comparison of concatenated normalized integrated intensities for a) the VB anion
at early times and b) long times and c) autodetachment dynamics for I–·U·H2O (green) at
4.77 eV pump excitation energy and 1.58 eV probe energy and I–·U (purple) at 4.79 eV
pump excitation energy and 1.57 eV probe energy.

6.6 Discussion

This work explores the dynamics of I–·U·H2O clusters photoexcited at 4.77 eV, resonant
with the base-centered π – π∗ transition for uracil. We observe instantaneous formation
of the VB anion of the cluster following photoexcitation, and bi-exponential decay of this
species with time constants of 540 fs and 220 ps. Autodetachment and I– re-formation are
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Table 6.1: Lifetimes for the VB anion, autodetachment feature, and I– feature for 4.77 eV
pump I–·U·H2O and comparison to previous I–·U studies. The I–·U data for the VB anion
and autodetachment dynamics are from Ref. [21], and for the I– feature the data is from
Ch. 4.

VB Anion

Cluster hνpump (eV) τdecay,1 (fs) τdecay,2 (ps)

I–·U·H2O 4.77 540 ± 240 220 ± 70

I–·U 4.79 390 ± 80 37 ± 20

Autodetachment

Cluster hνpump (eV) τrise (ps) τdecay (ps)

I–·U·H2O 4.77 11.3 ± 2.2 285 ± 70

I–·U 4.79 ∼5 ∼50

I–

Cluster hνpump (eV) τrise,1 (ps) τrise,2 (ps)

I–·U·H2O 4.77 32.5 ± 2.6 230 ± 20

I–·U 4.72 36 ± 3

observed as decay channels in this photoexcitation regime. These experiments show that to
first order, the dynamics of photoexcited I–·U·H2O are similar to those of I–·U following
π – π∗ photoexcitation. However, the addition of a water molecule noticeably affects the rise
time of the I– signal as well as the decay dynamics of the VB state, as can be seen from
Fig. 6.6 and Table 6.1. As summarized in Eq. 6.3 below, we have previously proposed that

Figure 6.8: Normalized integrated intensity for feature D at 4.77 eV pump excitation energy
and 3.18 eV probe energy. Feature D rises bi-exponentially with time constants of 32.5 ±
2.6 ps and 226 ± 20 ps.
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the initial π – π∗ iodide-associated photoexcited state decays by two distinct pathways: the
π – π∗ excited nucleobase state internally converts to the ground state of the cluster and
subsequently evaporates iodide, or iodide transfers a valence electron to fill the hole in the
nucleobase π orbital, creating the iodine-associated nucleobase VB anion that then decays
by autodetachment [27].

I–(5p6) · N(π4π∗0)
hνpump∼ 260 nm
−−−−−−−−−−−→ I–(5p6) · N(π3π∗1)

I– · N(π3π∗1)
Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · N→ I– + N

→ I · N–(π4π∗1)
Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · N + e–

(6.3)

TRPES on I–·U·H2O at this pump energy is sensitive to each of these decay channels. In the
subsections that follow, we consider the iodide formation, VB anion, and autodetachment
dynamics and the effect of the added water to expand on the basic framework previously set
forward.

A. Iodide formation dynamics

TRPES of π – π∗ photoexcited I–·U·H2O clusters finds bi-exponential I– formation in
32.5 ps and 230 ps, in contrast to I–·U clusters for which I– was found to appear mono-
exponentially in 36 ps [26]. As in Eq. 6.3, we have suggested that due to the previously
observed strong connection between the VB anion and the autodetachment dynamics in this
pump energy regime, the base-centered π – π∗ excitation is followed by internal conversion
to the ground state and subsequent dissociation to produce iodide mono-exponentially [27].
While this mechanism is likely the source of the fast I– rise signal, it alone cannot fully
explain the origin of the bi-exponential I– appearance observed here for I–·U·H2O clusters.

Several energetically accessible dissociation channels have been previously calculated for
I–·U·H2O clusters, including dissociation to yield I–·H2O clusters [32]. I–·H2O produced
as a dissociation product upon photoexcitation could also then further dissociate to yield a
second source of I– signal with a delayed rise time, contributing to the bi-exponential rise
dynamics observed here, as depicted in Eq. 6.4:

I– · U · H2O
hνpump∼ 260 nm
−−−−−−−−−−−→ I– · U(π3π∗1) · H2O

I– · U(π3π∗1) · H2O
Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · U · H2O→ I– + U · H2O

→ I– · H2O + U→ I– + H2O + U

(6.4)
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TRPES experiments of I–·H2O clusters photoexcited at 4.77 eV pump energy and probed
by 4.0 eV and by 4.77 eV probe energies were unable to conclusively identify the formation
of I–·H2O (VDE = 3.51 ± 0.02 eV) [53, 54] due to poor overall signal levels at these probe
energies. However, the existence of this dissociation channel could be verified in future
experiments by photofragment action spectroscopy, for example.

B. VB anion formation and decay dynamics

As seen in Fig. 6.3, the VB anion of I–·H2O exhibits the strongest intensity near eBE
= 0.8 – 0.9 eV, which is approximately 0.2 – 0.3 eV higher than the strongest intensity for
the I–·U VB anion from our past work in this π – π∗ pump excitation energy regime [21,
22]. This finding indicates that the presence of water stabilizes the VB anion. In our past
work on near-VDE photoexcited I–·U and I–·U·H2O clusters, we previously observed that
the addition of water also caused an increase of approximately 0.2 – 0.3 eV eBE in the TNI
binding energies [32]. The width of the VB anion photoelectron spectrum is commensurate
with the VB anion measured in our past work in this photoexcitation regime as well as our
near-VDE photoexcitation studies [21–23, 32]. This breadth arises due to the geometric
distortion of the VB anion in the ring puckering coordinate relative to the neutral [55, 56];
thus, the presence of water does not significantly affect the uracil ring puckering as reflected
by the VB anion spectral width.

In the present study, the VB anion is found to appear within the cross-correlation of the
pump and probe laser pulses and decay bi-exponentially, as is the case for I–·U photoexcited
in this excitation energy regime. The fast decay of the I–·U·H2O VB anion is similar to that
of the I·U– VB anion formed at 4.79 eV pump energy (Table 6.1), while the long decay is
an order of magnitude longer in the water-associated complex. This long-lived VB anion
stabilization induced by the addition of water is commensurate with the dynamics that were
previously observed in near-VDE photoexcited I–·U·H2O clusters, in which the VB anion
long-time decay was found to be significantly longer than in I–·U [32].

In our previous results for π – π∗ photoexcited I–·U and I–·T clusters, we proposed that
the VB anion decays by autodetachment because the measured autodetachment signals for
both clusters were found to exhibit prompt depletion and recovery near t0 that mirrored the
appearance and fast decay of the VB anion at early times, although the I–·U VB anion ex-
hibited a somewhat longer-lived bi-exponential decay [22, 27]. Given the similarities between
the I–·U and I–·U·H2O complexes observed here, it is likely that the bi-exponential decay
mechanism for the I–·U·H2O VB anion in the present study is by autodetachment as well.
Previously, we have attributed the bi-exponential nature of the VB anion decay to the loss
of neutral iodine from the cluster, causing a reduction in the internal energy and resulting
in two autodetachment decay components [24]. Neutral iodine loss was implicated our past
studies of near-VDE photoexcited I–·U, I–·T, and I–·U·H2O complexes and is therefore ex-
pected to be a reasonable decay pathway [23, 24, 32]. In the π – π∗ photoexcitation regime,
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the I·T– VB anion exhibits mono-exponential decay dynamics, and it has been suggested
that the initial autodetachment may be faster compared to iodine loss than in I–·U [24].
The bi-exponential I–·U·H2O VB anion decay here further indicates that the bi-exponential
or mono-exponential nature of the VB anion decay is sensitive to the electronic structure of
the specific nucleobase species.

C. Autodetachment dynamics

This section considers the nature of the time-resolved autodetachment signals observed in
our TRPES studies. Fig. 6.1 shows that autodetachment signal occurs in the 4.74 eV single-
photon PES of I–·U·H2O [32], and therefore clearly arises from a one-photon (pump-only)
process. As seen in Figs. 6.2 and 6.4, the autodetachment signal exhibits considerable inten-
sity at all times, including negative times where the probe pulse precedes the pump pulse.
Therefore, the normalized, time-resolved signals in Fig. 6.6 show that the autodetachment
intensity exhibits little to no decrease below its intensity level at negative times. At posi-
tive probe pulse arrival times, the autodetachment signal is found to rise in intensity within
11.3 ps and then decay in approximately 285 ps. Note that our experiment does not directly
measure time-resolved autodetachment dynamics since the autodetachment electron signal is
generated spontaneously and not by the probe pulse. Instead, the observed time-dependent
integrated intensities associated with autodetachment signal arise from probe-based inter-
actions that affect the amount of autodetachment signal that is detected for a given probe
arrival time.

Let us compare our past measurements of autodetachment signal arising from I–·N com-
plexes to the results here for π–π∗ photoexcited I–·U·H2O. Our work on both I–·U·H2O and
I–·U clusters has measured autodetachment arising from near-VDE photoexcitation [23, 32],
as well as from photoexcitation in the region of the base-centered π – π∗ transition (shown
for both I–·U·H2O and I–·U in Fig. 6.7c) [21, 22, 26]. Each of these past studies, regardless
of photoexcitation energy, has shown autodetachment that exhibits depletion at t0 followed
by recovery to or beyond its initial intensity. Near-VDE photoexcitation in both clusters
yields autodetachment signal that appears to at least qualitatively mirror the respective TNI
dynamics; an example for I–·U·H2O near-VDE pump autodetachment signal is shown in Fig.
6.S1. Concomitant autodetachment signal depletion and recovery at t0 with time constants
that mirror the TNI appearance and fast decay indicates that the probe pulse at early times
photodetaches the nascent TNI population that would otherwise decay to produce autode-
tachment signal in the absence of the probe. At later times, the probe laser interacts with
a decreased population of anions that have not already undergone autodetachment, so one
expects less depletion of the autodetachment signal and eventually no depletion at all. Un-
der these circumstances, the recovery of the autodetachment signal yields the lifetime of the
autodetaching state [57].

This overshoot may arise if the probe pulse is absorbed by the VB anion and excites the
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TNI to a higher-lying excited state that subsequently decays by autodetachment, as in Eq.
6.5:

I– · U(π4π∗0) · H2O
hνpump−−−−−→ I– · U(π3π∗1) · H2O→ I · U–(π4π∗1) · H2O

I · U–(π4π∗1) · H2O
Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · U · H2O + e–

hνprobe−−−−−→ [I · U–(π4π∗1) · H2O]∗ Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · U · H2O + e–

(6.5)

The autodetachment intensity overshoot is only observed in I–·U and I–·U·H2O clusters,
which both exhibit longer-lived, bi-exponentially decaying VB anions. I–·T clusters in this
pump energy region, in contrast, do not exhibit autodetachment intensity overshoot, and
the VB anion decays mono-exponentially in only ∼500 fs [24]. As seen in Table 6.1, the long
decay lifetimes for the VB anions of I–·U and I–·U·H2O clusters are in agreement with the
decay lifetimes of the excess autodetachment signal. Thus, we believe a mechanism as in Eq.
6.5 is operative here for both I–·U and I–·U·H2O photoexcited in this pump energy regime.

The presence of water appears to somewhat slow the rise of the autodetachment feature
(Table 6.1), and, notably, the autodetachment signal decay lifetime is an order of magnitude
longer for I–·U·H2O than I–·U. As has been observed for the I–·U·H2O VB anion both in
the π – π∗ pump energy regime as well as the near-VDE excitation regime, the interaction of
water may stabilize the excited cluster to decay by autodetachment, increasing the observed
lifetime. The autodetachment signal resulting from I–·U·H2O also does not appear to have
depletion near t0 as was observed in both I–·U and I–·T clusters [21, 22]. As noted earlier,
the autodetachment depletion at early probe arrival times arises due to photodetachment
of the VB excited state, which would otherwise be the spontaneous source of autodetached
electrons. Lack of notable depletion in the early-time autodetachment signal of I–·U·H2O as
compared to I–·U may therefore indicate that the I–·U·H2O VB anion is more strongly sta-
bilized relative to autodetachment than I–·U clusters in this photoexcitation regime. Finally,
it is interesting to note that the observed autodetachment dynamics in π – π∗ photoexcited
I–·U·H2O clusters are approximately the same in both the 1.58 eV and 3.18 eV probe energy
studies (Fig. 6.S2). It is possible, given the relatively high power of the 1.58 eV probe
pulses employed in the present study, that the 1.58 eV autodetachment dynamics arise from
the absorption of two probe photons by the VB anion, particularly if absorption of the first
photon is resonant. This would yield similar autodetachment overshoot dynamics for each
probe energy. We consider this possibility in more detail in the Supplementary Material
(Fig. 6.S3).
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6.7 Conclusions

TRPES has been used to examine TNI formation and photodissociation in π – π∗ pho-
toexcited I–·U·H2O clusters. Production of I– is measured as a major dissociation channel
of the photoexcited clusters with bi-exponential formation in 32.5 ps and 230 ps. We suggest
that the unique bi-exponential rise dynamics measured in I–·U·H2O clusters in this photoex-
citation regime are the result of additional dissociation channels arising from the presence
of water. For example, internal conversion of the π – π∗ excited state and subsequent cluster
dissociation is expected to yield I–, with long-time rising signal that may be produced by
dissociation of π – π∗ photoexcited I–·U·H2O to yield I–·H2O that can subsequently decay
to yield iodide. We observe instantaneous formation of the VB anion of the complex, and
propose that this state arises from charge transfer from iodide to fill the empty π orbital
that remains on uracil after the nucleobase is photoexcited, consistent with the proposed
mechanism for I–·U binary clusters. The VB anion of I–·U·H2O exhibits increased binding
energy compared to the VB anion of I–·U clusters in this photoexcitation regime. The VB
anion is found to decay bi-exponentially, as in I–·U, but the long decay lifetime is an order of
magnitude longer in I–·U·H2O clusters and is expected to reflect stabilization of the VB state
relative to decay by autodetachment. Autodetachment is also measured as a dissociation
channel of the photoexcited I–·U·H2O complexes. Overshoot of the measured autodetach-
ment intensity beyond the negative-time autodetachment signal indicates that absorption of
the probe pulse by the long-lived VB anion produces additional autodetachment.

6.8 Supplementary Material

Probe power dependence for 1.58 eV autodetachment dynamics

We note in the manuscript that the similarity between the autodetachment dynamics for
1.58 eV probe energy and 3.18 eV probe energy (Fig. 6.S2) may arise from the absorption of
two 1.58 eV probe photons by the VB anion. To test this, we have measured the I–·U·H2O
autodetachment dynamics for several 1.58 eV probe powers ranging from 27 µJ/pulse to 105
µJ/pulse to compare to the original 80 µJ/pulse experiment (Fig. 6.S3). We find that, to first
order, the autodetachment dynamics at each employed probe power are similar. Below 27
µJ/pulse, the signal-to-noise for the measurement becomes prohibitively low. Variations in
day-to-day signal intensity and stability preclude analysis of the signal intensity dependence
on probe power. Within our experimental capabilities, it appears to not be possible to
eliminate or verify two-photon absorption of the 800 nm probe. Future experiments could
employ a lower energy probe pulse (e.g. ∼1.0 eV) to examine this issue further.

Uracil Tautomerization

We briefly comment here on the role of the addition of water on the possible tautomer-
ization of the uracil nucleobase. In our previous work in near-VDE photoexcited I–·U·H2O
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Figure 6.S1: Normalized integrated intensity for autodetachment signal arising from 4.38
eV pump excitation energy and 3.14 eV probe energy for I–·U·H2O, excited 20 meV below
the cluster VDE. The observed dynamics qualitatively mirror the near-VDE TNI dynamics;
the signal depletion occurs in ∼1 ps with recovery in ∼5 ps and ∼200 ps. The increase in
intensity at the longest time delays is due to signal contributions from the spectrally adjacent
I– feature that grows in strongly at longer delays; see Ch. 5.

Figure 6.S2: Concatenated normalized integrated intensities for feature A of I–·U·H2O pro-
duced at 4.77 eV pump excitation energy and 1.58 eV probe energy (red) and 3.18 eV probe
energy (blue). The rise and decay lifetimes for the 1.58 eV probe data are 11.3 ± 2.2 ps and
285 ± 70 ps, respectively. The rise and decay lifetimes for the 3.18 eV probe data are 6.6 ±
2.3 ps and 340 ± 45 ps, respectively.
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Figure 6.S3: Comparison of I–·U·H2O autodetachment dynamics resulting from 4.77 eV
pump and 1.58 eV probe energy for 27 µJ/pulse (green, purple), 50 µJ/pulse (yellow), 80
µJ/pulse (blue), and 105 µJ/pulse (orange).

clusters [32], we observed weak evidence in our TRPE spectra for the slow appearance of
features that could potentially arise from two uracil anionic tautomers previously identified
with photoelectron spectroscopy by Bowen and co-workers [38]. No such tautomers were ob-
served in near-VDE photoexcitation studies of I–·U [23], which suggested that the presence
of water could lower the barrier to tautomerization. In the π – π∗ photoexcitation regime in
the current work, we do not observe any additional features or evidence for tautomerization
in either I–·U·H2O here or previous I–·U studies [21, 22], which suggests that if the presence
of water facilitates tautomerization, it does so only in the TNIs formed in the lower energy
photoexcitation regime.
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Chapter 7

Electron Attachment and
Photodissociation Dynamics in
Iodide-Nucleobase Clusters

And it certainly did seem a
little provoking (‘almost as if it
happened on purpose,’ she
thought) that, though she
managed to pick plenty of
beautiful rushes as the boat
glided by, there was always a
more lovely one that she
couldn’t reach.

Lewis Carroll

The content and figures of this chapter are adapted from:

A. Kunin and D. M. Neumark, “Time-Resolved Radiation Chemistry: Femtosecond Photo-
electron Spectroscopy of Electron Attachment and Photodissociation Dynamics in Iodide-
Nucleobase Clusters” Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 21, 7239 (2019)

with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.
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7.1 Abstract

Iodide-nucleobase (I–·N) clusters studied by time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
(TRPES) are an opportune model system for examining radiative damage of DNA induced
by low-energy electrons. By initiating charge transfer from iodide to the nucleobase and
following the dynamics of the resulting transient negative ions (TNIs) with femtosecond
time resolution, TRPES provides a novel window into the chemistry triggered by the attach-
ment of low-energy electrons to nucleobases. In this Perspective, we examine and compare
the dynamics of electron attachment, autodetachment, and photodissociation in a variety
of I–·N clusters, including iodide-uracil (I–·U), iodide-thymine (I–·T), iodide-uracil-water
(I–·U·H2O), and iodide-adenine (I–·A), to develop a more unified representation of our un-
derstanding of nucleobase TNIs. The experiments probe whether dipole-bound or valence-
bound TNIs are formed initially and the subsequent time evolution of these species. We
also provide an outlook for forthcoming applications of TRPES to larger iodide-containing
complexes to enable the further investigation of microhydration dynamics in nucleobases, as
well as electron attachment and photodissociation in more complex nucleic acid constituents.

7.2 Introduction

DNA damage induced by low-energy electron attachment [1] has been a topic of con-
siderable interest in recent years. Electron attachment to nucleobases and the subsequent
formation of transient negative ions (TNIs) of the base has been implicated as the initial
step in the damage mechanism [2–4]. It is predicted that single and double strand breaks
then occur as a result of electron transfer from the base moiety to the sugar-phosphate
backbone facilitated by strong electronic coupling [2, 3, 5, 6]. These considerations have mo-
tivated many experimental and theoretical studies of the interactions between nucleic acid
constituents and low-energy electrons [7].

Nucleobases are capable of forming both a dipole-bound (DB) anion [8] in which the
excess electron is trapped by the relatively large dipole moment of the base, or a conventional
valence-bound (VB) anion [3, 9] by electron attachment to the π∗ orbital of the base. Electron
scattering experiments have suggested that the DB state is initially formed and may then
convert or act as a “doorway” to the formation of a VB anion [10]. These metastable
TNIs are then expected to decay, possibly leading to dissociation or fragmentation of the
nucleobases, the larger nucleotide, or the DNA backbone structure [11, 12]. Many groups
have studied the properties of these nucleobase DB and VB anions experimentally with
a variety of techniques, including dissociative electron attachment [10, 13–15] and anion
photoelectron spectroscopy [9, 16, 17]. Numerous theoretical studies of these anions have
been carried out as well [18–22]. Of interest, however, is not only the electron binding
properties and anionic dissociation channels but also the ultrafast time-resolved dynamics
and evolution of these TNIs, including interconversion of a DB anion to form a VB anion,
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as well as the timescales for autodetachment, internal conversion, and fragmentation.

Our group has explored the time-resolved dynamics of electron attachment and transient
decay in the nucleobase species uracil [23–26], thymine [27], and adenine [28], as well as
the uracil-water moiety [29], using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) of
iodide-nucleobase (I–·N) clusters. We have measured and modelled the process of low-energy
electron attachment to the nucleobase and observed the formation, evolution, and decay of
both DB and VB anions for these I–·N clusters. In this Perspective, we provide an overview
of these results for iodide-uracil (I–·U), iodide-thymine (I–·T), iodide-adenine (I–·A), and
iodide-uracil-water (I–·U·H2O) clusters, and revisit the analyses of these studies based on
the new insights provided by continued work on these clusters over the last five years. We
also provide a framework for the continuation of these studies and the application of this
TRPES scheme to more complex iodide-containing biomolecule clusters.

Anion photoelectron spectroscopy is an effective tool to probe DB and VB states since
these anions are readily distinguished from one another by electron binding energy (eBE)
as well as the shape of the photoelectron spectrum [16, 30]. DB anions are formed when an
excess electron is bound by the dipole moment of a molecule, creating a weakly bound anion
(typically <100 meV eBE) with the excess electron residing in a large, diffuse orbital outside
of the molecular framework [8]. A molecular dipole moment of at least ∼2 – 2.5 D is needed
to bind the excess electron [31]; all of the canonical nucleobase species examined here have
larger dipole moments than this and are thus capable of forming DB anions [32–34]. The
neutral core of a DB state undergoes little or no geometry change upon photodetachment
[35], yielding a narrow peak in the anion photoelectron spectrum as there is negligible Franck-
Condon activity. VB nucleobase anions, on the other hand, are conventional anions in which
the excess electron resides in a valence orbital. For these species, the vertical detachment
energy (VDE), corresponding to the difference in energy between the anion and the neutral at
the equilibrium geometry of the anion, is typically hundreds of meV [9, 17, 36–39]. Moreover,
the geometry of VB nucleobase anions is typically distorted relative to the neutral nucleobase
in the ring puckering coordinate [18, 19, 27, 28, 40], yielding a broad photoelectron spectrum
[41]. Photoelectron spectra from Bowen and co-workers [41] (Fig. 7.1) for the U– DB anion
and the U–·H2O VB anion exemplify the binding energy and spectral shape of these two
types of negative ions.

This Perspective focuses on the application of TRPES to various I–·N clusters in order
to probe the dynamics of electron attachment to nucleobases and the subsequent decay
channels. The I–·N complexes have two regimes of UV photoabsorption [42]: the first is
near–VDE photoexcitation corresponding to direct optical excitation by an ultraviolet (UV)
pump pulse of energy hνpump to initiate charge transfer from the iodide to the nucleobase
moiety, labelled N in Eq. 7.1 below, creating a TNI.
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I– · N
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · N]*– (7.1)

Excitations of this nature are clearly interesting as a model for reductive DNA damage
by low-energy secondary electron attachment. The second regime of UV photoabsorption,
measured to be near 4.8 eV [42], is calculated [26, 42] to encompass a strong base-centered
π – π∗ excitation on the nucleobase with the excess electron still remaining with iodide, i.e.:

I–(5p6) · N(π4π∗0)
hνpump−−−−−→ I–(5p6) · N(π3π∗1) (7.2)

As discussed in more detail in Section 7.4.2, we believe this π – π∗ excitation is followed
by rapid charge transfer from the iodide moiety to fill the hole in the π orbital of the base
to create a VB anion. These higher energy excitations are also of interest in the DNA
damage mechanism as the rapid, nonradiative photodeactivation pathways of π – π∗ UV
photoexcited nucleobases are the core of the remarkable photostability of DNA [43–45].
Other optical transitions in I–·N clusters may also contribute to photoabsorption in this
region; we explore the dynamics in this high energy photoexcitation regime for I–·U and
I–·T clusters in detail in Section 7.4.2.

The time evolution of the TNI is traced by the probe pulse, which can photodetach the
TNI or its photodissociation products at varying time delays. There are numerous energeti-
cally accessible decay pathways for the photoexcited I–·N clusters, including autodetachment,

Figure 7.1: Photoelectron spectra of a) the uracil DB anion and b) the U–·H2O VB anion.
The U– DB anion exhibits a spectrum with a very narrow peak at very low binding energy,
characteristic of DB anions, while the U–·H2O VB anion exhibits a broad feature covering
higher eBEs. Adapted from Hendricks et al., J. Chem. Phys. 108, 1 (1998), with the
permission of AIP Publishing.
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iodine loss, I– formation, or a chemical reaction to form HI and a deprotonated nucleobase
anion [N–H]–, all of which are listed in Eq. 7.3.

I– · N
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · N]*– → I · N + e–

→ I + N– → I + N + e–

→ I– + N

→ HI + [N – H]–

(7.3)

While the 1.58 eV fundamental of Ti:Sapphire ultrafast lasers is sufficiently energetic as
a probe to photodetach the nascent TNIs, higher energy UV probe pulses are required to
photodetach many of the possible photofragments these complexes can form, including iodide
(eBE = 3.059 eV) [46] and deprotonated nucleobase anions [47–49].

In this Perspective, we begin in Section 7.3 with a discussion of the methodologies, both
experimental and theoretical, used to understand the dynamics of these I–·N systems. In
Section 7.4.1, we examine TRPES studies of the simpler, model system of photoexcited
iodide-nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2) clusters that provide an illustrative framework for un-
derstanding the more complex dynamics of the larger nucleobase species. In Section 7.4.2,
we delve into the dynamics of electron attachment and photodissociation in I–·U and I–·T
clusters, which have been studied in more detail by TRPES as well as laser photodissociation
spectroscopy. In particular, we cover results for I–·U and I–·T clusters following photoexci-
tation near the cluster VDE as well as photoexcitation in the higher energy regime near the
base-centered π–π∗ transition. In Section 7.4.3, we present recent results for electron attach-
ment and photodissociation in photoexcited microhydrated I–·U·H2O clusters, and finally,
in Section 7.4.4 we discuss TRPES studies of photoexcited I–·A clusters, which bear some
similarities to I–·CH3NO2 but pose additional challenges in analysis due to the propensity
for tautomerization in gas phase adenine. We conclude with a summary of these systems
and the salient information learned thus far as it relates to reductive damage of nucleic acid
constituents and iodide-associated clusters in general. We also provide an outlook for the
future avenues of this research and the application of TRPES of iodide-containing clusters
to advance our understanding of reductive damage pathways in DNA.

7.3 Methodologies

A. Time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES)

A number of reviews dedicated to TRPES are available [50–62], so we only briefly describe
the key principles here as they relate to the study of TNIs. Single-photon anion photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES), as shown schematically in Fig. 7.2a, involves the preparation of stable
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Figure 7.2: Example scheme for a) anion photoelectron spectroscopy and b) time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy. Anion∗ is used to indicate the photoexcited state. The blue
lines indicate the resultant kinetic energies of the photodetached electrons.

anions that can then be photodetached by an intersecting laser beam if the photon energy
(hν) exceeds the electron binding energy (eBE). The kinetic energy (eKE) distribution of the
outgoing photodetached electrons is then measured, and the principle of energy conservation,
as shown in Eq. 7.4, may then be used to determine accurate eBEs:

eBE = hν – eKE (7.4)

Provided there is sufficient Franck-Condon overlap between the anion and neutral vibrational
wavefunctions, photodetachment can occur to any neutral vibrational (and electronic) states
within the photon energy range. In spectra that do not show any vibrational structure, the
vertical detachment energy (VDE), or the difference in energy between the anion and the
neutral at the equilibrium geometry of the anion, is identifiable as the peak or maximum
intensity (maximum Franck-Condon overlap) of the photoelectron spectrum, and the width
of the spectrum is an indication of the geometry change that occurs upon photodetachment.

In the implementation of femtosecond (fs) anion TRPES used here, Fig. 7.2b, a fs pump
pulse photoexcites a ground state I–·N anion to prepare an excited TNI, as in Eq. 7.1. A
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fs probe pulse then photodetaches the TNI to monitor, as a function of pump-probe delay,
the ultrafast time evolution of the transient species. As described in the Introduction, a
sufficiently energetic probe pulse can interrogate not only TNIs, but also any dissociation
products that may form due to fragmentation of the evolving TNI. Thus, this technique
effectively probes the ultrafast chemical dynamics of a TNI from formation through decay.

The experimental apparatus used for the TRPES studies herein, shown in Fig. 7.3, has
been described in detail previously [63, 64], and is briefly described here. I–·N clusters
are generated by flowing 375 – 450 kPa of neon or argon buffer gas or 550 kPa of helium
buffer gas over a reservoir of methyl iodide. This gas mixture is then passed into a pulsed
Even-Lavie valve operating at 500 Hz that contains a cartridge with a solid sample of the
nucleobase of interest heated to 205 – 220 °C. For the I–·CH3NO2 studies, the cartridge is
left empty; an additional reservoir on the gas line is filled with liquid CH3NO2 and chilled
in an ice water bath. For the I–·U·H2O studies, this reservoir is filled with deionized liquid
water and heated, along with the connecting gas lines, to approximately 40 °C. In each
configuration, the gas mixture is then supersonically expanded into vacuum through a ring
filament ionizer to produce cluster anions. The anions are perpendicularly extracted into a
Wiley McLaren time-of-flight mass spectrometer [65] and mass-selected to isolate the I–·N
species of interest. These ions are photodetached through their interaction with one or
two femtosecond laser pulses. The resultant photoelectrons are analyzed by velocity map
imaging [66] on a chevron-stacked position-sensitive microchannel plate detector coupled to
a phosphor screen and imaged using a charge-coupled device camera. Basis-set expansion
(BASEX) reconstruction techniques [67] are used to reconstruct the 3D eKE distributions.

Figure 7.3: Diagram of the TRPES apparatus employed in this work.
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Various pump-probe schemes are employed among the studies in this work to excite and
photodetach the I–·N clusters. A KMLabs Griffin oscillator and Dragon amplifier are used
to generate 1.8 – 1.9 mJ/pulse laser pulses approximately 40 – 45 fs wide centered near 790
nm (1.57 eV) at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Depending on the desired pump-probe scheme,
these pulses are split into a pump arm and a probe arm delayed by a delay stage. In the
pump arm, UV light is usually generated by frequency-doubling the output of a LightCon
TOPAS-C optical parametric amplifier with a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal. This scheme
yields pump pulses between 235 nm – 350 nm of approximately 8 – 13 µJ/pulse. The
fundamental infrared (IR) of the KMLabs system can be used as the probe beam (1.57 eV,
80 µJ/pulse), or the fundamental can be frequency-doubled in a BBO crystal to yield 395 nm
pulses (3.14 eV, 65 µJ/pulse). Other schemes include recovering the residual fundamental
from the TOPAS-C to use as the probe, or recovering residual visible non-frequency-doubled
TOPAS-C output to recombine nonlinearly in a BBO crystal with the fundamental pulse to
yield UV probe pulses in the range of 340 – 360 nm (∼10 µJ/pulse). We refer the reader
to the individual I–·N papers referenced herein for the specific laser scheme details for each
study. The cross-correlation measured at the vacuum chamber for the pump and probe laser
pulses is typically ∼150 – 185 fs for UV/IR-type pump/probe schemes and ∼200 – 220 fs
for UV/UV-type pump/probe schemes.

B. Computational Methods

We comment briefly on the various computational methods used to characterize both the
ground states and the excited states of I–·N anionic clusters, as these calculations can greatly
inform the analysis and interpretation of the measured experimental results. The detailed
work described herein was performed using the Gaussian 03 or Gaussian 09 computing
packages [68, 69]. The results of these theoretical methods applied to specific I–·N clusters
are described further in the corresponding sections that follow.

Theoretical work on the interaction of iodide with a uracil molecule was first performed by
Ortiz and co-workers [70], who employed second-order Møller-Plesset theory (MP2) with aug-
mented, correlation-consistent triple-ζ (aug-cc-pVTZ) bases [71] and an augmented Stuttgart
pseudopotential (-pp) [72] to calculate the VDE of the I–·U cluster. These calculations found
the I–·U cluster VDE to be approximately 4.16 eV, and the cluster structure to be planar
with the charge localized on the iodine atom. Since then, Takayanagi and co-workers have
employed various density functional theory (DFT) functionals and diffuse basis sets as well
as long-range corrected (LC)-DFT to examine several species of interest including anionic
uracil, uracil-water, thymine, and adenine, as well as I–·U, and I–·T [19–21, 27, 28]. Their
calculations have focused on the use of these methods to determine the structure and ener-
getics of these species, the DB to VB anion conversion barrier height and transition state
geometry, and simulations of photoelectron spectra.

Our group has carried out calculations at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory as
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well as the coupled cluster singles and doubles (CCSD)/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory
to calculate anion ground state structures and VDEs for each of the I–·N cluster systems
examined here to inform our experimental measurements [23, 25–29, 73]. Table 7.1 presents
the structure for each ground state anion, as well as the dipole moment of the neutral I·N
species at the equilibrium geometry of the anion. In all cases, the I– binds primarily to the
most acidic H atom on the nucleobase. The VDEs of the I–·N species reported in Table 7.1
are those experimentally measured by single-photon PES.

Takayanagi et al. [27] have performed excited state calculations at the time-dependent
(TD)-DFT/ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory for I–·U and I–·T, and Dessent et
al. [42] at the TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) and 6-311G(d,p)(-pp) level of theory
[74–79] for I–·U, I–·T, and iodide-cytosine (I–·C). These excited state calculations are valu-
able for the analysis of the I–·N cluster absorption profiles as they elucidate the energetics
and character of the various possible transition channels. Our group [26, 29] has performed
equation-of-motion (EOM)-CCSD calculations based on I–·U and I–·U·H2O structures opti-
mized at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory. Although computationally expensive,
these wavefunction-based calculations have proved effective at identifying the DB state for
both of these species and are expected to provide among the best possible theoretical re-
sults for the nature of the initially formed photoexcited charge transfer states in our TRPES
experiments.

One of the decay mechanisms for photoexcited I–·N clusters is internal conversion followed
by fragmentation to I– + N. To analyze this photodissociation mechanism further, our group
has also performed Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) calculations to estimate the
rate of statistical unimolecular dissociation for these photoexcited species to yield I– [26,
80]. Variational transition state theory was used to determine the transition state along
the barrierless iodide-molecule stretching coordinate potential energy curve. The zero-point
energy corrected energy difference between the ground and transition state was then used
to calculate the microcanonical reaction rate constant using the Beyer-Swinehart algorithm
[81] to calculate the reactant density of states and transition state sum of states. The Stein-
Rabinovitch modification [82] was used to treat low-energy iodide-molecule I–· · ·N in-plane
and out-of-plane modes as hindered internal rotors.

7.4 Electron Attachment and Photodissociation

Dynamics in I–·N Clusters

In order to emphasize trends across the range of systems studied here, one-photon and
TRPE spectra for each I–·N species are shown in Figs. 7.4 – 7.7. Figs. 7.4a) – e) show one-
photon photoelectron spectra for I–·CH3NO2, I–·U, I–·T, I–·U·H2O, and I–·A, respectively.
Figs. 7.5a) – e) show near-VDE photoexcited TRPE spectra for the same five systems along
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Table 7.1: A summary of calculated anion ground state structures and neutral dipole mo-
ments for the I–·N cluster systems examined in this work. The neutral dipole moment (µ)
is reported at the geometry of the ground state anion. Reported VDEs are experimentally
measured by anion PES, all ± 0.05 eV error. See cited references for specific computational
details.

Cluster I–·CH3NO2 I–·A9 I–·A3
VDE (eV) 3.60 eV 3.96 eV 4.11 eV
Neutral µ(D) 4.62 D 4.0 D [28] 5.6 D [28]

Cluster I–·T I–·U I–·U·H2O
VDE (eV) 4.05 eV 4.11 eV 4.40 eV
Neutral µ(D) 6.23 D [27] 6.48 D [27] 6.93 D [29]
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with the time-evolution of TNI production and decay at both early and long delay times.
Figs. 7.6a) – d) show the time-evolution of I– production via photodissociation for select
systems and excitation energies, and Figs. 7.7a) and b) show the TRPE spectra and time-
dependent signal evolution for I–·U and I–·T photoexcited at excitation energies near ∼4.7
eV. These results are considered in more detail in the subsections below. For consistency and
ease of comparison throughout this work, we refer to the TRPES pump energies employed
here relative to the cluster VDE by hνpump– VDE.

A. I–·CH3NO2

We begin by first considering the photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 binary complex, which serves
as an interesting model system for conversion between DB and VB anions. Nitromethane
(CH3NO2) has a sufficiently large dipole moment, 3.46 D, to bind an electron in a DB state
and also supports a conventional valence bound anion, which lies lower in energy and is the
ground state of the anion [30, 83, 84]. Both DB and VB anions of CH3NO2

– have been
measured by photoelectron spectroscopy; the DB anion has a VDE of 8 ± 8 meV, and the
VDE of the VB anion is 0.9 – 1 eV [30, 85].

I–·CH3NO2 binary complexes have been studied with photofragment action spectroscopy
by Dessent and Johnson [83]. This work has identified the I–·CH3NO2 cluster VDE as 3.60 ±
0.01 eV and detected evidence for the presence of the I–·CH3NO2 DB anion. Our group has
performed two sets of TRPES studies of I–·CH3NO2 clusters photoexcited near the cluster
VDE with two aims: 1.56 eV probe experiments to test for the presence of DB and VB
anions of nitromethane [73], and 3.14 eV probe experiments to measure the time-resolved
formation of I– and other photofragments [80].

The single-photon photoelectron spectrum of I–·CH3NO2 is shown in Fig. 7.4a. Feature
A, the lowest energy and most intense feature, and the location of its maximum, 3.60 eV,
should be the cluster VDE; this value matches previous experimental results for I–·CH3NO2
[83]. Feature A corresponds to detachment to the lower spin orbit state of the complex
I(2P3/2)·CH3NO2, while feature B, appearing near 4.5 eV, corresponds to photodetachment

to the upper spin orbit state of the complex I(2P1/2)·CH3NO2, lying approximately 0.94 eV

higher in energy [86].

In the first set of time-resolved experiments, I–·CH3NO2 clusters are photoexcited at
the VDE and probed at 1.56 eV [73]. Fig. 7.5a shows the TRPE spectra for I–·CH3NO2
photoexcited at 3.60 eV. The left panel shows a false-color two-dimensional plot of eBE
versus pump-probe delay. There is a narrow, short lived feature (A) with a low eBE that
is assigned to a DB state, and a broader, longer lived feature (B) assigned to a VB state.
The center and right panels of Fig. 7.5a show integrated intensities of feature A (blue) and
feature B (red) at short and longer time delays, respectively. A similar layout is used for the
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Figure 7.4: Single photon photoelectron spectra for a) I–·CH3NO2 with 4.68 eV; b) I–·U
with 5.30 eV in blue, 4.92 eV in red, 4.68 eV in purple, and 4.51 eV in orange; c) I–·T with
5.30 eV in blue, 4.87 eV in red, 4.78 eV in purple, 4.68 eV in orange, 4.59 eV in green, and
4.51 eV in black; d) I–·U·H2O with 4.74 eV; and e) I–·A with 4.52 eV. “A” denotes vertical
detachment to the lower spin orbit state of the iodine-containing complex (I(2P3/2)·N) (with

A’ shoulder for the detachment of two tautomers of adenine), “B” denotes detachment to
the upper spin orbit state (I(2P1/2)·N), and “C” denotes autodetachment.
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other rows of Fig. 7.5.

The nascent [I· · ·CH3NO2]– DB anion appears within the cross-correlation of the pump
and probe laser pulses, <150 fs. The DB anion decays mono-exponentially in 460 ± 60 fs,
while the [I· · ·CH3NO2]– VB anion appears in 420 ± 50 fs. This close match-up in lifetimes
indicates that the DB anion decays primarily to form the VB anion in a rapid and complete
or nearly-complete conversion. The VB state was measured to decay bi-exponentially with
time constants of 2 ps and 1300 ps.

Photoelectron signal corresponding to autodetachment was also measured as near ∼0
eV eKE signal from photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 clusters [73]. Autodetachment refers to the
spontaneous ejection of an electron following photoexcitation of an anion resonance. If a
nascent metastable photoexcited anion lies isoenergetically within a manifold of vibrational
levels of the corresponding neutral plus a free electron, then nonadiabatic coupling between
the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom can facilitate the detachment of an electron [35,
87, 88]. In the specific case in which the internal energy of the excited anion (or cluster) is
randomized prior to electron ejection, the detached electron typically carries ∼0 eV electron
kinetic energy (eKE) and this statistical process is referred to as thermionic emission [89,
90]. Since the DB state appears to decay solely to the VB anion, it is reasonable to attribute
at least one of the bi-exponential decay constants of the VB anion to autodetachment.

To further characterize the decay dynamics of the [I· · ·CH3NO2]– VB anion, a second
experiment with 3.56 eV pump energy (–40 meV) and 3.14 eV probe energy was performed
[80]. This pump-probe scheme enables detection of photodissociation channels that yield I–

(eBE = 3.059 eV) [46] or the nitromethide anion CH2NO2
– (VDE = 2.635 ± 0.010 eV) [80,

91], both of which can be photodetached with the higher energy 3.14 eV probe pulse. I– was
measured as the major photofragmentation channel with a mono-exponential rise time of 21
± 1 ps, shown in Fig. 7.6a. This finding suggests that the shorter time constant for VB
anion decay (2 ps) corresponds to back-electron transfer to re-form I–·CH3NO2, followed by
internal conversion (IC) to the I–·CH3NO2 anion ground state and, finally, dissociation to
yield I–.

Given the relatively long I– rise time compared to the approximately 2 ps short decay time
of the [I···CH3NO2]– VB anion, RRKM calculations were performed to analyze the statistical
dissociation of I–·CH3NO2 complexes to yield I– [80]. These RRKM calculations yielded
dissociation rates of approximately 300 – 400 fs, depending on the treatment of internal
rotations in the I–·CH3NO2 complex. This calculated lifetime is quite fast and is unlikely to
be a realistic physical timescale for intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR)
and subsequent dissociation in a cluster, and indicates that there exists some dynamical
bottleneck in the formation of I– from I–·CH3NO2.

The [I· · ·CH3NO2]– DB anion is expected to geometrically resemble the neutral iodine-
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Figure 7.5: TRPE spectra and DB anion (feature A, blue) and VB anion (feature B, red)
integrated intensities at both early times and long delay times for a) I–·CH3NO2 photoex-
cited at +0 meV; b) I–·U photoexcited at +30 meV; c) I–·T photoexcited at +20 meV; d)
I–·U·H2O photoexcited at –20 meV; and e) I–·A photoexcited at –60 meV.
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nitromethane species as the electron resides largely outside the molecular framework, while
the [I· · ·CH3NO2]– VB anion is expected to more closely resemble the puckered CH3NO2

–

geometry in which the –NO2 is out of the plane of the molecule [73, 85]. During the DB to
VB anion transition, it can therefore be expected that the –NO2 vibrational modes become
vibrationally excited as the VB anion is formed. We therefore suggest that a dynamical
bottleneck arises in I–·CH3NO2 from inefficient energy flow from these high frequency –NO2
vibrational modes to the relatively low frequency (<100 cm–1) I· · ·CH3NO2 modes that will
ultimately yield I– dissociation. Hase and co-workers [92, 93] and Brauman and co-workers
[94] have theoretically examined a number of X– + CH3Y → CH3X + Y– gas phase SN2
reactions for X and Y as halogens or molecular species and have shown that energy transfer
between high energy and low energy vibrational modes may be inefficient and lead to non-
statistical dynamics [95, 96]. Thus, IVR within the I–·CH3NO2 complex reformed from
the VB anion can act as the rate-limiting step in the dissociation of these complexes. We
therefore conclude that the fast bi-exponential decay of the VB anion is IC to the ground
state followed by delayed I– evaporation, and the long-time VB anion decay (1300 ps) is by
autodetachment. The proposed scheme for the photoinduced dynamics of I–·CH3NO2 are
summarized by Eq. 7.5:

I– · CH3NO2
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · CH3NO2]*–DBS → [I · · · CH3NO2]*–VBS

[I · · · CH3NO2]*–VBS

Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · CH3NO2

Delayed
Dissociation−−−−−−−−→ I– + CH3NO2

Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · CH3NO2 + e–

(7.5)

The rapid and complete DB anion to VB anion conversion following near-VDE photoex-
citation of I–·CH3NO2, in addition to the observed non-statistical decay to yield I–, provides
insight into the energetics of the TNI partial conversion process and also the possible interac-
tions between the iodine atom and the CH3NO2 moiety. We take these observed I–·CH3NO2
dynamics into consideration to help inform the studies of the I–·N clusters in the discussion
that follows.

B. I–·Uracil and I–·Thymine Binary Complexes

The pyrimidine bases uracil and thymine both have dipole moments of approximately
4.15 D, so each can support a DB anion [34]. Photoelectron spectroscopy has previously
found both the uracil and thymine DB anions to have eBEs of approximately 90 meV and 70
meV, respectively [16]. No photoelectron spectrum has been recorded for the VB anion of
either uracil or thymine, but Rydberg electron transfer experiments [37] as well as theoretical
calculations [36, 97] predict that both the DB anion as well as the VB anion for both
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Figure 7.6: Iodide rise times for a) I–·CH3NO2, b) I–·U photoexcited –80 meV below the
VDE, c) I–·U photoexcited at +610 meV (4.72 eV), and d) I–·U·H2O near-VDE pump.

nucleobases exist, at least as TNIs, with VB anion VDEs of approximately 500 meV. For
both uracil and thymine, the DB anion is the anionic ground state [41, 98], with a predicted
barrier of 36 – 155 meV for conversion to form the VB anion, depending on the level of theory
[27]. However, bare thymine has been calculated to have a ∼10 – 20 meV higher conversion
barrier for DB to VB anion conversion than bare uracil at each calculation method and basis
set combination employed [27].

The time-resolved dynamics of I–·U and I–·T clusters have been explored at photoexcita-
tion energies near the VDE [25, 27] as well as in the higher energy (∼4.6 – 4.9 eV) excitation
regime [23, 24, 26]. Laser photodissociation spectroscopy experiments by the Dessent group,
in combination with theoretical results, complement the analysis of the time-resolved work
described in more detail here [26, 42]. In this section, we consider the dynamics for I–·U
and I–·T in these two photoexcitation regions both at early delay times to examine the
dynamics of TNI formation and at longer delay times to probe the various autodetachment
and dissociation channels.
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One-photon photoelectron spectra at multiple photon energies are reproduced for I–·U
and I–·T in Fig. 7.4b and 7.4c, respectively. Feature A corresponds to direct detachment
to the I(2P3/2)·N neutral complex, yielding VDEs of 4.11 ± 0.05 eV [23, 24] and 4.05 eV

± 0.05 eV [24] for I–·U and I–·T, respectively. Feature B, seen only at the highest photon
energies, arises from photodetachment to the upper iodine spin-orbit state. Feature C,
which corresponds to ∼0 eV eKE photoelectron signal from autodetachment, is also present
at each detachment energy. Two interesting trends can be seen in this autodetachment
signal. At all photon energies, there is somewhat stronger autodetachment signal from I–·T
than I–·U relative to peak A, the direct detachment feature. Moreover, the intensity of the
autodetachment signal appears to reach a maximum near 4.7 – 4.8 eV photon energy, and
declines at energies above and below this region. We explore these trends and the origin of
the autodetachment signal in more detail below with the assistance of laser photodissociation
spectroscopy, excited state calculations, and the time-resolved results.

Laser photodissociation spectroscopy has been carried out on I–·U and I–·T by Dessent
et al [26, 42]; the photodepletion (photoabsorption, including dissociation and detachment)
profiles for I–·U and I–·T from 3.6 to 5.3 eV are reproduced here in Fig. 7.8a and 7.8b,
respectively (black dots, with the red lines indicating five-point adjacent averages). Two
regimes of UV photoabsorption are measured: the first excited state in the vicinity of the
VDE, centered at approximately 4 eV for both clusters, and the second centered around 4.8
eV. The photofragment yields of I– for I–·U and I–·T are shown in Figs. 7.8c and 7.8d,
respectively.

Figure 7.7: TRPE spectra and VB anion (red) and autodetachment (black) integrated in-
tensities at both early times and long delay times for a) I–·U photoexcited at 4.69 eV; b)
I–·T photoexcited at 4.69 eV.
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Figure 7.8: An overlay of the one color photoelectron spectra from Fig. 7.4b) for I–·U and
Fig. 7.4c) for I–·T with the laser photodissociation spectroscopy results from Ref. [42].
a) Photodepletion (absorption) for I–·U clusters photoexcited between 3.6 and 5.3 eV and
b) for I–·T clusters. c) Formation of I– from photoexcited I–·U clusters and d) formation
of I– from photoexcited I–·T clusters. Photoelectron spectra are normalized to match the
photodissociation data (black dots). e) EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) calculated image of
the I–·U DB orbital and f) for the π∗ orbital and g) for the σ∗ orbital for transitions localized
near 4.7 eV. Laser photodissociation spectroscopy results are reproduced from Matthews et
al., J. Chem. Phys. 148, 084304 (2018), with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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I– and [N–H]–, the deprotonated nucleobase anion, were measured as the photofragments
for both clusters, with I– appearing as the overwhelmingly dominant species [42]. Both
photofragments form in two distinct bands of photoexcitation: one centered near the VDE
of each cluster, and one centered near 4.8 eV.

For ease of comparison of results, in Fig. 7.8 we overlay these laser photodissociation
results with the respective I–·U and I–·T one color photoelectron spectra from Figs. 7.4b
and 7.4c. The near-VDE photoabsorption and photofragmentation bands appear at lower
energies than the VDE photodetachment bands; this has been observed previously and is
due to the fact that photodetachment is not possible below the VDE, but photoabsorption
and formation of the DB anion is possible and has been measured at pump energies below
the VDE, as described in more detail in this section [25–27, 42]. More interestingly, the
autodetachment feature present in the one color spectra for both I–·U and I–·T appears to
track closely with the higher energy photoabsorption and I– photofragmentation bands; we
consider this finding and the dynamics resulting from high energy photoexcitation in more
detail in Section 7.4.2.

Excited state calculations have been performed at the TD-DFT/B3LYP level for I–·U
and I–·T [42], and at the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level for I–·U [26] to examine the
nature of photoexcitation in each of the two energy regimes in more detail. The EOM-CCSD
results find three transitions with prominent oscillator strength in the energy region near
the VDE corresponding to excitation from an iodide (5p) orbital to form a DB state of the
complex (Fig. 7.8e). By far, the strongest transition near 4.8 eV was calculated to be a base-
centered π – π∗ excitation (Fig. 7.8f), with two less intense channels (approximately 10x less
oscillator strength) near 4.7 eV corresponding to excitation from an iodide (5p) orbital to a
σ∗ state of the complex (Fig. 7.8g). The TD-DFT calculations for both I–·U and I–·T also
find base centered π – π∗ excitation to be the most prominent excitation channel, with four
less intense I(5p) → σ∗ transitions in I–·U in the energy region near the π – π∗ excitation,
and two such transitions in I–·T (2-3x less oscillator strength in I–·U, 3-18x less in I–·T).
No evidence is found in either set of excited state calculations for channels with significant
oscillator strength corresponding to I(5p)→ π∗ charge transfer, i.e. direct optical excitation
to form the VB anion, presumably reflecting near-zero spatial overlap between these initial
and final states. Thus, we may expect that photoexcitation near the VDE most likely
yields direct optical excitation from iodide to form the DB anion instantaneously, while
photoexcitation at higher pump energies will most likely yield dynamics with the largest
contribution from base-centered π – π∗ excitation, although I(5p) → σ∗ type charge transfer
may also be active to a lesser extent. We now turn our attention to the time-resolved results
of photoexcitation of I–·U and I–·T clusters in each of these two pump energy regimes.
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1. Early time dynamics from near-VDE excitation of I–·U and I–·T

TRPES studies of I–·U clusters were carried out at pump excitation energies from –110
meV to +100 meV relative to the VDE [25], and are shown at +30 meV in Fig. 7.5b. At each
of these excitation energies, both the DB anion (feature A, blue) and the VB anion (feature
B, red) of I–·U were observed. The DB anion rise time decreases from approximately 250
fs to ≤150 fs as the pump energy is increased from –110 meV to +100 meV, while the VB
anion rise time remains near 250 fs over this pump energy range.

The TRPES studies of I–·T employed pump energies ranging from –120 meV to +90
meV in an analogous fashion to the I–·U studies, and are shown for +20 meV in Fig. 7.5c.
Both the DB anion and the VB anion of I–·T were observed each at pump energy. The DB
anion appears in approximately 230 fs, exhibiting no dependence on the pump excitation
energy. The VB anion forms in approximately 300 fs, with clear energy dependence only
revealed at the lowest pump energy used, –120 meV, which yielded a VB anion rise time
over 1 ps.

The findings for I–·U and I–·T that the DB rise time is faster or the same as that for the
VB anion indicate that the DB state is formed first, followed by appearance of VB signal.
The calculations in Section 7.4.2 show that there is no direct excitation of the VB state
near the VDE, so we propose that the DB anion is created by photoexcitation and the VB
signal results from DB to VB anion conversion. However, the observation that the DB signal
remains while the VB signal grows in suggests that at most only partial DB to VB anion
conversion occurs subsequent to photoexcitation. In contrast to I–·CH3NO2, the DB anion
is the anionic ground state for uracil and thymine [41, 98], and the barrier for conversion to
form the VB anion is calculated to lie approximately ∼36 – 155 meV higher in energy [18,
20, 21, 27], depending on the level of theory. As a result, it is reasonable that the dynamics
of DB to VB anion conversion differ from the complete conversion in I–·CH3NO2.

Note that while the I–·CH3NO2 TRPE spectrum shows a cross-correlation limited rise
time for the DB anion, the I–·U and I–·T DB anions (and those of other I–·N clusters
presented here) exhibit finite rise times. This rise time may originate from an increase in the
photodetachment cross section as a result of iodine-nucleobase motion following the vertical
formation of the TNI [27]. The DB orbital calculated for I–·U in Fig. 7.8e appears to avoid
the iodine atom; iodine is calculated to sit within the region where the DB orbital for bare
uracil has been calculated to exist [22]. We have previously proposed that following initial
photoexcitation, the iodine atom moves in such a way as to decrease the repulsive interaction
between the diffuse DB orbital and the iodine atom [25, 27]. This increased localization of
the DB orbital is expected to increase the photodetachment cross section for the DB anion
at early times, manifesting in a finite rise time for the DB anion [27].
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2. Long time dynamics of near-VDE excited I–·U and I–·T clusters

The DB and VB TNI signals for I–·U and I–·T clusters decay bi-exponentially, with each
set of lifetimes generally decreasing with increasing pump excitation energy in the near-VDE
regime. For I–·U photoexcited at +30 meV (Fig. 7.5b), the DB anion bi-exponential decay
constants are 5.0 ps and 500 ps, while the VB anion undergoes bi-exponential decay in 5.6
ps and 80 ps [25]. I–·T photoexcited at +20 meV (Fig. 7.5c) similarly exhibits DB anion
decay in 5.2 ps and 1100 ps, and VB anion decay in 13.1 ps and 530 ps [27].

Two decay pathways have been measured in our TRPES work on near-VDE photoex-
cited I–·U clusters: autodetachment and bi-exponential re-formation of I–. Autodetachment
has been measured in TRPES of I–·U and I–·T at all near-VDE photoexcitation energies
as near 0 eV eKE signal with initial depletion dynamics followed by intensity recovery at
longer times, although the dynamics for ∼0 eV signal are challenging to extract here with
certainty. TRPES of I–·U clusters photoexcited at 4.03 eV (–80 meV) and probed at 3.61
eV finds bi-exponential formation of I– in 17.5 ± 1.6 ps and 150 ± 10 ps as the only major
photodissociation pathway; this I– rise signal is shown in Fig. 7.6b, and is attributed to
internal conversion followed by fragmentation. The overall decay mechanisms for the DB
and VB anions are given by Eq. 7.6.

I– · N
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · N]*–DBS, [I · · · N]*–VBS

[I · · · N]*–DBS

Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · N→ I– + N

Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · N + e–

[I · · · N]*–VBS

Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · N

Delayed
Dissociation−−−−−−−−→ I– + N

Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · N + e–

(7.6)

To assign the bi-exponential I– rise dynamics in near-VDE photoexcited I–·U, we compare
the dynamics here to the mechanism of I– reformation in I–·CH3NO2. There, we observed
complete DB to VB anion conversion and concluded that the fast decay component of the
VB anion may be decay by IC to the I–·CH3NO2 ground state followed by dissociation to
yield I– at a delay due to a dynamical bottleneck. Thus, for I–·U clusters we may expect,
since both TNIs are present as the DB to VB anion conversion is only partially complete,
that each TNI has a fast decay process of IC to the electronic I–·U ground state followed
by evaporation of I– to ultimately yield bi-exponential I– rise rather than the solely mono-
exponential rise observed in I–·CH3NO2 clusters. Given that the fast I– rise time of 17.5 ps
from I–·U is a few ps longer than both the DB anion and VB anion fast decay lifetimes, it
is possible for I–·U clusters that the fast I– appearance arises from IC of the DB anion, and
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the slow I– appearance of 150 ps originates from IC and delayed ejection of I– from the VB
anion.

We expect that the long time decays of each TNI for both species are from autodetach-
ment, or rather, more specifically, by thermionic emission considering the ∼100 ps – 1 ns
long decay lifetimes of each TNI. Such a statistical mechanism is congruent with the decrease
in the long time constants with increasing pump energy as measured here. The DB anion of
I–·U clusters, for example, exhibits a decrease in the long time constant from 2000 ps to 30
ps in the range of pump excitation from –110 meV to +100 meV [25]. Laser photodissocia-
tion spectra find [U–H]– (neutral electron affinity = 3.481 eV) [47] as an additional minor
dissociation product from I–·U clusters, but due to its minor abundance and molecular cross
section, we did not observe this channel in our TRPES studies.

3. Dynamics of I–·U and I–·T excited at higher energy

TRPES studies for I–·U and I–·T were also conducted at pump excitation energies from
4.6 eV – 4.9 eV [23, 24]. TRPE spectra for I–·U and I–·T photoexcited at 4.69 eV and probed
at 1.57 eV are shown in Figs. 7.7a and 7.7b, respectively. In this energy regime, no evidence
for the existence of a DB state was measured for either cluster. Both species exhibit VB anion
signal (red integrated intensity) with a cross-correlation limited rise (≤150 fs), as well as time-
dependent signal at ∼0 – 0.08 eV eKE corresponding to autodetachment (black integrated
intensity). At this excitation energy, the I–·U VB anion decays bi-exponentially in 620 fs
and 52 ps, while the I–·T VB anion undergoes mono-exponential decay [27] in ∼610 fs. The
lifetimes for the I–·U VB anion bi-exponential decay were found to decrease somewhat with
increasing pump energy, while the I–·T VB anion mono-exponential decay did not exhibit
excitation energy dependence in this high energy pump regime. The autodetachment signal
for both clusters was measured to exhibit non-zero autodetachment intensity at negative
times, prompt depletion at t=0 fs, and recovery to the initial intensity, although the signal
in I–·U clusters was found to exceed its initial intensity. As seen in the integrated intensities
in Fig. 7.7b, in I–·T clusters, the VB anion prompt appearance and decay time constant
mirrors the time constants for the autodetachment dynamics [24].

TRPES of I–·U at 4.72 eV pump energy with 3.15 eV probe energy finds mono-exponential
appearance of I– in 36 ± 3 ps as the major photodissociation channel (Fig. 7.6c), as well
as TRPES signal arising from autodetachment. The 3.15 eV probe study also measured
autodetachment depletion and recovery but without any long-time overshoot of the initial
intensity, although these dynamics are noisier due to the very close energetic overlap of the
∼0 – 0.08 eV eKE autodetachment signal with I– photodetachment (∼0.09 eV eKE). An
analogous high energy probe study has not yet been performed for I–·T clusters, but the
laser photodissociation spectroscopy results confirm that I– is produced from both sets of
photoexcited clusters. We now consider the assignment of the origin of the iodide signal as
well as the autodetachment signal from both I–·U and I–·T clusters.
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For both I–·U and I–·T clusters, the VB anion appearance and fast decay dynamics in Fig.
7.7 match closely with the autodetachment depletion and recovery signal. It is also striking
from the overlay of the one-color photoelectron spectra with the laser photodissociation
results for I– formation in Figs. 7.8c and 7.8d that the autodetachment signal tracks closely
with the I– photofragment production. Thus, it appears that I– formation, autodetachment,
and the VB anion share one common dynamical origin that is similar in nature between both
sets of clusters.

Given that the excited state calculations for both I–·U and I–·T clusters find strong
oscillator strength for a base-centered π – π∗ excitation as a result of photoexcitation in
this energy regime, we can begin by considering the possible ensuing relaxation and decay
channels from an optical excitation of this nature. Specifically, two possibilities following
π – π∗ excitation that exist are IC to the I–·N ground state to yield cluster dissociation to
produce I–, as in Eq. 7.7a, and charge transfer from iodide to the base moiety to fill the hole
in the π orbital, essentially creating a VB anion that may then undergo autodetachment
(Eq. 7.7b).

I– · N
hνpump−−−−−→ I– · N(π3π∗1)

I– · N(π3π∗1)
Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · N→ I– + N (7.7a)

→ I · N(π4π∗1)
Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · N + e– (7.7b)

We previously considered the possibility of formation of the VB anion in this excitation
regime by charge transfer from iodide, but thought it unlikely given the <150 fs appearance
of the VB anion and the lack of orbital overlap between the I(5p) and π∗ VB orbitals [26].
However, the calculated result that the π – π∗ optical excitation is expected to dominate in
this UV absorption region and the experimental result that the presence of autodetachment
(and therefore the VB anion) tracks closely with the envelope of I– formation are compelling
evidence that π – π∗ excitation is the origin of the observed dynamics. The calculated
results described at the beginning of Section 7.4.2 find some evidence that a I(5p)→ σ∗

photoexcitation channel is active, and such a σ∗ state may potentially couple more effectively
with the VB state to facilitate its rapid formation. If the existence of a σ∗ state is real and
resembles that in Fig. 7.8g, photodetachment from this state would likely yield a narrow
spectral profile given that this excited anion geometry is likely not significantly distorted
from the neutral. However, the TRPES results find no evidence for the presence of another
charged intermediate state. Moreover, it is clear from the time-resolved results for I–·T that
the VB anion decays solely by autodetachment, and therefore does not produce the I– signal
measured by laser photodissociation spectroscopy. It thus seems unlikely that I(5p)→ σ∗

photoexcitation is the source of the observed dynamics here.
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Figure 7.9: Diagram of the approximate energies and ranges for the various excited states
of I–·U accessed in this work, as well as the proposed pathways resulting from near-VDE
photoexcitation (green photon, black arrows) and higher energy photoexcitation (purple
photon, blue arrows). DBS and VBS denote the DB and VB states, respectively.

It has also been previously suggested [25] that in the TRPES experiments, the pump pulse
ejects the excess electron from the I– moiety that is then captured by the nucleobase to form
the VB anion in a two-step scattering type mechanism. This interpretation was offered
before observation and characterization of the I– channel. However, it now seems more
likely that both autodetachment and I– production originate from one common mechanism,
rather than a combination of a scattering mechanism to create a VB anion that decays by
autodetachment and a π – π∗ excited state that relaxes by IC to produce I–. Therefore, it
appears that the strongest possibility for VB anion formation in this photoexcitation regime
for both I–·U and I–·T is base-centered π – π∗ excitation followed by prompt charge transfer
from the iodide.

We can expect then that a mechanism as in Eq. 7.7a, or IC of the photoexcited state
followed by cluster dissociation, is the origin of the I– formation measured in this UV region.
Thus, we conclude that in both I–·U and I–·T, photoexcitation from ∼4.6 eV – 4.8 eV
creates a π – π∗ excited state, some fraction of which may decay by IC to the I–·N ground
state followed by dissociation to produce I– (Eq. 7.7a), and another fraction of which may
have charge transfer within the cross-correlation of the pump and probe laser pulses from the
iodide moiety to produce a VB anion that then decays by autodetachment (Eq. 7.7b). Fig.
7.9 shows the approximate energies and ranges for the excited states of I–·U and summarizes
these proposed pathways (blue arrows) resulting from higher energy photoexcitation of I–·U.
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Additionally, Fig. 7.9 shows the near-VDE photoexcitation pathways (black arrows) of I–·U
as described in the earlier subsections of Section 7.4.2.

While this overall excitation and decay mechanism for the higher energy excitation regime
is appealing, it is challenging to explain the rapid rate of charge transfer from iodide to the π
orbital to form the VB anion in <150 fs given the lack of orbital overlap. Additionally, I–·U
exhibits long-lived dynamics that are not present in I–·T, and it is unclear why the I–·U VB
anion exhibits both fast and slow decay by autodetachment, although we have put forth such
mechanistic explanations previously [23–25, 27]. A more extensive theoretical investigation
into the nature and energetics of the photoexcited states accessible in this pump energy
region may be needed to fully explain the mechanism of the VB anion formation as well as
these differences exhibited here in the long-time dynamics of I–·U compared to I–·T.

C. I–·Uracil·H2O

Microhydration of I–·U clusters, the step-wise addition of individual water molecules,
provides insight into the role of water and solvation on the dynamics of electron attach-
ment and photodissociation in these clusters. Anion photoelectron spectroscopy shows an
increase in the electron affinity of pyrimidine nucleobases with the successive addition of wa-
ter molecules [17], and resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) experiments
find an increase in IC and photostability and decrease in excited state lifetimes with the
addition of water to uracil and thymine [99, 100]. Previous U–·H2O photoelectron spec-
tra only show evidence for the VB anion [17, 41], and suggest that the VB anion may be
preferentially stabilized over the DB anion due to the interaction energy with water being
higher with the increased density of the excess electron in the VB anion [20, 101]. We have
recently investigated the dynamics of electron attachment and photodissociation in TRPES
experiments on near-VDE photoexcited I–·U·H2O clusters [29].

Single photon PES of I–·U·H2O finds the cluster VDE to be 4.40 eV ± 0.05 eV (Fig.
7.4d, peak A), in agreement with the calculated VDEs for a variety of I–·U·H2O conformers
[29]. EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) excited state calculations carried out by our group
on I–·U·H2O clusters, analogous to those results presented for I–·U above, also find three
low-energy photoexcitation channels with considerable oscillator strength corresponding to
excitation of the excess iodine (5p) electron to a cluster DB orbital. No photodepletion
experiments have been carried out for this cluster, but if the same energetic offset for I–·U is
employed for I–·U·H2O, these three channels lie in the vicinity of the I–·U·H2O VDE. Thus,
we may expect that in I–·U·H2O, pump excitation directly yields the DB anion as in I–·U.

TRPES of I–·U·H2O clusters photoexcited at 4.38 eV, 20 meV below the VDE, show
cross-correlation limited appearance of the DB anion, followed by appearance of the VB
anion in 400 ± 140 fs (Fig. 7.5d). The binding energy range for each of these features is
notably ∼0.2 eV higher in maximum eBE for each TNI than the corresponding TNIs of I–·U
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clusters, indicating that association of water with the I–·U cluster serves to energetically
stabilize both the DB and VB anion.

The greatest accord in lifetimes between I–·U·H2O (–20 meV) and I–·U was found to be
for I–·U (+30 meV) [29]. The fast appearance of the DB anion is similar in both clusters, but
the appearance of the VB anion in 400 fs is somewhat delayed compared to the approximately
220 fs VB anion rise in I–·U. This finite VB anion rise time may reflect partial DB to
VB anion conversion, as has been suggested for I–·U clusters [25, 29]. The DB to VB
anion conversion barrier for U–·H2O has been calculated by Takayanagi and co-workers to
vary from approximately 18.6 – 130 meV depending on the specific binding site of H2O
around uracil [20]. They have calculated the barrier to water-binding-site isomerization to
be approximately 40 – 200 meV as well, and suggest that the water molecule may rearrange
to a binding site that will lower the DB to VB conversion barrier. This water binding site
rearrangement could delay the VB anion formation by approximately 100 – 200 fs, yielding
the somewhat delayed VB formation in I–·U·H2O relative to I–·U, and therefore a more
prominent DB to VB anion conversion, as seen in the I–·U·H2O DB anion decay and VB
anion rise in Fig. 7.5d compared to the TNIs of I–·U in Fig. 7.5b.

Both TNIs of I–·U·H2O decay bi-exponentially in approximately 5 ps and 500 ps, and
autodetachment is observed as a decay channel [29]. The I–·U·H2O DB anion fast and slow
decay and the VB anion fast decay are quite similar to the I–·U (+30 meV) results, but
the long-time decay component of the VB anion is considerably longer in I–·U·H2O (650 ps)
than that of I–·U (80 ps). This may arise from the preferential stabilization of the VB anion
over the DB anion upon the addition of water [20, 101], effectively stabilizing the I–·U·H2O
VB anion relative to autodetachment at longer times.

TRPES of I–·U·H2O with –20 meV pump excitation energy and a probe energy of 3.14
eV finds bi-exponential rise of I– with time constants of 6.7 ± 3.8 ps and 320 ± 30 ps (Fig.
7.6d). Given the relatively similar bi-exponential DB and VB anion decay and similar I–

bi-exponential rise in near-VDE excited I–·U and I–·U·H2O clusters, these results indicate
there is likely a congruent mechanism in both cluster systems for TNI decay to yield bi-
exponential formation of the I–. For both I–·U and I–·U·H2O clusters, we can thus expect
that the I– fast rise originates from IC of the DB anion to the anion ground state followed
by evaporation of I–, and the I– slow rise from delayed ejection of I– from VB anion IC
and dissociation, as in Eq. 7.6. However, these 3.14 eV probe experiments are not able
to photodetach some possible photofragments such as I–·H2O (VDE = 3.51 eV) [102, 103],
which could also act as an intermediate in the re-formation of I–. TRPES experiments for
I–·U·H2O with near-VDE pump and >3.6 eV probe pulses to probe the possible appearance
of I–·H2O are currently underway in our laboratory, as well as π–π∗ pump excitation energy
TRPES studies for I–·U·H2O.
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D. I–·Adenine

Adenine, a purine nucleobase, is also expected to be capable of supporting an excess
electron in a DB state, although adenine anions have been less extensively studied than
those of uracil or thymine. The biological adenine tautomer, A9, has a molecular dipole
moment of 2.5 – 2.8 D [32, 33], which is large enough to support a DB state [31, 104, 105].
The A9 VB anion, however, has been calculated to be adiabatically unbound and only weakly
vertically bound, if at all [28, 106, 107]. However, some higher-lying non-canonical tautomers
of adenine such as the A3 tautomer have been calculated to support a VB anion with a VDE
of 0.686 eV [28]. Anion photoelectron spectroscopy studies by Bowen and co-workers have
measured various gas phase anions of adenine [108, 109], but neither DB nor VB anions of
A9 were detected in these studies. Here, we present TRPES studies of the dynamics of TNI
formation in near-VDE photoexcited I–·A complexes [28].

The single photon photoelectron spectrum of I–·A, Fig. 7.4e, shows vertical detachment
of the I–·A9 complex at 3.96 eV, feature A, in agreement with CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp)
calculations for the cluster VDE [28]. A shoulder, feature A’, is observed near 4.1 eV in
the one color spectrum; we discuss possible origins for this shoulder below. TRPES studies
for I–·A clusters were conducted with pump photon energies from –110 meV to +10 meV
relative to the I–·A9 VDE. At each of these excitation energies, both DB and VB anions
were measured; the TRPES results for –60 meV photoexcitation are presented in Fig. 7.5e.
At each pump excitation energy, a DB state is observed with a rise time of approximately
250 fs. At (and below) –60 meV photoexcitation, the DB anion decays mono-exponentially
with a decay lifetime of approximately 11 ps, but at pump energies ≥ –20 meV, the DB
anion decays bi-exponentially in approximately 4 ps and 100 – 1000 ps. The VB anion, with
a VDE of ∼0.5 eV, appears in approximately 5 – 10 ps at each photoexcitation energy, with
mono-exponential decay in approximately 60 – 100 ps. The close match-up of lifetimes of the
DB anion fast decay and the VB anion rise time at all excitation energies is commensurate
with the DB anion to VB anion conversion previously observed in photoexcited I–·CH3NO2
complexes. However, the observed VDE of ∼0.5 eV for the VB anion lies well above the
calculated values for the A9 tautomer, which range from 0.03 eV – 0.135 eV [28, 107].

To assign these differing I–·A TNI dynamics at each pump excitation energy, it is im-
portant to consider the propensity of adenine to form low-lying non-canonical tautomers
upon heating in the thermal desorption cluster source. CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) calcula-
tions have calculated the I–·A3 VDE to be 4.15 eV [28], which is in close agreement with
the 4.11 eV A’ shoulder feature observed in the one color photoelectron spectra in Fig. 7.4e.
The low-lying A3 tautomer has a dipole moment of 4.7 D [33], and thus it may contribute to
the DB anion signal measured here. The A3 tautomer has also been calculated to have a VB
anion with a positive adiabatic electron affinity [107], for which the VDE has been calculated
to be 0.686 eV [28]. Thus, it appears that both I–·A9 and I–·A3 tautomers contribute to the
measured time-resolved signal, and it is necessary to distinguish the contributions of each to
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the observed dynamics.

Figure 7.10: Calculated potential energy surfaces corresponding to a DB to VB anion tran-
sition within the a) A9 and b) A3 tautomers of adenine and c) between the A9 DB anion to
form the A3 VB anion. The linear scaling factor s refers to the linear interpolated geometries
between the equilibrium DB anion (s=0) and the equilibrium VB anion (s=1). Calculated at
the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,p) level of theory, see Ref. [28] for additional computational
details.

The energetic landscape for the DB to VB anion interconversion has been calculated by
Takayanagi and co-workers for the A9 and A3 tautomers, as well as interconversion from the
A9 DB anion to form the A3 VB anion [28]. The calculated potential energy surfaces for
these DB to VB anion transitions in and among A9 and A3 are presented in Fig. 7.10. It
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can be seen that the conversion in A9 has a high barrier and is nearly ∼0.5 eV endothermic,
while the A3 tautomer DB to VB anion conversion is exothermic with a very modest barrier.
Thus, the A3 tautomer is expected to have an energetic landscape similar to CH3NO2, for
which the VB anion is the ground state and the conversion from the DB anion to the VB
anion is exothermic and nearly barrierless. Based on the previously discussed calculated
results that indicate an A9 VB anion is not expected to be bound and this calculated ∼0.5
eV barrier to A9 TNI partial conversion, the similar energetic landscape between CH3NO2
and the A3 tautomer would suggest that the A3 tautomer is likely to be the species that
undergoes the DB anion to VB anion conversion measured by TRPES. However, the bi-
exponential DB anion decay dynamics measured here likely contain both tautomers, and
it may be expected that the A9 tautomer, unable energetically to form the VB anion, will
undergo autodetachment and give rise to the long-time decay component of the DB anion
measured here. These dynamics are summarized in Eq. 7.8:

I– · A9
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · A9]*–DBS

Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · A9 + e–

I– · A3
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · A3]*–DBS → [I · · · A3]*–VBS

(7.8)

Given the similarities between the A3 tautomer and CH3NO2, it is interesting that the
VB anion of near-VDE photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 complexes exhibits bi-exponential decay in
2 ps (from internal conversion) and 1200 ps while that of I–·A3 exhibits mono-exponential
decay in ∼60 – 100 ps. Although higher energy probe TRPES studies on I–·A have not
been performed, this ∼60 – 100 ps timescale may result from cluster internal conversion
to dissociate to yield I– rather than decay by autodetachment or H-atom loss as previously
suggested [28], although contributions from all of these channels are possible. We note that as
a result of the presence of low-lying non-canonical tautomers upon heating, further TRPES
studies for I–·A, iodide-cytosine (I–·C) and iodide-guanine (I–·G) have not been performed.

7.5 Summary and Outlook

TRPES of I–·N clusters has revealed the ultrafast formation and conversion of nucleobase
TNIs thought to be important in reductive damage pathways in DNA. Following photoexci-
tation in the vicinity of the cluster VDE, the DB anion is found in some cases, as in I–·A3,
to act as a doorway to the exothermic formation of the conventional VB anion. In other
cases, as in I–·U and I–·T, the DB anion is the ground state and a greater energetic barrier
to TNI interconversion appears to yield only partial conversion. These TNIs are both sus-
ceptible to autodetachment, but also appear to participate in cluster photodissociation in
10s of ps by internal conversion to the ground state to eventually re-form I–. Base-centered
π – π∗ photoexcitation also appears to lead to cluster decay by internal conversion followed
by dissociation to form I–, and may also coincide with VB anion formation by intracluster
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charge transfer following π – π∗ excitation with subsequent decay by autodetachment. How-
ever, more theoretical work is needed to fully understand the dynamics resulting from π – π∗

photoexcitation in these anionic clusters.

Ongoing work in our laboratory is aimed at the continued microhydration of I–·N clusters.
Microsolvation is expected to eventually stabilize the VB anion and fully suppress the DB
anion, and it remains to be seen how many water molecules must be added before this
transition occurs. Theoretical calculations have suggested that U–·(H2O)2 may support
a DB state [20, 101], but the DB and VB states of larger nucleobase-water clusters have
not been examined. The stepwise addition of individual water molecules building up to a
solvation shell will also allow for comparison between gas-phase dynamics of nucleobases and
those recorded in bulk solution. In this regard, TRPES experiments in our group [110] and
elsewhere [111, 112] on the dynamics of nucleic acid constituents in liquid water microjets
are of particular interest.

The future implementation of a new cluster source, such as one based on electrospray
ionization [62], will enable TRPES of nucleobases commonly prone to tautomerization upon
heating, such as cytosine and guanine, in addition to the study of larger biomolecules such as
nucleosides and nucleotides. Dessent et al. have recently measured distinct photoabsorption
and photofragmentation profiles in I–·C clusters in which there is relatively flat and intense
I– production across the entire region above the VDE [42]. Electrospray ionization could
thus similarly be used to generate clusters of iodide-uridine or iodide-uridine-monophosphate,
among others, with the ultimate goal of inducing electron attachment and monitoring not
only the initial site of electron attachment and the TNI dynamics, but also probing photofrag-
ment formation to measure the identities and timescales for formation of photodissociation
products in these larger nucleic acid constituents.
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Chapter 8

Femtosecond Time-Resolved
Photoelectron Spectroscopy of
Molecular Anions

“It’s no use going back to
yesterday, because I was a
different person then.”

Lewis Carroll

The content and figures of this chapter are adapted with permission from:

A. Kunin and D. M. Neumark, “Femtosecond Time-Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy
of Molecular Anions” In Physical Chemistry of Cold Gas-Phase Functional Molecules and
Clusters, edited by Ebata, T. and Fujii, M. Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd. pp 307–335
(2019).
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8.1 Abstract

Femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) is a powerful technique
to probe the ultrafast excited state dynamics of molecules. TRPES applied to gas-phase
molecular anions and clusters is capable of probing not only excited state formation and
relaxation, but also electron accommodation dynamics upon injection of an excess electron
into a solvent or molecule. We review the basics of TRPES as it applies to molecular anions
and several applications including the study of electron solvation dynamics in clusters and
excited state relaxation in several biomolecules. We then explore in detail the dynamics of
electron attachment and photodissociation in iodide-nucleobase clusters studied by TRPES
as a model system for examining radiative damage of DNA induced by low-energy electrons.
By initiating charge transfer from iodide to the nucleobase and following the dynamics of
the resulting transient negative ions with femtosecond time resolution, TRPES provides a
novel window into the chemistry triggered by the attachment of low-energy electrons to
nucleobases.

8.2 Introduction

Anions are ubiquitous in nature and are important in many biological processes and chem-
ical phenomena. Anionic clusters, which are gas-phase size-selected aggregates of atoms or
molecules with one or more excess electrons, can readily be mass-selected and hence are par-
ticularly useful model systems to study the evolution of electronic and vibrational structure
as a function of size for many systems, including carbon clusters [1, 2], metal and semi-
conductor clusters [3–6], and solute-solvent clusters [7–9]. One can also investigate electron
accommodation or solvation dynamics in an isolated environment [10, 11], thus gaining new
insights into the energetics and mechanism of electron solvation in water and other solvents
[12]. Anionic clusters can also model charge transfer processes such as charge-transfer-to-
solvent (CTTS) transitions with the use of an anionic dopant that, upon photoexcitation,
injects the excess electron into the solvent [12, 13]. Modeling electron transfer and attach-
ment dynamics is especially relevant for the study of a number of biological processes such
as single- and double-strand DNA damage induced by low-energy electron attachment [14],
or dynamics in electron transport chains found in photosynthesis and cellular respiration
processes [15].

Femtosecond (fs) time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) is a powerful tech-
nique to probe the excited states and ultrafast relaxation or dissociation dynamics in molecules
and clusters [16–18]. In anions, this pump-probe technique creates an excited state upon
pump excitation of a ground state anion; the probe pulse photodetaches the excess electron
and the resulting time-evolving photoelectron energy and angular distribution follows the
resulting relaxation or decay dynamics. Negative ions are particularly well-suited to study
with TRPES as the excess electron binding energy is typically within the range of energies
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that can be easily generated by traditional Ti:sapphire ultrafast lasers.

The basic principles and several applications of TRPES have been thoroughly reviewed
[11, 15–28], so we focus here on only the key concepts as they relate to the study of anions.
Single-photon anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) [29–35], shown schematically in Fig.
8.1a, employs a laser beam of photon energy hν to photodetach the excess electron of a
prepared, stable anion. Only if the photon energy exceeds the electron binding energy (eBE)
of the electron to the anion can the excess electron be detached. The kinetic energy (eKE)
distribution of the outgoing photodetached electrons is measured, and the principle of energy
conservation, as shown in Eq. 8.1, may then be used to determine accurate eBEs:

eBE = hν – eKE (8.1)

For a one-electron transition, photodetachment can occur to any neutral vibrational
(and electronic) states within the photon energy range, provided there is sufficient Franck-
Condon overlap between the anion and neutral vibrational wavefunctions. Identification of
the transition between the anion and neutral vibrational ground states yields the electron

Figure 8.1: Example scheme for a) anion PES and b) TRPES. Anion* indicates the pho-
toexcited state. The blue lines indicate the resultant kinetic energies of the photodetached
electrons. Reproduced from Ch. 7 for clarity.
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affinity (EA). The vertical detachment energy (VDE) corresponds to the difference in energy
between the anion and the neutral at the equilibrium geometry of the anion. In spectra
that do not show any vibrational structure, the VDE is identifiable as the peak or maximum
intensity (maximum Franck-Condon overlap) of the photoelectron spectrum, and the width
of the spectrum is an indication of the geometry change that occurs upon photodetachment.

Fig. 8.1b shows a schematic diagram for fs anion TRPES. A fs pump pulse is used to
generate an electronically excited anion, which can decay by multiple mechanisms including
dissociation, internal conversion, or autodetachment. A time-delayed fs probe pulse photode-
taches this transient negative ion (TNI) to monitor its temporal evolution, enabling charac-
terization of these various pathways. A sufficiently energetic probe pulse can interrogate not
only TNIs, but also any anionic dissociation products that may form due to fragmentation,
as well its radiationless transitions to other excited states or the anion ground state. The
ability to follow ground state dynamics is a notable advantage of anion TRPES as compared
to neutral TRPES, in which ionization from the ground state is often not energetically fea-
sible. Thus, anion TRPES can offer a complete picture of the relaxation and dissociation
dynamics subsequent to electronic excitation.

Anion TRPES has been previously applied to study size-dependent electron solvation
dynamics or CTTS dynamics with an iodide dopant atom in a cluster of solvent molecules
or atoms [12, 36]. Size-dependent relaxation dynamics have also been probed for carbon
clusters [37, 38] and transition metal clusters [39–45] with anion TRPES. TRPES has also
been applied to probe fundamental dynamics of long-range interactions involved in excess
electron binding, such as non-valence bound anionic states [46–48] and multiply-charged
anions (MCAs) [49–52]. In recent years, electronic resonances and electron accommodation
dynamics in many biologically-relevant species have been of great interest [53–57].

In this chapter, Section 8.3 provides a brief description of select past studies to illustrate
the nature of the information that is uniquely gained by the versatile application of TRPES to
anionic clusters. Section 8.4 delves into the specific work that has been done in the Neumark
group on the dynamics of TNI formation and decay in iodide-nucleobase (I–·N) clusters
as a model system for the reductive damage of DNA. Section 8.5 covers the experimental
and computational methodologies specific to the study of I–·N complexes, and Section 8.6
examines the results of these TRPES studies of iodide-uracil (I–·U) and iodide-thymine
(I–·T) clusters, as well as the simpler, model system of photoexcited iodide-nitromethane
(I–·CH3NO2) clusters that provide an illustrative framework for understanding the more
complex dynamics of the larger nucleobase species. We conclude with a summary and
outlook for future applications of anion TRPES of iodide-containing clusters to advance
our understanding of reductive damage pathways in DNA.
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8.3 A Brief Overview of Past Anion TRPES Studies

Several TRPES studies by the Neumark and Zewail groups have been directed at probing
relaxation dynamics in size-selected anionic clusters An

– and iodide-associated I–·An clus-
ters, including carbon clusters [37, 38, 58, 59], oxygen and solvated oxygen species [60–63],
mercury [45, 64–67], and I2

– and I2
–·An [68–82], among others [83, 84]. Others have worked

to theoretically simulate the TRPE spectra of I2
– and I2

–·Y complexes to aid and improve
the dynamical analysis of these studies [85–88], and the I2

– studies have also been extended
by Sanov [89, 90] to probe the photodissociation dynamics of I2Br– and IBr– anions. TR-
PES has also been used by the Eberhardt and Ganteför groups to explore dynamics of metal
thermalization in transition metal An

– clusters [39–44, 91, 92] and desorption in metals with
anionic adsorbates [93–98]. These transition metal cluster studies are able to probe the metal
band structure and relaxation processes on a molecular level. Much of this work has been
previously reviewed [11].

TRPES has been employed by Johnson [99], Neumark [100–104], and Zewail [36] to study
size-selected (H2O)n

– and (D2O)n
– water clusters to probe the time-resolved dynamics of

solvated electrons. These studies probed the excited state lifetimes of electronically excited
water clusters as a model for the relaxation of the bulk solvated electron. The relaxation
mechanism is expected to be initial relaxation along the excited state surface, internal con-
version (IC), and finally ground state relaxation, but the timescales for each step are a
matter of debate [12]. Transient absorption studies of hydrated electrons have measured a
rapid, initial ∼50 fs lifetime that has been ascribed either to relaxation along the excited
state surface (“adiabatic” model) [105, 106] or IC (“nonadiabatic” model) [107] as the fastest
observable step. TRPES of (H2O)n

– clusters by Neumark and co-workers [101, 103, 108]
measured abrupt appearance and decay of an excited state feature with concomitant dynam-
ics for ground state depletion and recovery, which is indicative of decay by IC. A dramatic
decrease in excited state lifetime was observed with increasing cluster size, with sub-100 fs
IC of the excited state in the largest clusters studied (n = 70 – 200) [103]. Thus, this rapid
timescale for IC strongly supports the nonadiabatic model for hydrated electron relaxation.
This nonadiabatic mechanism is also more recently supported by TRPES studies of hydrated
electrons in liquid micro-jets by Neumark [109, 110] and Suzuki [111].

TRPES of I–·(H2O)n and I–·(D2O)n clusters [112–114] allow one to study the injection
of an excess electron into a solvent network as in a CTTS transition since a UV pump pulse
can be used to promote charge transfer from the iodide to the solvent moiety (Sn), as in Eq.
8.2:

I– · Sn
hνpump−−−−−→ I · · · Sn

*– (8.2)
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TRPES of I–·(H2O)n most notably exhibited a strong shift to higher VDEs of the ex-
cited state feature after 1 – 2 ps, and greater magnitude shifting was observed in larger
clusters. When compared to the VDEs measured for different isomers of (H2O)n

– clusters,
this shift suggests that the water cluster relaxation proceeds in a few ps via isomerization
from an initially surface bound excess electron to one that may be in a more tightly bound
configuration [112–116].

Other Sn
– and I–·Sn solvent clusters have also been investigated in time-resolved ex-

periments by Neumark and Zewail, including those of methanol and various iodide-alcohol
complexes [117–120], ammonia [121, 122], acetonitrile (CH3CN)n

– [123, 124], and tetrahy-
drofuran (C4H8O) [125, 126]. Many of these solvents are proposed to share some similarities
with the proposed relaxation schemes for water, although differences in hydrogen bonding
and solvent molecule packing result in different sites or cavities that the excess electron can
occupy. Additionally, the presence of different vibrational modes in these solvents compared
to those of water affects the IC and solvent motion-driven relaxation pathways. These studies
have been previously reviewed in considerable detail [11, 12].

Anion TRPES has also been employed to analyze the properties and dynamics of several
non-traditional valence anions. While conventional anions have the excess electron occupying
a valence orbital, nonvalence bound anions, in which there is a long-range attraction between
the molecular core and the excess electron, are also important species [127]. These anions
can be dipole-bound or multipole-bound if the neutral species possesses a sufficiently large
dipole or multipole moment, as discussed in considerable detail in the later portions of this
chapter. More recently, Verlet and co-workers have reported observation of correlation-bound
states (CBSs) of the para-toluquinone trimer cluster anion (pTQ)3

– [47], and the iodide-
hexafluorobenzene cluster (I–·C6F6) using TRPES [48]. Such CBSs have been described
by calculations to be nonvalence bound states that arise from correlation forces between the
excess electron and the molecular valence electrons [128–133]. With TRPES, the pump pulse
is used to either excite the species to a π∗ excited state that appears to internally convert
to a transient CBS in <60 fs, as in the case of (pTQ)3

–, or the pump pulse may generate
the CBS directly via UV initiated charge transfer from iodide, as in I–·C6F6, and the probe
pulse follows the evolution and decay of this metastable state.

Repulsive long-range interactions in the form of the repulsive Coulomb barrier (RCB)
are fundamental in dictating the characteristics and stability of multiply charged anions
(MCAs), as shown by Wang [33] and others [52]. For multiply charged anions with negative
EA, the RCB can support (meta)stable gas-phase An– MCAs because although the energy

of the excess electron may lie above the A(n-1)– + e– energetic asymptote, the RCB imposes
an energetic barrier such that this electron must be photoexcited well above the EA to
be detached. TRPES has been used by Kappes [49–51, 134, 135] and Verlet [136–138]
to probe the properties and decay dynamics of the resonant states that are bound by the
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RCB in a number of MCA fluorophores and chromophores. These time-resolved studies
are able to determine the lifetimes for excited state IC, intersystem crossing, and tunneling
autodetachment.

We close this section with a brief discussion of the more recent applications of TRPES to
study a number of electron-driven processes prominent in biological systems. Electron trans-
port chains (ETCs), for example, are key for energy extraction in photosynthesis and cellular
respiration, and quinones are often found as electron acceptors in ETCs [15]. TRPES has
been used by Verlet to probe numerous anionic quinone derivatives [54, 139–142] including
coenzyme Q0 [143, 144] and vitamin K3 [145], in a bottom-up approach to understanding
the role of this structural motif in ETCs. Chemical substitutions in this class of quinones
were used with TRPES to probe, for example, the effects of conjugation or various nearby
electron donating groups on the timescales and mechanisms of excited state IC. Important
biological chromophores have also been studied with anion TRPES in the Verlet and Zewail
groups, including stilbene [146], the anionic fluorescent chromophore of green fluorescent
protein (GFP) [55, 147–149] and the timescales for twisting in the trans-to-cis isomerization
process of the photoactive yellow protein chromophore [53].

Mechanisms of excited state relaxation and dissociation in DNA and its constituents are
naturally of significant interest [150]. To this end, Verlet and co-workers have employed anion
TRPES to study the excited state dynamics of isolated deprotonated DNA nucleotides [27,
56, 151]. These studies used UV pump energies near the nucleobase π – π∗ transitions and
probed the unique relaxation pathways and timescales for each nucleotide, deprotonated at
the phosphate group, to model the non-radiative relaxation processes of DNA. Neumark and
co-workers have examined dynamics in a number of iodide-nucleobase clusters, including
iodide-uracil (I–·U) [152–155], iodide-thymine (I–·T) [153, 156], iodide-uracil-water [157],
iodide-adenine [158], and the related system iodide-nitromethane (I–·CH3NO2) [46, 159],
to elucidate the role of low-energy electron attachment to nucleobases in the mechanism
of reductive damage of DNA. In the sections that follow, we cover in detail the ultrafast
dynamics of electron attachment and photodissociation in photoexcited I–·CH3NO2, I–·U,
and I–·T clusters. This work is described in more detail elsewhere [57].

8.4 Electron Attachment and Photodissociation

Dynamics in I–·N Clusters

Low-energy electron attachment to DNA has been shown to induce damage such as single
and double strand breaks, and the mechanism of this damage has been a topic of considerable
interest in recent years [14]. The initial site of attachment has been implicated to be the
DNA nucleobases, and upon attachment a TNI of the base is expected to form [160–162]. It
is predicted that electron transfer from the base moiety to the sugar-phosphate backbone,
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facilitated by strong electronic coupling [160, 161, 163, 164], then leads to dissociation or
fragmentation. These considerations have motivated many experimental and theoretical
studies of the interactions between nucleic acid constituents and low-energy electrons [165].

A conventional valence-bound (VB) anion can be formed by electron attachment to the
π∗ orbital of the nucleobase [161, 166], but an excess electron can also be bound by the fairly
large dipolar moment of the base to form a dipole-bound (DB) anion [167]. A molecular
dipole moment (µ) of at least ∼2 – 2.5 D is needed to bind the excess electron [168]; all
of the canonical nucleobase species examined here have larger dipole moments than this
and are thus capable of forming DB anions [169–171]. Electron scattering experiments have
suggested that the DB state is initially formed and may then convert or act as a “doorway”
to the formation of a VB anion [172]. The decay of these metastable states is then expected
to lead to dissociation or fragmentation of the nucleobases, the larger nucleotide, or the
DNA backbone structure [173, 174]. To better understand the role of these nucleobase DB
and VB anions in DNA damage, many laboratories have probed these anions with a variety
of experimental techniques, including dissociative electron attachment [172, 175–177] and
anion PES [166, 178, 179]. Numerous theoretical studies of these anions have been carried
out as well [180–184]. Anion TRPES is uniquely able to probe the ultrafast time-resolved
dynamics and evolution of these TNIs, including interconversion of a DB anion to form a
VB anion, as well as the timescales for autodetachment, IC, and fragmentation.

As demonstrated by Bowen and co-workers [178, 185], DB and VB anions can be easily
distinguished from one another in photoelectron spectra by both their energetics and spectral
shape. DB anions are weakly bound (typically <100 meV eBE), with the excess electron
residing in a large, diffuse orbital outside of the molecular framework [167]. Due to this
diffuse nature, the neutral core of a DB state undergoes little or no geometry change upon
photodetachment [127], yielding a narrow peak in the anion photoelectron spectrum. VB
nucleobase anions typically have VDEs of hundreds of meV [166, 179, 186–189], and the
geometry of VB nucleobase anions is typically distorted relative to the neutral nucleobase
in the ring puckering coordinate [156, 158, 180, 181, 190], yielding a broad photoelectron
spectrum [191]. Photoelectron spectra from Bowen [191], shown in Fig. 8.2 for the U– DB
anion and the U–·H2O VB anion, exemplify the binding energy and spectral shape of these
two types of negative ions.

In studies of electron attachment dynamics to nucleobases and related species, the nu-
cleobase of interest, N, is clustered with iodide. A UV pump pulse of energy hνpump can be
absorbed by the I–·N complex to initiate charge transfer from the iodide to the nucleobase
moiety, thereby creating a TNI:

I– · N
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · N]*– (8.3)
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Figure 8.2: Photoelectron spectra of a) the U– DB anion and b) the U–·H2O VB anion. The
U– DB anion exhibits a very narrow peak at very low binding energy, characteristic of DB
anions, while the U–·H2O anion exhibits a broad feature covering higher eBEs. Adapted
with permission from Ref. [191].

This excitation can be carried out near the VDE of the I–·N complex. Excitations of this
nature are clearly interesting as a model for reductive DNA damage by low-energy secondary
electron attachment. These complexes also exhibit a second regime of UV photoabsorption
near 4.8 eV [192], which is calculated [155, 192] to encompass a strong base-centered π – π∗

excitation on the nucleobase with the excess electron still remaining with iodide, i.e.:

I–(5p6) · N(π4π∗0)
hνpump−−−−−→ I–(5p6) · N(π3π∗1) (8.4)

Excitation in this UV range is also of interest in the DNA damage mechanism as the rapid,
nonradiative photodeactivation pathways of π – π∗ UV photoexcited nucleobases are the
core of the remarkable photostability of DNA [193–195]. We believe this π – π∗ excitation
is followed by rapid charge transfer from the iodide moiety to fill the hole in the π orbital
of the base to create a VB anion, as discussed in more detail in Section 8.6.2 and elsewhere
[57].

Photoexcited I–·N clusters can decay by a number of pathways listed in Eq. 8.5, in-
cluding autodetachment, iodine loss, I– formation, or a chemical reaction to form HI and a
deprotonated nucleobase anion [N–H]–.
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I– · N
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · N]*– → I · N + e–

→ I + N– → I + N + e–

→ I– + N

→ HI + [N – H]–

(8.5)

The I–·N TRPES studies here have employed both the 1.58 eV Ti:sapphire fundamental as
well as higher energy UV probe pulses to photodetach the nascent TNIs and the possible
photofragments these complexes can form, including iodide (eBE = 3.059 eV) [196], as
described in more detail in the following sections.

8.5 Methodologies for I–·N Clusters

Fig. 8.3 shows the anion TRPES experimental apparatus used by the Neumark group,
which has been described in more detail previously [81, 102]. I–·N clusters are generated by
flowing 375 – 450 kPa of neon or argon buffer gas over a reservoir of methyl iodide. This gas
mixture passes into a pulsed Even-Lavie valve operating at 500 Hz that contains a cartridge
with a solid sample of the nucleobase of interest heated to 205 °C. For the I–·CH3NO2 studies,
the cartridge is left empty, and instead an additional reservoir on the gas line is filled with
liquid CH3NO2 and chilled in an ice water bath. In each configuration, the gas mixture is
then supersonically expanded into vacuum through a ring filament ionizer to produce cluster
anions. The anions are perpendicularly extracted into a Wiley McLaren time-of-flight mass
spectrometer [197] and mass-selected to isolate the I–·N species of interest. These ions are
photodetached through their interaction with fs pump and probe laser pulses as described
below. A velocity map imaging [198] spectrometer focuses the resultant photoelectrons
onto a chevron-stacked position-sensitive microchannel plate detector coupled to a phosphor
screen which is imaged using a charge-coupled device camera. The 3D eKE distributions are
reconstructed using Basis-set expansion (BASEX) methods [199].

Various pump-probe laser schemes are employed among the studies in this work. A
KMLabs Griffin oscillator and Dragon amplifier are used to generate 1 kHz, 40 fs pulses
centered near 790 nm (1.57 eV) with 1.8 mJ/pulse. The output of the KMLabs system is split
into a pump arm and a probe arm delayed by a delay stage. In the pump arm, 1 mJ/pulse
of the 1.57 eV light is used to pump a LightCon TOPAS-C optical parametric amplifier.
UV light is generated by frequency-doubling the TOPAS-C output with a β-barium borate
(BBO) crystal to yield pump pulses between 235 nm – 350 nm of approximately 8 – 13
µJ/pulse. Pump pulses near 266 nm (∼5 – 12 µJ/pulse) can also be generated by frequency
tripling the 1.57 eV fundamental infrared (IR) of the KMLabs system. The fundamental can
also be used as the probe beam (1.57 eV, 80 µJ/pulse), or frequency-doubled in a BBO crystal
to yield 395 nm pulses (3.14 eV, 65 µJ/pulse). The residual visible non-frequency-doubled
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Figure 8.3: Diagram of the TRPES apparatus employed by Neumark and co-workers, repro-
duced from Ch. 7 for clarity.

TOPAS-C output can also be recovered and recombined nonlinearly in a BBO crystal with
the fundamental pulse to yield a UV probe pulse of 344 nm (8 µJ/pulse). Cross-correlations
measured outside the vacuum chamber for the pump and probe laser pulses are <150 fs for
UV/IR-type pump/probe schemes and ∼150 – 200 fs for UV/UV-type pump/probe schemes.

8.6 I–·CH3NO2, I–·U, and I–·T clusters

Fig. 8.4 presents the calculated structures [200] for ground state I–·CH3NO2, I–·U, and
I–·T at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level of theory. Table 8.1 presents the calculated dipole
moments of the neutral I·N species at the equilibrium geometry of the anion, as well as
the experimentally measured VDEs of the I–·N species. To facilitate comparison between
the three different systems studied here, one-photon and TRPE spectra for each species
are shown in Figs. 8.5 – 8.8. Figs. 8.5a) – c) show one-photon photoelectron spectra for
I–·CH3NO2, I–·U, and I–·T, respectively. Figs. 8.6a) – c) show near-VDE photoexcited
TRPE spectra for each of these systems along with the time-evolution of TNI production
and decay at both early and long delay times. Figs. 8.7a) – c) show the time-evolution of
I– production via photodissociation for I–·CH3NO2 and I–·U, and Figs. 8.8a) and b) show
the TRPE spectra and time-dependent signal evolution for I–·U and I–·T photoexcited
at excitation energies near ∼4.7 eV. These results are considered in more detail in the
subsections below. For consistency and ease of comparison throughout this work, TRPES
pump energies are given as hνpump – VDE, i.e. they are referenced to the VDE of the cluster.
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Figure 8.4: Calculated structures for I–·CH3NO2 (left), I–·U (center), and I–·T (right). See
Ref. [46] for computational details for I–·CH3NO2, and Ref. [156] for computational details
for I–·U and I–·T.

I–·CH3NO2

We first apply TRPES to the dynamics of the photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 binary complex,
which serves as an interesting model system for conversion between DB and VB anions
and helps inform studies of the more complex uracil and thymine systems. Nitromethane
(CH3NO2, µ=3.46 D) supports both a DB anion as well as a VB anion; the VB anion lies
lower in energy and is the ground state of the anion [185, 201, 202]. Both DB and VB anions
of CH3NO2

– have been previously measured by single-photon PES; the DB anion has a VDE
of 8 ± 8 meV, and the VB anion has a VDE of 0.9 – 1 eV [185, 203].

Photofragment action spectroscopy has been used by Dessent et al to probe I–·CH3NO2
binary complexes, which measured the I–·CH3NO2 cluster VDE as 3.60 ± 0.01 eV and de-
tected evidence for the presence of the I–·CH3NO2 DB anion [201]. Our group has performed
two sets of TRPES studies of near-VDE photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 clusters at two probe en-
ergies: 1.56 eV probe experiments to examine the presence and time-resolved dynamics of
DB and VB anions of nitromethane [46], and 3.14 eV probe experiments to measure the
time-resolved formation of I– and other photofragments [159].

Table 8.1: Neutral dipole moments (µ) and VDEs for the I–·N cluster systems examined
in this work. Neutral dipole moment is calculated at the ground state anion geometry.
Reported VDEs are experimentally measured by single-photon anion PES, all ± 0.05 eV
error. See Ref. [156] for computational details for I–·U and I–·T.

Cluster I–·CH3NO2 I–·U I–·T
VDE (eV) 3.60 eV 4.11 eV 4.05 eV
Neutral µ(D) 4.62 D 6.48 D 6.23 D
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Figure 8.5: Single-photon PE spectra for a) I–·CH3NO2 with 4.68 eV; b) I–·U with 5.30 eV
in blue, 4.92 eV in red, 4.68 eV in purple, and 4.51 eV in orange; and c) I–·T with 5.30 eV in
blue, 4.87 eV in red, 4.78 eV in purple, 4.68 eV in orange, 4.59 eV in green, and 4.51 eV in
black. “A” denotes vertical detachment to the lower spin orbit state of the iodine-containing
complex (I(2P3/2)·N), “B” denotes detachment to the upper spin orbit state (I(2P1/2)·N),
and “C” denotes autodetachment.

Fig. 8.5a shows the single-photon photoelectron spectrum of I–·CH3NO2. Feature A,
centered at 3.60 eV, corresponds to the cluster VDE, and matches previous experimental
results for I–·CH3NO2 [201]. This feature corresponds to detachment to the lower spin orbit
state of the complex I(2P3/2)·CH3NO2 while feature B, appearing near 4.5 eV, corresponds

to photodetachment to the upper spin orbit state of the complex I(2P1/2)·CH3NO2, lying

approximately 0.94 eV higher in energy [204].
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Figure 8.6: TRPE spectra (left) and integrated intensities at both early times and long
delay times (right) for the DB anion (feature A, blue) and VB anion (feature B, red) for
a) I–·CH3NO2 photoexcited at +0 meV; b) I–·U photoexcited at +30 meV; and c) I–·T
photoexcited at +20 meV.

TRPE spectra for I–·CH3NO2 photoexcited at 3.60 eV (at the cluster VDE) and probed
at 1.56 eV are shown in Fig. 8.6a. The left panel shows a false-color contour plot of eBE as
a function of pump-probe delay. Feature A is a narrow, short-lived, low eBE feature that is
assigned to a DB state, while feature B is broader and longer-lived, assigned to a VB state.
The center and right panels of Fig. 8.6a present integrated intensities of feature A (blue)
and feature B (red) at short and longer time delays, respectively. A similar layout is used for
the other rows of Fig. 8.6. The nascent [I· · ·CH3NO2]– DB anion appears within the cross-
correlation of the pump and probe laser pulses, <150 fs, and decays mono-exponentially in
460 ± 60 fs, while the [I· · ·CH3NO2]– VB anion appears in 420 ± 50 fs [46]. These congruent
lifetimes indicate that the DB anion decays primarily to form the VB anion in a rapid and
complete or nearly-complete conversion. The VB state was found to decay bi-exponentially
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Figure 8.7: Iodide integrated intensities for a) I–·CH3NO2, b) I–·U photoexcited -80 meV
below the VDE, and c) I–·U photoexcited at +610 meV (4.72 eV).

with time constants of 2 ps and 1300 ps.

A second TRPES study with 3.56 eV pump energy (–40 meV) and 3.14 eV probe energy
was performed to characterize the decay dynamics of the [I· · ·CH3NO2]– VB anion [159].
This probe energy is high enough to detect photodissociation products such as I– (eBE =
3.059 eV) [196] and the nitromethide anion CH2NO2

– (VDE = 2.635 ± 0.010 eV) [159,
205]. I– is measured as the major photofragmentation channel with a mono-exponential rise
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time of 21 ± 1 ps, shown in Fig. 8.7a. This finding suggests that the 2 ps VB anion decay
lifetime corresponds to back-electron transfer to re-form I–·CH3NO2, followed by IC to the
I–·CH3NO2 anion ground state and, finally, dissociation to yield I– in 21 ps.

Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) calculations were performed to analyze the
statistical unimolecular dissociation of I–·CH3NO2 complexes to determine if the 21 ps I–

formation from 2 ps VB anion decay is a statistical process [159, 206, 207]. These RRKM
calculations yield dissociation rates of only 300 – 400 fs, and this rapid lifetime is unlikely to
be a realistic physical timescale for intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR)
and subsequent dissociation in a cluster. This result indicates that there exists a dynamical
bottleneck in the formation of I– from I–·CH3NO2.

We have suggested that such a bottleneck arises in I–·CH3NO2 from inefficient energy
flow from high frequency –NO2 vibrational modes in the VB anion to the relatively low
frequency (<100 cm–1) I· · ·CH3NO2 modes that ultimately yield I– dissociation [159]. The
[I· · ·CH3NO2]– DB anion should geometrically resemble neutral I·CH3NO2, while the [I· ·
·CH3NO2]– VB anion is expected to more closely resemble the puckered CH3NO2

– geometry
in which the –NO2 is out of the plane of the molecule [46, 203]. Hence, during the DB to
VB anion transition, the –NO2 vibrational modes become vibrationally excited. Previous
theoretical work of gas phase SN2-type reactions has shown that energy transfer between
high energy and low energy vibrational modes in a binary complex may be inefficient and lead
to non-statistical dynamics [208–212]. Thus, IVR within the reformed I–·CH3NO2 complex
can act as the rate-limiting step in cluster dissociation and cause the delayed I– rise observed
here.

Autodetachment from photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 clusters was also measured as near ∼0
eV eKE photoelectron signal [46]. Autodetachment, the spontaneous ejection of an electron
following photoexcitation of an anion resonance, can occur if the resonance lies isoenergeti-
cally within a manifold of vibrational levels of the corresponding neutral plus a free electron.
The ejection is thus facilitated by nonadiabatic coupling between the electronic and nuclear
degrees of freedom in the system [127, 213, 214]. If the internal energy of the excited anion
(or cluster) is randomized prior to electron ejection, the detached electron typically carries
∼0 eV eKE and this statistical process is referred to as thermionic emission [215, 216]. We
expect, then, that the long 1300 ps VB anion decay corresponds to autodetachment.

To summarize these photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 decay dynamics, we conclude that the 2
ps decay of the VB anion is IC to the ground state followed by delayed I– evaporation, and
the long, 1300 ps VB anion decay is by autodetachment, as in Eq. 8.6:
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I– · CH3NO2
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · CH3NO2]*–DBS → [I · · · CH3NO2]*–VBS

[I · · · CH3NO2]*–VBS

Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · CH3NO2

Delayed
Dissociation−−−−−−−−→ I– + CH3NO2

Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · CH3NO2 + e–

(8.6)

These measured dynamics for near-VDE photoexcited I–·CH3NO2 complexes provide
insight into the dynamics and energetics of the TNIs and also the possible interactions
between the iodine atom and the CH3NO2 moiety. We consider these results in the discussion
of the I–·U and I–·T studies in the following sections.

I–·Uracil and I–·Thymine Binary Complexes

The pyrimidine bases uracil and thymine each have a sufficiently large dipole moment to
support a DB anion (µ∼4.15 D) [169]. Single-photon PES measured by Bowen [178] finds
the uracil and thymine DB anions to have eBEs of approximately 90 meV and 70 meV,
respectively. No VB anions of either base have been detected in previous PES studies, but
Rydberg electron transfer experiments [187] and theoretical calculations [186, 217] predict
that both the DB anion and the VB anion for both uracil and thymine exist, at least as
metastable TNIs, with VB anion VDEs of approximately 500 meV. For both nucleobases,
the DB anion is the anionic ground state [191, 218], with a calculated barrier of 36 – 155 meV
for conversion to form the VB anion, depending on the level of theory used [156]. However,
bare thymine is calculated to have a ∼10 – 20 meV higher conversion barrier for DB to VB
anion conversion than bare uracil at each level of theory employed.

TRPES has been used to study the time-resolved dynamics of I–·U and I–·T clusters
at photoexcitation energies near the VDE [154, 156] as well as in the higher energy (∼4.6
– 4.9 eV) excitation regime [152, 153, 155]. Here, we first briefly cover single-photon PES
results as well as laser photodissociation spectroscopy experiments on I–·U and I–·T by the
Dessent group and excited state calculations to provide context for the discussion of the
time-resolved work [155, 192].

Single photon PE spectra collected at multiple photon energies for I–·U and I–·T are
overlaid and reproduced in Fig. 8.5b and 8.5c, respectively [152, 153]. Feature A corresponds
to direct detachment to the I(2P3/2)·N neutral complex, yielding a VDE of 4.11 ± 0.05 eV

for I–·U and 4.05 eV ± 0.05 eV for I–·T. Feature B, seen only at the highest photon energies,
arises from photodetachment to the upper iodine spin-orbit state. Feature C is present at
each detachment energy at ∼0 eV eKE and corresponds to autodetachment. Interestingly,
we note that the intensity of the autodetachment signal appears to reach a maximum near
4.7 – 4.8 eV photon energy, and declines at energies above and below this region.
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Laser photodissociation spectroscopy has been carried out on I–·U and I–·T by Dessent
et al [155, 192] for I–·U and I–·T clusters to measure their photoabsorption profiles as
well as photofragment formation as a function of pump energy. Figs. 8.9a and 8.9b show
the photodepletion (photoabsorption, including dissociation and detachment) profiles for
I–·U and I–·T, respectively, from 3.6 to 5.3 eV. Two regimes of UV photoabsorption are
measured: the first excited state near the VDE, approximately 4 eV for both clusters, and
the second centered around 4.8 eV. The photofragmentation results find I– and [N-H]–, the
deprotonated nucleobase anion, as photofragments for both clusters, with I– appearing as
the overwhelmingly dominant species [192]. Figs. 8.9c and 8.9d present the photofragment
yields of I– for I–·U and I–·T, respectively. Both photofragments are also found to form in
two distinct bands of photoexcitation: one centered near the VDE of each cluster, and one
centered near 4.8 eV.

In Fig. 8.9 we also overlay these laser photodissociation results with the respective I–·U
and I–·T one color photoelectron spectra from Figs. 8.5b and 8.5c. The VDE photode-
tachment features appear at energies slightly above the first photoabsorption and photofrag-
mentation bands; this occurs because photodetachment is not possible below the VDE, but
photoabsorption and formation of the DB anion is possible and has been measured at pump
energies below the VDE, as described in more detail below [154–156, 192]. Note that the
single-photon PES autodetachment feature for both I–·U and I–·T appears to track closely
with the higher energy photoabsorption and I– photofragmentation bands; we discuss this
and the dynamics resulting from high energy photoexcitation in more detail in Section 8.6.

To examine the nature of the photoexcitation in each of the two measured energy regimes,
excited state calculations have been performed at the TD-DFT/B3LYP level for I–·U and
I–·T [192], and at the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) level for I–·U [155]. Near the I–·U
VDE, the EOM-CCSD calculation finds three optical transitions with prominent oscillator
strength corresponding to excitation from an iodide (5p) orbital to form a DB state of the
complex (Fig. 8.9e). Both sets of excited state calculations find by far the strongest transition
near 4.8 eV to be a base-centered π –π∗ excitation (Fig. 8.9f). Much weaker transitions near
4.7 eV, corresponding to excitation from an iodide (5p) orbital to a σ∗ state of the complex
(Fig. 8.9g), are also found; the oscillator strength is lower by a factor ranging from two
to 18 depending on cluster and method. No evidence is found for channels with significant
oscillator strength corresponding to I(5p)�π∗ charge transfer, i.e. direct optical excitation
to form the VB anion, presumably reflecting near-zero spatial overlap between these initial
and final states. Thus, we expect that near-VDE photoexcitation likely yields direct optical
excitation from iodide to form the DB anion instantaneously, while photoexcitation at higher
pump energies will likely yield dynamics with the largest contribution from base-centered
π – π∗ excitation. We now turn our attention to the time-resolved results of photoexcited
I–·U and I–·T clusters in each of these two pump energy regimes.
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Early time dynamics from near-VDE excitation of I–·U and I–·T

TRPES studies of I–·U and I–·T clusters were carried out at pump excitation energies
from ∼ ±100 meV relative to the VDE [154, 156], and are shown in Figs. 8.6b and 8.6c for
I–·U at +30 meV and I–·T at +20 meV, respectively. At each of these excitation energies,
both the DB anion (feature A, blue) and the VB anion (feature B, red) of each cluster are
observed. In I–·U, the DB anion rise time decreases from approximately 250 fs to ≤150 fs
as the pump energy is increased, while the VB anion rise time remains near 250 fs over this
pump energy range. In I–·T, the DB anion appears in approximately 230 fs, exhibiting no
dependence on the pump excitation energy, and the VB anion forms in approximately 300
fs.

These results indicate that while the DB state is formed first and followed in appearance
by the VB anion, because the DB signal remains while the VB signal grows in, both I–·U
and I–·T seem to exhibit at most only partial DB to VB anion conversion. The excited state
calculations in Section 8.6 show that there is direct optical excitation to form a DB state
but no optical transition to form the VB state, indicating that the origin of the VB signal
is expected to be from DB to VB anion conversion. Given that the DB anion is the anionic
ground state for uracil and thymine [191, 218] and there is expected to be an uphill barrier
of ∼36 – 155 meV for conversion [156], it is reasonable that only partial DB to VB anion
conversion occurs, in comparison for example to the rapid and complete DB to VB anion
conversion in I–·CH3NO2.

Long time dynamics of near-VDE excited I–·U and I–·T clusters

The DB and VB anions of near-VDE photoexcited I–·U and I–·T clusters decay bi-
exponentially, with each set of lifetimes generally decreasing with increasing pump excitation
energy. For I–·U photoexcited at +30 meV (Fig. 8.6b), the DB anion decay constants are
5.0 ps and 500 ps, while the VB anion decays in 5.6 ps and 80 ps [154]. I–·T photoexcited
at +20 meV (Fig. 8.6c) similarly exhibits DB anion decay in 5.2 ps and 1100 ps, and VB
anion decay in 13.1 ps and 530 ps [156].

TRPES of near-VDE photoexcited I–·U clusters finds two decay pathways: autodetach-
ment and bi-exponential re-formation of I– [154, 155]. TRPES of I–·U clusters photoexcited
at 4.03 eV (–80 meV) and probed at 3.61 eV measures bi-exponential formation of I– in 17.5
± 1.6 ps and 150 ± 10 ps as the only major photodissociation pathway; this I– rise signal
is shown in Fig. 8.7b. These bi-exponential I– rise dynamics can be assigned in light of the
mechanism of I– reformation in I–·CH3NO2 (Eq. 8.6). For I–·U clusters, since both TNIs
are present as the DB to VB anion conversion is only partially complete, we expect that each
TNI has a fast decay process of IC to the electronic I–·U ground state followed by evapora-
tion of I– to ultimately yield bi-exponential I– rise. We attribute the fast I– appearance to
IC of the DB anion, and the slow I– appearance of 150 ps to IC and delayed ejection of I–
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from the VB anion, as the VB anion decay may also have a dynamical bottleneck similar to
that observed in I–·CH3NO2. The overall decay mechanisms for the DB and VB anions are
summarized in Eq. 8.7.

I– · N
hνpump−−−−−→ [I · · · N]*–DBS, [I · · · N]*–VBS

[I · · · N]*–DBS

Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · N→ I– + N

Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · N + e–

[I · · · N]*–VBS

Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · N

Delayed
Dissociation−−−−−−−−→ I– + N

Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · N + e–

(8.7)

The long time decays of each TNI for both species are likely by autodetachment, or
rather, more specifically, by thermionic emission considering the ∼100 ps – 1 ns long decay
lifetimes and measured decrease in the long time constants with increasing pump energy.
Laser photodissociation spectra found [U-H]– (neutral electron affinity = 3.481 eV) [219] as
an additional minor dissociation product from I–·U clusters; this channel was not measured
by TRPES, most likely due to its low abundance and broad photoelectron spectral profile
[155, 220].

Dynamics of I–·U and I–·T excited at higher energy

TRPE spectra of I–·U and I–·T photoexcited at 4.69 eV and probed at 1.57 eV are shown
in Figs. 8.8a and 8.8b, respectively [152, 153]. No evidence for the existence of a DB state is
measured for either cluster in this pump energy regime, but both species exhibit VB anion
signal (red integrated intensity) with a cross-correlation limited rise (≤150 fs), as well as ∼0
eV eKE signal corresponding to autodetachment (black integrated intensity). The I–·U VB
anion decays bi-exponentially in 620 fs and 52 ps, while the I–·T VB anion undergoes mono-
exponential decay [156] in ∼610 fs. The autodetachment signal for both clusters exhibits
non-zero autodetachment intensity at negative times (i.e. pump only), prompt depletion at
t=0 fs, and recovery to the initial intensity, although in I–·U clusters the signal is found
to exceed its initial intensity. The I–·T VB anion prompt appearance and decay dynamics
mirror that of the autodetachment signal, as seen in the integrated intensities in Fig. 8.8b
[153].

Experiments on I–·U at pump and probe energies of 4.72 eV and 3.15 eV, respectively, find
formation of I– be the dominant photodissociation channel; mono-exponential appearance of
I– occurs in 36 ± 3 ps (Fig. 8.7c). An analogous high energy probe study has not yet been
performed for I–·T clusters, but the laser photodissociation spectroscopy results confirm that
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Figure 8.8: TRPE spectra (left) and integrated intensities at both early times and long
delay times (right) for the VB anion (red) and autodetachment (black) features for a) I–·U
photoexcited at 4.69 eV; b) I–·T photoexcited at 4.69 eV. Reproduced from Ch. 7 for ease
of comparison.

I– is the major photofragment produced from both sets of photoexcited clusters [192]. It is
apparent in Fig. 8.8 that, for both I–·U and I–·T clusters, the VB anion appearance and
fast decay dynamics match closely with the autodetachment depletion and recovery. It is
also striking from the overlay of the single-photon PE spectra with the I– photofragment
formation results in Figs. 8.9c and 8.9d that the autodetachment signal tracks closely with
the I– photofragment production. Thus, it appears that I– formation, autodetachment, and
the VB anion share one common dynamical origin that is similar in nature for both clusters.

Given that one dynamical process is expected to give rise to all three of these features
and that the excited state calculations for both I–·U and I–·T clusters find very strong
oscillator strength for a base-centered π – π∗ excitation in this energy regime, it is likely that
the pump pulse creates a π – π∗ excited state that is responsible for the observed dynamics
[57]. Two possible channels following π – π∗ excitation are IC to the I–·N ground state to
yield cluster dissociation to produce I–, as in Eq. 8.8, and charge transfer from iodide to the
base moiety to fill the hole in the π orbital, essentially creating a VB anion that may then
undergo autodetachment (Eq. 8.9).

I– · N
hνpump−−−−−→ I– · N(π3π∗1)

Internal
Conversion−−−−−−−→ I– · N→ I– + N (8.8)

→ I · N(π4π∗1)
Autodetachment−−−−−−−−−−−→ I · N + e– (8.9)
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Figure 8.9: Overlay of the single-photon PE spectra from Fig. 8.5b) for I–·U and Fig. 8.5c)
for I–·T with the laser photodissociation spectroscopy results from Ref. [192]. a) Photode-
pletion (absorption) for I–·U clusters photoexcited between 3.6 and 5.3 eV and b) for I–·T
clusters. c) I– formation from photoexcited I–·U clusters and d) I– formation from photoex-
cited I–·T clusters. Photoelectron spectra are normalized to match the photodissociation
data (black dots). e) EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ(-pp) calculated image of the I–·U DB or-
bital and f) for the π∗ orbital and g) for the σ∗ orbital for transitions localized near 4.7 eV.
Reproduced from Ch. 7 for ease of comparison.
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We have thus previously proposed that in both I–·U and I–·T, photoexcitation from ∼4.6
eV – 4.8 eV creates a π – π∗ excited state, some fraction of which may decay by IC to the
I–·N ground state followed by dissociation to produce I– (Eq. 8.8), and another fraction of
which may have charge transfer within the cross-correlation of the pump and probe laser
pulses from the iodide moiety to produce a VB anion that then decays by autodetachment
(Eq. 8.9) [57]. These proposed pathways are summarized for the approximate energies and
ranges of the excited states of I–·U in Fig. 8.10. This figure also shows the I–·U near-VDE
photoexcitation dynamics as described in the earlier subsections of Section 8.6.

Some portions of this π – π∗ photoexcitation mechanism are not fully explained and
would benefit considerably from a more extensive theoretical investigation into the nature
and energetics of the photoexcited states accessible in this pump energy region. For example,
it is challenging to explain the rapid rate of charge transfer from iodide to the π orbital
and instantaneous VB anion formation given the lack of overlap between these two orbitals.
Additionally, I–·U exhibits long-lived dynamics that are not present in I–·T, and it is unclear
why the I–·U VB anion exhibits both fast and slow decay by autodetachment, although we
have put forth such mechanistic explanations previously [152–154, 156].

Figure 8.10: Diagram of the proposed I–·U dynamical pathways resulting from near-VDE
photoexcitation (green photon, black arrows) and higher energy photoexcitation (purple
photon, blue arrows). DBS and VBS denote the DB and VB states, respectively. Reproduced
from Ch. 7 for ease of comparison.
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8.7 Summary and Outlook

The application of TRPES to molecular anions and clusters has proven to be an opportune
method to explore the nature of fundamental ultrafast interactions of solvents and molecules
with excess electrons. This versatile technique has been applied to a number of different
solvent systems, multiply charged species, and biomolecular anions to uncover relaxation
mechanisms and ultrafast charge accommodation dynamics. Specifically, TRPES of I–·N
clusters has revealed the ultrafast formation and conversion of nucleobase TNIs thought to
be important in reductive damage pathways in DNA.

There are many promising future directions for work of this kind, including microhy-
dration of I–·N clusters, specifically I–·U·H2O complexes [157]. The stepwise addition of
individual water molecules building up to a solvation shell will allow for comparison between
gas-phase dynamics of nucleobases and those recorded in bulk solution. In this regard, TR-
PES experiments in our group [221] and elsewhere [222, 223] on the dynamics of nucleic acid
constituents in liquid water microjets are of particular interest. The future implementation
of a new cluster source to our apparatus, such as one based on electrospray ionization [15],
will enable TRPES studies of larger biomolecules such as nucleosides and nucleotides, with
the ultimate goal of inducing electron attachment and monitoring not only the initial site of
electron attachment and the TNI dynamics, but also probing photofragment formation to
measure the identities and timescales for formation of photodissociation products in these
larger nucleic acid constituents.
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Chapter 9

Experimental Developments Towards
TRPES of Larger Biomolecular
Anions

For, you see, so many
out-of-the-way things had
happened lately, that Alice had
begun to think that very few
things indeed were really
impossible.

Lewis Carroll
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9.1 Overview

While nucleobases are expected to be initial sites for electron attachment and TNI forma-
tion [1–6], naturally the dissociation mechanisms and channels active in larger nucleic acid
systems are of significant interest. In this chapter we describe experimental modifications
that were made in an attempt to reconfigure the cluster source of the experiment to produce
larger gas-phase biomolecular anions such as nucleosides and nucleotides. The existing ther-
mal desorption cluster source was modified to produce gas-phase anions by laser desorption.
Despite a variety of attempted configurations, ultimately this approach was unsuccessful
in producing high repetition rate biomolecular anions and clusters with enough stability for
TRPES experiments and the original design was reinstated. For this reason, we focus here on
the overall design and approach rather than provide detailed machine diagrams and specific
measurements. We also provide an outlook for the future production of large, biomolecular
anions through the construction of an electrospray ionization cluster source. With such a
source, iodide-nucleotide anions or oligonucleotide clusters, for example, could be probed
with TRPES to reveal the complex mechanisms of attachment and photodissociation as well
as competition between fragmentation and autodetachment decay pathways.

9.2 Larger Nucleic Acid Constituents

The extension of TRPES to iodide-associated clusters of nucleosides and nucleotides
presents a powerful model system for more advanced studies of reductive DNA damage
and fragmentation patterns in nucleic acid constituents. The uridine nucleoside (Ur), for
example, has been calculated [7] at the DFT/B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory here to have
an asymptotic dissociation energy of 0.6 eV for dissociation into [Ur–H]– and the ribose
sugar unit. At the DFT/B3LYP/6-311+G∗ level of theory, both the uridine ring and the
ribose sugar adopt a more “puckered” geometry as seen in Fig. 9.1. Previous single-photon
PES studies of laser desorbed uridine anions have suggested that the excess negative charge
is mostly associated with the nucleobase moiety and that uridine preferentially forms a stable
VB anion rather than a DB anion [8]. The VDE of Ur– was measured to be approximately
1.39 eV. The binding of iodide to the cluster is calculated (Fig. 9.2) to produce a slightly
different configuration as compared to the calculated ground state structure of I–·U due to
the presence of the ribose moiety. The iodide-uridine (I–·Ur) cluster VDE is calculated to be
4.47 eV at the DFT/ωB97XD/LANL2DZ level of theory. I–·Ur clusters have been calculated
to have an energy of 1.12 eV for dissociation to iodide and neutral uridine.

The current cluster source in the experimental apparatus described in Ch. 2 relies on
the inherent vapor pressure of the species of interest. Liquid CH3I provides a volatile source
of I– to produce iodide-associated clusters. Other species examined are volatile liquids,
such as CH3NO2, or are solids that may be thermally desorbed at temperatures ≤240 °C
to produce gas phase population. Nucleobases such as uracil and thymine are sufficiently
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Figure 9.1: B3LYP/6-311+G* calculated structures for the uridine neutral (left) and anion
(right) with selected distances as marked.

Figure 9.2: ωB97XD/LANL2DZ calculated structure for the iodide-uridine anion ground
state structure with selected distances as marked.

volatile when heated to∼205 – 235 °C to produce I–·N clusters and do not decompose at these
temperatures. However, some nucleobases such as adenine, guanine, and cytosine are known
to produce non-canonical tautomers when heated which poses a significant challenge for the
interpretation of TRPE spectra [9]. Larger nucleic acid constituents, such as nucleosides,
have relatively low melting points (Table 9.1) and heating of the solid results in dissociation
of the relatively low energy glycosidic bond between the nucleobase and sugar moieties.

To promote larger nucleic acid constituents into the gas phase as anions and anionic
clusters, two general techniques have been employed: laser desorption (ablation) [8, 10, 11],
and electrospray ionization [12–17]. Each technique presents unique inherent advantages
and disadvantages. Electrospray ionization (ESI), for example, which involves solvating the
species of interest in solution and aspirating the solution into vacuum through a charged
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Table 9.1: Experimentally determined melting points (MPs) of the canonical DNA and RNA
nucleobases and nucleosides. All values from ChemSpider.

Nucleobase MP (°C) Nucleoside MP (°C)
Uracil 330 – 335 Uridine 167

Thymine 317 Thymidine 186
Adenine 360 Adenosine 235
Cytosine 320 – 325 Cytidine 215
Guanine 360 Guanosine 250

capillary [18], requires the addition of multiple vacuum chambers, pumps, differential pump-
ing regions, and an ion trap to create pulsed packets of ions from the continuous ESI source
(see Section 9.4 for more details) [19, 20]. ESI also has a tendency to produce multiply
charged clusters and deprotonated clusters, the latter of which is particularly challenging
to distinguish within the energy resolution of the current Wiley-McLaren configuration [21].
Finally, the internal temperature of the produced clusters tends to be relatively high, which
could lead to the formation of non-canonical biological tautomers [17] or internally excited
species. Laser desorption or ablation cluster sources are known to exhibit instability, but
have been employed to generate gas-phase nucleoside and nucleotide anions for photoelec-
tron spectroscopy in previous work [8, 10, 11]. For these reasons, and past success in our
laboratory with laser ablation-produced cluster anions for photoelectron spectroscopy [22],
a laser desorption cluster source was constructed.

9.3 Laser Desorption Cluster Source

In the development of this cluster source design, several factors are important to be able to
implement the new source into the existing experimental apparatus.1 First, TRPES requires,
in general, long signal averaging times, particularly for the study of anions and anionic
clusters for which the molecule number density is many orders of magnitude smaller than
that typical for a neutral gas jet. The KMLabs laser system in its current implementation
operates at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Most laser desorption cluster sources, however, operate
typically at ∼10 – 20 Hz. To enable time-resolved studies with realistic data collection times
while maintaining reasonable shot-to-shot cluster stability, our laser desorption cluster source
was designed to operate at 200 Hz. We note that although a 1 kHz repetition rate laser
ablation cluster source for the production of gas-phase guanine was reported in 2003 [23],
time-resolved studies for laser ablation-produced biological anions have never been reported.

1 The original laser desorption design and many of the attempts described herein were a combined effort
with Dr. Wei-li Li whose work was instrumental in this effort.
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An overall view of the design within the “SRC” chamber region and the basic cluster
source design is shown in Fig. 9.3. In the left panel, the existing Wiley-McLaren plates
enclosed within the “0D” differential pumping region are shown. A 50 mm diameter window
was cut and installed on the left-side door to the chamber (and a small hole through the
left 0D plate) to allow the laser light from the ablation laser (see below for details) to pass
into the chamber between the Wiley-McLaren repeller and extractor plates. The Even-
Lavie valve, which was previously mounted directly above the Wiley-McLaren repeller and
extractor plates was remounted in the right side of the chamber. A custom copper block was
constructed to mount and interface between the Even-Lavie valve, the solid sample of interest
(target), two stepper motors for rotation and translation of the target, and interchangeable
channels for growth of the ablated gas sample and for supersonic expansion. The laser
light was passed through the expansion channel to strike the target, and the ablated gas
mixture was supersonically expanded collinearly with the laser light into the Wiley-McLaren.
The square Wiley-McLaren plates were rotated 90° to re-wire the high voltage electrical
connections to the top of the chamber where the Even-Lavie valve originally sat.

Figure 9.3: Interior of the SRC and 0D vacuum regions (left) and cross-section of the ablation
cluster source design (right). The green arrow represents the ablation laser light.

Our initial attempts focused primarily on the generation of I–·Ur clusters, although
uracil, other nucleobases and nucleosides, and a variety of metals were also explored. Lower
repetition rate laser ablation sources have employed, in general, two types of “targets”: 1) a
graphite rod with the solid sample of interest (e.g. solid uridine) rubbed onto the exterior of
the rod [8], and 2) hand-pressed or hydraulic-pressed pellets of graphite mixed with the solid
sample of interest [22]. For maximum sample longevity, we ultimately opted for a design
with hand-pressed or hydraulic-pressed pellets of uridine mixed in a variety of ratios with
a variety of different malleable metals including graphite, indium, lead, bismuth, and neat
uridine. Early designs featured a 1 cm diameter target that was later increased to 2.5 cm
diameter to increase the usable area of the target. Targets were hand-pressed up to 3 T (1
cm targets) or hydraulic-pressed (Across International MP24A) at a variety of pressures up
to 24 T in a 25 mm cylindrical die. Targets with a higher proportion of metal were generally
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much less fragile than neat nucleosides or nucleobases, and targets pressed to a thickness of
at least 0.25 cm were the most robust. Targets were secured to a tapped aluminum target
holder (for mounting to the rotation motor) with either Krazy Glue or Torr Seal epoxy. Some
examples of 25 mm hydraulic press targets following laser irradiation are shown in Fig. 9.4.

Figure 9.4: Homemade pressed uridine targets after irradiation. Clockwise from top right:
neat uridine pressed by 20 T, 1:1 by volume indium:uridine pressed by 12 T, 1:1 by volume
carbon:uridine pressed by 20 T, 2:3 by volume carbon:uridine pressed by 12 T.

Regardless of the target composition, each laser pulse must hit a fresh spot on the solid
target for effective ablation and minimum formation of pits on the surface. For this reason,
stepper motors were employed to rotate and translate the solid target (Automation Direct
SureStep STP-DRV-4850). To produce collisionally cooled, iodide-associated clusters, a gas
expansion of 400 – 1100 kPa of argon or helium gas seeded with CH3I was passed in front
of the target to entrain the ablated gas molecules and then supersonically expanded into
the existing Wiley-McLaren design. The pulsed carrier gas was delivered by the Even-Lavie
valve which was unmounted and re-wired to sit comfortably inside the chamber by the solid
target. The best results were obtained when the Even-Lavie valve fired approximately 250
µs before the arrival of the laser pulse at the target. The Wiley-McLaren plates were then
pulsed ∼450 µs after the valve. The valve was mounted with a close but not overly tight fit to
the copper block interface between the pulsed valve, the solid target, and the cluster growth
and supersonic expansion channels. The block was constructed of copper for maximum heat
dissipation as the ablation source was found to heat up considerably, particularly with higher
laser power. The gas was flowed into an angled gas channel to force the gas to meet the
face of the target and expand from the target face to the trumpet-shaped nozzle, as seen in
the inset in Fig. 9.3. The expansion nozzle was also constructed of copper, and a variety
of nozzle lengths, inner diameters, and opening sizes were explored. An interchangable
“growth channel” constructed of either aluminum or teflon was tested to adjust the size of
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the interaction region for the ablated molecules and the backing gas. At the exit of the
supersonic expansion channel, the Even-Lavie ionizer was eventually mounted to attempt
to improve the production of anions from the desorption source. The ∼1 cm ionizer body
opening also helped to collimate the molecular beam entering the Wiley-McLaren. Overall,
the ionizer was not found to improve the anion cluster signal. If placed too close to the
Wiley-McLaren, the adjacent electric fields were found to produce erratic behavior in the
cluster source.

For desorption, a Litron Lasers Ltd. Nano TRL 0-200 Nd:YAG laser operating at 200
Hz was employed. In this scheme, the KMLabs femtosecond laser system reference trigger
remained the “master” trigger for the experimental apparatus, but was cut to 200 Hz instead
of 500 Hz by the DEI PDG-2510 pulse box. The Litron laser was therefore externally trig-
gered by the KMLabs laser, with an optimal delay between the lamp trigger and Q-switch
trigger of ∼535 µs. When operating at 532 nm, the laser produced a 15-20 ns pulse. Un-
fortunately, the high laser repetition rate was found to degrade the laser flashlamps quickly,
and if running for 8 – 10 hours per day, required laser maintainance as much as every 1 –
2 weeks. The laser produced ≤80 mJ/pulse at 1064 nm or ≤45 mJ/pulse at 532. With an
external 5 mm thick KDP crystal cut for SHG of 532 nm, (Eksma Optics KDP-401) up to 2
– 3 mJ/pulse of 266 nm light could also be obtained. We explored the effectiveness of laser
ablation with each of these wavelengths for a wide range of powers. A focusing lens was used
to focus the laser down at the target to <1 mm, and a variety of focal lengths and focal spot
choices (e.g. in front of target, at target, behind target) were tested.

Figure 9.5: Images of front (left) and rear (right) of the constructed laser ablation cluster
source.

As shown in Fig. 9.3 and Fig. 9.5, the apparatus sat to the right of the Wiley-McLaren
plates (left) with the copper block on an aluminum mount with fully adjustable translation
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relative to the Wiley-McLaren plates and adjustable height. In general, the ion signal was
found to be the best with the expansion nozzle placed as close as possible to the Wiley-
McLaren plates. To accomodate this, the differential pumping enclosure between the SRC
and 0D regions of the chamber was eventually removed. The target was spring-load mounted
to the rotation motor (shown, right). For thicker targets for which the spring could become
overly tight, a spacer was needed to push back the mount for the motor slightly, otherwise
too much friction between the target face and the copper block would destroy the target.
The target and rotation motor were translated along a threaded rod controlled by a second
step motor (not shown) mounted to the mounting block. Each motor was encased in a
custom copper cooling block cut to fit the motor and connected externally from the vacuum
chamber to a chilled water supply.

Mass spectra confirmed the formation of I–·Ur in the cluster source with reasonable signal
intensity, as shown in Fig. 9.6. However, the cluster signal exhibited considerable shot-to-
shot intensity fluctuations and instability and was not able to persist for more than 10s of
minutes. In the following subsection we outline some of the expected underlying reasons for
the instability in the cluster source and the attempts made to mitigate them.

Figure 9.6: Mass spectrum of desorbed I–·Ur. This spectrum was collected from a 1:4 by
volume bismuth:uridine target pressed to 5 T and irradiated with 532 nm at ∼20 mJ/pulse
entrained by He carrier gas seeded with CH3I. The smaller peak between I– and I–·Ur
corresponds to either Ur– (244 amu) or I–·[U–H] (238 amu).
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Challenges

A variety of challenges were encountered with the production of stable nucleoside anions
from the desorption cluster source. The underlying mechanism of laser desorption and
laser ablation techniques remains an active area of research today (e.g. for matrix-assisted
laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) [24]), but some known difficulties with stable laser
ablation, particularly at higher repetition rates, have been previously reported [23]. In
particular, the characteristics of the employed laser have been shown to be very important,
including the laser wavelength, pulse duration, and power. The target composition is also
of significant importance, particularly for metals employed as binding agents as the various
thermodynamic, topological, and optical properties of a given target can render it more
susceptible to clogging or target deformation.

Clogging of the growth channel in the cluster source was found to be a major problem.
For targets of neat uridine, targets had a tendency to melt upon contact with the laser
and after ∼1 – 2 hours would fully clog the expansion channel. Temporarily increasing the
laser power, for example, to melt the clog was found to be unsuccessful and once clogged
the apparatus must be vented and sonicated clean. For targets with metal binders, debris
formation and condensation inside the growth channel was also problematic and would also
cause clogging within an hour. As observed by others [23], ablation will exfoliate the surface
of the target and can cause µm-sized particulates to build up in the narrow growth and
expansion channels. In particular, low melting point binder metals with high conductivity
(e.g. indium), which are typically the most convenient for custom-pressing pellets, may
lead to subsurface boiling in the target which also produces small particulate matter. For
this reason it was important to maintain the highest backing gas pressure possible so as
to sufficiently sweep particulate from the growth channel to prevent build-up. Build-up of
particle deposits, however, was often found to be inevitable regardless of the diameter or
length of the interchangeable growth channel. An overly long growth channel was also found
to decrease signal intensity because the temporal spread of the ion packet into the Wiley-
McLaren increased, producing weak ion packets. It is possible that a “leak valve” scheme
to produce continuous rather than pulsed backing gas would be more effective to prevent
clogging. Running the Even-Lavie valve at a higher repetition rate than the ablation source
or using the longest possible pulse width both were found to produce higher ion signal
intensity but significantly decreased signal stability.

Debris from the ablated target was also found to settle on the laser inlet window due to
the configuration in which the gas was expanded collinearly with the incoming laser beam.
Neutral particles undeflected by the Wiley-McLaren would settle on the window within a
few hours. While the laser maintained a clear path, the particulate on the window would
eventually heat up from the laser and, if severe enough, would shatter the window to the
vacuum chamber even for a window several mm thick. It has been suggested2 that VHS

2 Private communication, Michael Zürch, August 28, 2017.
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cassette tape film could be applied to the window in the interior of the vacuum chamber
to prevent particle build-up on the window but still allow 532 nm light to effectively pass
through, but this was ultimately not tested here.

Target deformation and depletion was also found to be a considerable problem in con-
junction with clogging. Neat uridine targets were particularly fragile and would often crack
or shatter upon loading into the apparatus. Once melted, clogging would become inevitable.
Uridine-binder metal mixes generally remained more structurally intact, especially those
with a higher percentage of metal. However, mixed targets were found to quickly deplete the
full amount of uridine in the target and leave behind only the remaining metal, particularly
with high laser powers. For pure metal targets (e.g. graphite), ∼8 – 10 mJ/pulse of laser
power at 532 nm was able to produce excellent cluster signal, while as much as 20 – 25
mJ/pulse was required to produce uridine anion signal. We note also that these required
laser powers are, in general, rather high compared to those employed in other laser ablation
sources [8, 22, 23]. To combat problems with target depletion, other laser ablation designs
have incorporated the use of multiple loaded targets staggered along the translation rod, so
that once one target is depleted, a new one may be translated into place without the need
to break vacuum.

Regardless of target composition and laser focusing characteristics, the laser would etch
a spiral into the rotating and translating target surface as seen in Fig. 9.4. Previous work
has reported the development of these grooves or threads in the surface would ultimately
lead to strong signal attenuation [23]. Mounting the laser focusing lens to a stepper motor
and dithering the laser focus asynchronously to the target motion to prevent any regular
pattern from forming on the target surface may help remedy this problem.

A re-designed “SEVI-style” laser ablation apparatus modeled after the cluster source
design in use on the Slow Electron Velocity-map Imaging apparatus in the Neumark group
[22] was also tested in our system with relatively little success. Briefly, in this design, the
expanding, ablated gas does not travel collinear to the laser but instead the backing gas is
passed orthogonally along the face of the target surface in the direction of the desired cluster
expansion. The valve was remounted and the cluster source rotated to accomodate this
design. The laser needed to now be steered through the chamber to the target, which required
either four optics mounted in the vacuum chamber, or a new window cut into the vacuum
chamber and new table to re-mount the ablation laser. Unfortunately, the SRC vacuum
chamber region is pumped by diffusion pumps that aspirate oil into the chamber. With
high laser power, oil is quickly burned to the surface of the optics, permanently destroying
them and leaving behind little laser power, so tight beam enclosures around the mirrors were
constructed. Regardless, the SEVI-style design was ultimately found to not be more effective
than the original design.

Other designs to promote involatile species to the gas phase to create anions have been
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suggested, including laser-induced thermal desorption. In such a design, dissolved uridine
may be evaporated and plated onto a thin sheet or foil to increase the surface area and
irradiated by a laser from the back side of the foil [25]. Many variations on sample preparation
and mixing were also attempted, including a MALDI-type approach with dissolved uridine
targets, and “hot-pressing” targets in which the uridine was gently melted and mixed with
a metal binder to produce a uniform solid target when cooled slightly and pressed into
a pellet. Neither of these target preparation approaches were as effective as the regular
hydraulic pressing.

9.4 Outlook

Despite some disadvantages associated with ESI outlined in Section 9.2, ESI has been
shown to be an extremely powerful source for generating gas-phase ions of a biological nature
[18]. Dessent and co-workers have employed ESI to successfully generate a variety of gas-
phase iodide-associated nucleobase clusters [15–17], although we note that differences in
the internal energy of the clusters generated by our thermal desorption cluster source and
their ESI source have been observed and may result in the presence of different nucleobase
tautomers [9, 17]. Verlet and co-workers have demonstrated the efficacy of an ESI source
for the production of deprotonated nucleotide anions [12–14], among other biomolecules
[26], with enough intensity and stability for TRPES studies. Therefore, future experimental
upgrades to our apparatus are focused on the implementation of an ESI source to enable
a variety of TRPES experiments aimed at probing the dynamics of iodide-nucleosides and
-nucleotides or even larger oligonucleotide species.

Figure 9.7: Proposed experimental apparatus update with ESI source and radio frequency
(RF) ion trap, orthogonal VMI detector and in-line reflectron TOF mass spectrometer.
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To facilitate analysis of the increasingly complex photoelectron spectra expected for these
larger molecules, the re-installation of a reflectron mass spectrometer [27] previously em-
ployed in our apparatus [21, 28] will allow for the identity of the photofragments to be
measured independent of the photoelectron spectra. An example schematic of this proposed
design is shown in Fig. 9.7. Such a design will relax the necessity for high energy, high power
UV probe pulses ≥3.5 – 4 eV, which are challenging to generate given our existing laser im-
plementation, to identify the presence of anionic photofragments with binding energies >3
eV. In addition, mass spectrometry provides information for the relative abundance of vari-
ous fragments relative to one another or relative to the parent species, which is typically not
possible to reliably extract from photoelectron spectroscopy. The combination of these two
experimental upgrades to our existing apparatus is expected to enable a new regime in the
study of the ultrafast dynamics of biomolecular anions and DNA damage.
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